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W illiam L. Preno and Ronald F. Labisky 
The task of keeping tabs on a state's 
upland game population year after year is 
no easy assignment. First, the techniqut>s 
of obtaining abundance and harvest sta-
tistics for a variety of game birds and 
mammals over such a large land region 
are less than totally adequate. Second, 
the minuteness of the total sample is just 
plain worrisome. And last, variables surh 
as weather, terrain, vegetative growth, 
and the inconsistency among observers -
to mention but a few - introdure addi-
tional uncertainty into the reliability of 
the inventory data. 
The infonnation accumulated from ex-
tensi\·e inventories is used each year to 
put the population status of each of a 
state\ game species into a numerical per-
spccfo·e. And, despite all the inhc•rf'nt and 
extraneous problems im·olved in collect-
ing such an assemblage of data, the popu-
lation trends depicted by the inventory 
statistirs havt· proved, over the years, to 
be remarkably accurate. This kno\\ledge 
of statewide population trends provides a 
quantitatin• basis for establishing proper 
bag limits and season lengths for each 
species and for initiating new, or modify-
ing existing, species-managC'rnC'nt pro-
grams. 
The game inn·ntory statistics presented 
in this report, too, arc n·ry likc-ly charac-
terized by less than total precision. Wr br-
lie\'e, however, that the popula rion tJ ends 
clepirted by our Illinois statistics arc real. 
Irrespcctin: of their precision, the data 
pres1·nt1·d in this report are the best that 
arc ,n-ailabk on r<·cent statl'widc popula-
tion trends of small game species in 
Illinois. 
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graphically depicts the trl'nds in the abun-
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for tlw 14 years, 1956 69. The silhouettes 
of the game animals were sketd1t>d by 
Hilda WiesenmeytT, Illinois Natural His-
to1y Survey. 
SCOPE AND PURPOSE 
This report presents statewidt· abun-
dance and han·est statistics for six game 
species in Illinois for the 14 }'t'ars, 1956- 69 
(in sorne cases, 15 years, 1955 69). These 
six species are the mourning dove (Zeriai-
dura macroura), pheasant (Phasianus 
colchicus), bobwhite ( Colinu; virgi11ia-
nus), eastern fox squirrel (Sciurus niger), 
eastrm gray squirrel (Sciurus carolinen-
sis), and eastern cottontail (Sylvilagus 
floridan us). 
The purpose of this report is to provide 
a reference catalog of statisticJ on the a11-
nual trends in uhundance and harvest of 
these six species of small garne in llliuois 
over the designated 14-ycar perio<l. The 
report will include neither in-depth anal-
yses of the ecological factors undrrlying 
population fluctuations nor comprelwnsive 
treatment of all facets of thr game 
harYest. 
The precise accu1acy of our quantita-
tive expressions of abundance and kill i~ 
unknown. v\'e beli1·,·e that most of our 
figures, with some recognized exceptions, 
fall within the limits of 10 pt>H"t•nt of the 
actual ,·alues. lna~111uch a~ all techniqut·s 
of data collection were held constant dur-
ing all years, any major challge in abun-
dance or kill, or both, £10111 )t'ar to year 
or over a period of yea1 s should bt· ap-
propriately reflected in the statistics. 
THE STUDY AREAS 
The study arC'a essentially comprises 
the entire state of Illinois, ,,hich at its 
extremes is about 215 miles wide (E--W) 
and 385 mill's long (N- S). Illinois is 
hounded on the nortli by v\'isconsin, on 
the east by Indiana, m1 the south('ast by 
Kentucky, and on the west by Missouri 
and Iowa. Illinois i~ subdiviclt>d iuto 102 
counties, containing collectively about 56.-
000 square miles of surface area (Table 1). 
Although the ha1Ycst statistics on the 
game species presented in this repo1 t were 
collected by mail surveys of 1esident hunt-
ers from each of the state's 102 countic·s, 
it was not feasible to obtain abundance 
statistics by county. Ilencr, the state' was 
partitioned into seven contiguous geo-
graphic units, each containing sc·,-cral 
counties; these units were tcnnecl game 
regions (Table l; Fig. 1, frontispiece). A 
rneasure of abundance for each species for 
each game 1 egion was accurnulatecl from 
data collected from geo({raphically and 
ecolo~ically distributed census mutes or 
sitPs within each game 1cgion. 
The partitioning of tlu· state into game 
r~gions was based prin1arily on the rela-
tive disti ibution and abundann· of tlw 
Table 1. - Selected information on the seven game regions in Jllinois. 
Game Square Percentage Percentage Percentage People 
Region Miles of State of Region of State's per Square in Region in Region Forested•-L Human Populotionb Mile" 
1 3,753 6.7 35.4 2.0 53 
2 14,328 25.6 15.6 10.2 72 
3 6,679 10.2 14.4 2.8 43 4 12,048 21.5 3.0 10.7 90 4a 5,202 9.3 5.4 4.3 84 4b 7,214 14.7 3,9 63.6 889 
5 6,723 12.0 9.0 6.4 95 
Total or mean 55,947° 100.0 10.8 100.0 180 
u Statistics are fer 1962 and include commercial end noncommercial forests {Euex & Gonsner 1964). Dominant forest 
trees ore oak~ (Ouercus), hickories. (Corya), elm5 (U/musL maples !Acer), sycamore {Platanvs occidentalis}. ashes (frnxi-
nos}, ond cottonwood (Popvlus deltoides} {King & Winters 1952). 
I) Statistics ore for 1960 at which time the stot@·s population totoled 10,08L158 people. 
t' The state contoins 56,400 s~uore miles of orl!!lo {excluding lake Mif;higanJ, which indude5 land and inland waters. 
Th& figure 55,947 represents the approximate surface fond oreo for the year 1960. 
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Tobie 2 . - General climatic charoderistics for the northern, central, and southern 
sectors of Illinois. All figures ore based on long-term means (Page 1949). 
Meosurement North Central SouH, 
Meon monthly temperalure. (°F) 
January 20-25 25-30 30-35 
July 72-75 7S-78 78-81 
Number of frost-free day, 150-170 170-190 190-210 
Mean annual precipitation (inches) 32-36 36-40 40-46 
Meon annual snowfall (inches) 
gamt' species being studied. The difictt'nt 
g:amt· regions grossly rcp1l'scnt clilien·nt 
habitats, and corresponding!; rl'fiect dif-
ferences in tO}JORraphy (geology), agri-
culture, forestation ( Fig. 2 ), and climate 
(Table 2). T o illustrate, northea~tern 
Illinois rssentially includt's the hulk of the 
pheasant range and is rhararteri~ed g:en-
t!rally by relatively low topographic relief. 
intensive cash-grain fanning, and litth· 
forested acreage ( Figs. 1 and 2) . The 
abundanrr of pheasants, boweH'r, is not 
uniform over this rauge, ,vhich indud<·s 
about '1·5 pcrrent of the state. Thus, the 
area was partitioned according to differ-
elll lewis of pheasant abundance, into 
three game regions - 4, 4a, and 4b -
instead of bl'ing rdained as a singlc, large 
game region. Similarly, Game Region 1 
in southe1 nrnost Illinois, the most densely 
forl'sted rq?;ion in th(' statt', contains the 
greatest abundanct' of gray squirrels. 
Nl'verthdess, som<' of thl' boundaries be-
tween the game regions were drcicled arbi-
trarily for purposes of convenience in the 
presl'ntation of data. 
GENERAL PROCEDURES 
Measurement of Species Abundance 
Counts of animals along 73, 20-mjlc. 
long- game cemus routes throughout the 
state pw\·ided much of the population 
abundance info1 mation on doves, pht'as-
ants, bobwhites, and cottontails (Fig. 1). 
Each of thc routes had 20 standardized 
stops !orated at approximatt•ly 1-mile in-
ten·als; 2-rninute auditory count5 of 
pheasants and bobwhites we1e made a t 
each of the stops on selected censuses. The 
>30 15-30 <\5 
routes included in this report underwent 
citlwr no changt•s or only minor changes 
during the 14-year study period. Many 
of the 73 routes ,\ere censused by the same 
obsen·er throughout tht' 14-year study 
period; in fact, 36 percent of all censuses 
along the 73 routes du1 ing the H years 
were conducted by project personnel 
(W. L. Preno and J ohn Slachtcr). 
Inventory procedun·s varied according 
to the particular region(s) involved (see 
Appendix A for census-report fom1 and 
instructions for censuses). Although the 
numbers of doves, pheasants, bobwhites, 
and cottontails observed alone; routes dur-
ing each count \\·r-1 c always recorded, the 
counts \\'t'rt' chronologically ronductecl to 
obtain particular statistics on particular 
species at the most appropriate times. 
In Game Regions 4, 4a, and 46, six 
counts were made annually along each of 
the 20-milc census routes (Table 3). T he 
six counts were: Count I (March), night-
time census for rabbits; Count, 2 (April 
20-May 5) and 3 (May 6-24), early 
morning pheasant rock-rail censuses; 
Count 4 (July 1-15), early morning cen-
sus for cottontails; and Counts 5 (July 
25-August 5) and 6 ( Augu~t 6-20), early 
morning census('S for pheasants and pheas-
ant broods. 
In Came Regions 1, 2, 3, and 5, only 
four counts were made a nnually along 
each route (T able 3). These were: Count 
lQ (March), nighttime census for cotton-
tails ( comparable to Count 1) ; Counts 
2Q (M ay 25-June 10) and 3Q (June 11-
)uly l), early morning bobwhite cock-call 
censuses; and Count 4Q (July 1-15), 
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Table 3 . - Number of 20-mile game census routes and special census oreas per 
game region. 
Game 20-Mile Go me Census Routes Bobwhite Squirrel-Census Region Number Route Miles per Census Areas Counties11 of Routes 100 Squore Miles 
l 5 2.7 l 4 2 21h 2.9 3 13 3 7 2.1 l 4 4 21 3.5 1 7 4a 6 2.3 1 1 Ab 7 1.9 0 2 s 6 1.8 1 4 
Total or mean 73 2.6 8 35 
• Squirrels wer& cen$Utictd at five ~to11dardized sites in eech coullly. 
b Of these 2l routes, 9 were also censused' specifically for' doves during August of eod1 year. 
early morning census for cottontails ( com-
parable to Count 4). In addition, sight 
counts of doves were made annually dur-
ing August along 9 of the 21 routes in 
Game Region 2; the latter censuses ·were 
conducted to provide information on sum-
mer populations of doYcs that \\'aS com-
parable to that collected from Counts 5 
and 6 in Game Regiom 4, 4a, and 4b. 
Abundance statistics for fox squirrels 
and gray squirrels \\'ere obtained during 
late winter from sight counts taken annu-
ally at five separate sites in each of ::io of 
the state's 102 counties during the 5 years, 
1958- 62, and in each of 35 counties dur-
ing the 7 years, 1963-69 (Fig. I) ; the five 
additional counties censused for squirrels 
in 1963 and ther<'after were Mason, Mar-
shall, La Salle, Grundy, and Henry. Squir-
rels were censused by the time-area 
method at each site by the same biologist 
(either W. L. Preno or Jolm Slachter) 
each year. The census at each site was 
made during a 20-minute period betw<Tn 
midmorning and midafternoon on warm, 
sunny days in January or February when 
the wind velocity was lrss than 10 mph. 
All counts of squirrels were made from a 
vehicle positioned in the same place at 
each site each year. 
Additional procedures for obtaining 
abundance statistics for individual species 
will be presented in appropriate places 
within the report. 
Measurement of Species Harvest 
Harvest statistics for thl' small "alllC 
" species discussed in this report wf'rl' ob-
tained by mail surveys of resident small-
game licensees. The sampling procedure 
consisted of sending written instructions 
and a postcard-questionnaire for the re-
porting of information on hunting and on 
game killed to the first person purchasing 
a license from each distributed sales book 
of 25 licenses. The first pagt: of each book 
of 25 licenses consisted of a business reply 
card on which the vendor was requested 
to record the name and address of the 
purchaser of the first license in each book 
and to mail the reply card to the Depart-
ment of Conservation. Although only 
about half of the reply cards were re-
turned by the vendors, the procedure still 
provided a sample of about 2 percent, or 
roughly between 8,000 and 12,000, of the 
resident hunters annually (Table 4). 
About 40 percent of the contacted 
hunters returned their questionnaires each 
year; subsequent questionnaires were not 
sent, except as noted below, to those· hunt-
ers who did not respond to the initial 
questionnaires. The number of resident 
licensees who completed and returned 
their questionnaires averag-ed 3,065 annu-
ally for the 14 years, 1956-69, ranging 
from a low of 1,561 in 1966 to a high of 
4,864 in 1957. The information supplied 
annually by the hunter included the spe-
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1956 55: 
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1958 50 
1959 49 
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1960 -47 
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Tobie 4. - Recorded soles of hunting 
licenses for small game in Illinois, 1956-
69. 
Number of Number of 
Year Resident Nonresident 
Licenses Sold License, Sold 
1956 553, 11,4 5,2.44 
1957 502,992 6,090 
1958 501,767 6,311 
1959 492,040 6,707 
Mean 512,.478 6,088 
1960 471,264 5,337 
1961 462,636 5,262 
1962 ,472,955 4,947 
1963 482,385 5,308 
1964 473,811 5,435 
Mean 472,610 5,258 
1965 451,585 5,486 
1966 ,469,520 5,839 
1967 481,491 5,921 
1968" 399,153 7,614 
1969b 419,960 7,947 
Mean 444,342 6,561 
Grand mean 473,905 5,961 
a first year' that Illinois reQuired owners of firearms to 
register. 
h License sales reported as of April 30, 1970. 
cies he hunted, the number of trips* he 
made to hunt each species, the number of 
animals of each species he bagged, and 
the counties in which he hunted ( see 
Appendix B); information to quantify 
crippling losses was not solicited. These 
data were then assembled by county (and 
by game region) and analyzed. The re-
sultant findings were <'xpanded to the 
total number of resident small-game li-
censees in the state for the particular 
season involved. This procedure for ob-
taining hunting and harvest information 
was used for all game species discussed in 
this report. 
Calculations of the numbers of hunter-
trips per species and the numbers of each 
species killed per trip are subject to minor 
inflation and <ldlation, respectively, be-
cause a hunter sometimes ~hot more than 
one species on the same hunting trip. To 
* A trip, or hunter•trip, was conside1·ed as that d-
fort put (orth by an individual licensee to hunt a 
giveu spec~es durjng all or any por_tion of the specified 
legal huntm~ hours for that speCLCS. A hunter cmild 
have theorcllca1!y, though not very feasibly, logged as 
many hunter-trips per day as there were different 
.:,pec1es that were legaHy huntab)c on that day. 
illustrate, a hunter bagging both a pheas-
ant and a cottontail would be given a 
hunting trip for each species and a kill of 
one animal per trip for each. Such over-
lapping statistics would be most promi-
nent in combination pheasant-cottontail 
range and bobwhite-cottontail range, but 
would still be minor due to different sea-
sons and sclec6ve hunting habits for dif-
ferent species; the data on doves and 
squirrels would be nearly unaffected by 
this problem. 
Preliminary evidence suggests that the 
harvest statistics for doyes, pheasants, and 
bobwhites, solicited from hunters by mail 
surveys, Tnay be inflated. The total annual 
harvest of each species was computed, by 
simple expansion, from data reported by 
a sample of hunters who voluntarily com-
pleted and returned the card-question-
naire requesting hunting and harvest in-
formation. Underlying this computational 
technique was the assumption that those 
hunters who failed to respond to the ques-
tionnaire achieved the same hunting suc-
cess as did the respondents. In each of 
1965, 1966, and 1967, a sample of 1,000 
hunters, proportionately distributed geo-
graphically, was selected to test this 
premise. Those hunters in the sample who 
failed to respond to the first card-ques-
tionnaire were sent a second question-
naire, and, if they ignored the second, a 
third questionnaire. The findings, al-
though less than statistically conclusive, 
revealed that hunters who responded to 
the initial questionnaire reported a greater 
relative harvest of dov<"'s, pheasants, and 
bobwhites than did those who replied to 
follow-up mailings; the reported harvest 
of squirrels and cottontails was, however, 
nearly identical between the two groups 
of respondents . .More specifically the study 
revealed that han·est statistics could be 
inflated by as much as 11 percent for 
pheasants, I 7 percent for doves, and 23 
percent for bobwhit1·s. Ho\\·ever, because 
of the tentative status of these findings, we 
have made no attempt to adjust the har-
6 ILLINOJS DEPARTMENT Of CONSERVATION TECHNICAL BULI.ETIN 4 ( 1971) 
vest statistics for doves, pheasants, and 
bobwhites in this report; we do, however, 
advise our readers to acknowledge the 
potential existence of such a bias. 
It should be noted also that all harvest 
statistics arc based only on information 
obtained from licc11scd resident hunters. 
Although Illinois attracts sorne nonresi-
dent hunters (Table 4), the majority of 
these licensees hunt waterfowl, not upland 
game. Excluded from the harvest statistics 
also are the numbers of upland game 
killed by resident landowners who hunt 
exclusively on their own land and who, 
therefore, are not required to purchase 
a resident hunting license. Our pilot sur-
veys indicated that unlicensed small-game 
hunters averaged less than 2 percent of 
the number of the licensed resident hunt-
ers· annually and contributed less than 
1 percent to the annual statewide kill of 
upland game. 
Analyses of Data 
Many of the numerical data in this re-
port were rounded to the nearest whole 
number. If, however, the nurnerical data 
were needed to complete further calcula-
tions, rounding was not done until all 
calculations had been finalized. In those 
instances where numerical values were 
rounded, the attending standard devia-
tions were computed on the rounded 
values. 
Sta tis ti cal relationships between selected 
variables were tested by linear correlation; 
conelation coefficients were designated by 
the S) mbol r. All tests of significance were 
made at the 0.05 level of probability; prob-
ability was dcsignatec.l by the symbol P. 
FINDINGS 
Doves 
Breeding Populations 
Except in winter, no species of bird has 
a broader geographical, and perhaps eco-
logical, distribution in Illinois than the 
migratory mourning dove. Although the 
dove commonly nests in every county of 
the state, it is by no means uniformly 
abundant throughout Illinois during the 
breeding season. The density of breeding 
doves in 111inois conforms, in general, to a 
north-south gradient, the fewest birds 
being found in the intensively farmed area 
of northeastern Illinois (Game Regions 4 
and 4b) and the greatest number occur-
ring in the semiforestec\ area of southern 
Illinois (Game Regions 1 and 2) (Table 
5). In fact, Carne Region 2 contributed 
61 percent to the mean index of breeding 
abundance for the J 5 years, 1955- 69. That 
a greater difference than that reflected by 
the sight censuses actually exists between 
the densities of doves in these two portions 
of Illinois is probable because cloves are 
easier to sight in the prairie landscape of 
the north than in the forested terrain of 
the south. 
Indices of the statewide abundance of 
breeding doves, based on sight counts, in-
dicated that doves were markedly more 
abundant during 1958 and 1959 than dur-
ing any other year between 1955 and 1969 
(Fig. 3). The elevated breeding levels of 
doves in these year.; were substantiated by 
correspondingly high levels of production 
(Table 5). Grabt'r & Graber (1963) esti-
mated Illinois' breeding population of 
doves at 2,000,000 in both 1957 and 1958. 
The application of our series of sight 
counts to the Grabers' estimates of abun-
dance revealed that the breeding popula-
lation of doves substantially exceeded 2,-
000,000 birds in 1959; in 1960, the popu-
lation declined to about 1,700,000, a level 
about which it fluctuated rather narrowly 
for the next <lecade (Fig. 3). Stability in 
the numbers of breeding doves in Illinois 
throughout the 1960's is reflected both by 
our sight counts and the U.S. Bureau of 
Sport Fisheries and Wildlife's call counts. 
As a state, Illinois contributes importantly 
to the continental population of doves -
ranking among the top dozen states in the 
relative abundance of breeding cloves dur-
ing the 1960's; in fact, in recent years, Illi-
nois may have accommodated as many 
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Table 5. - Mean number of mourning doves sighted per 20-mile route during three separate census periods - May-June, July, and Au- R" 
• gust- in the different game regions (designated 1-5) of Illinois, 1955-69. Most means are based on from three to forty-two 20-mile counts; to 
those means enclosed by parentheses ore based on only one or two 20-mile counts. !ii :,; 
< 
Moy-June Cou"" (Breeding)• July Counts (Production)b August Counls (S.,mmer Flocks)' ~ 
Year to Annual Annual Annual C 2 3 4 4o 4b 5 lndexd 2 3 4 -4a 4b lndexd 2 4 40 4b lndexd z 0 
> 
1955 (29) 90 35 (6) (3) 6 19 33.3 91 30 30 (50) 21 40.5 100 32 (34) 9 36.9 z 
1956 28 63 29 8 19 9 20 28.2 87 65 32 70 28 -46.4 199 55 (80) 32 7-4.9 ~ 
1957 25 76 38 4 12 12 15 30.S 87 41 25 30 25 38.3 83 37 (41) 36 38.3 > z 
1958 22 68 40 6 (82) 13 u 35.5 120 54 53 (96) 24 60.1 159 67 (11 5) 33 70.7 C 
1959 (23) 106 -43 5 3.'i 9 2-d 41.6 157 103 32 58 24 66.5 118 53 (13) 57 51.2 ::i:: 
Meon 25 81 37 6 30 10 18 33.9 108 59 34 61 24 50.2 132 49 57 33 54.5 
> 
"' <1960 (27) 65 41 6 23 11 (7) 28.5 95 84 23 (106) 20 50.6 107 39 (52) 13 A2.5 I" UI 
1961 (28) 65 38 8 27 9 15 29.7 72 64 23 (40) 22 36.8 96 32 (46) 41 41.8 --1 0 1962 26 60 31 3 12 4 11 23.9 104 26 13 40 15 38.0 160 23 (36) 27 53.2 ..., 
1963 32 63 -40 5 (4) 4 10 25.6 106 41 11 23 19 36.7 192 18 (16) 41 60.6 C: 
196-4 32 60 AO 3 14 15 (10) 26.9 140 61 12 16 20 49.0 118 12 20 21 37.7 .,, 
Mean 29 63 38 5 16 9 1 I 27.1 103 55 16 45 19 42.4 135 25 34 29 47.4 ~ z 
1965 35 66 38 3 9 7 10 26.8 113 (87) 11 ,44.4 132 23 38 47 49.2 t::, 14 20 0 1966 35 61 30 2 13 7 9 24.7 65 53 12 12 15 27.9 117 19 17 25 39.3 > 
1967 37 62 39 4 11 12 10 27.2 122 78 13 32 22 48.2 133 2S 3 1 36 47.6 ::: 
1968 41 61 36 3 10 3 7 24.9 100 5S 1 1 19 10 36.8 136 21 33 20 45,4 "' 
1969 51 65 26 3 14 3 14 26.7 100 60 1S 3S 1S 40.4 140 1S 25 36 46.7 
Mean 40 63 34 3 11 6 10 26.0 100 67 12 22 16 39.4 132 21 29 33 45.9 
Grand mean 31 69 36 5 19 8 13 29.0 104 60 21 43 20 44.2 133 31 40 32 49.2 
• Counlt 2 and 3 in Gome tegian, -4, ._,, and 4b aod Counto 20 and 30 In Gome Regions I, 2, 3, and $, 
t> Count A In Gome Regions 4, 4a, and .&b and Count AQ in Game Reulons 2 and 3 . 
e Counts J and 6 fn Gome RegiO"-S -1, .&o, and Ab and s:pedol count on nin• cen1-11, routes In Gom• Region 2. 
d Annual index of abuftdance II the sum of th• p,oducts of the perc•ntage of the state contolned within each goMe regfon multiplied by the moan number of doves stghted per route in eoch 
region. The index for the May-June ccunfl includes the entire ,rate, whereas the Indices for the July and fhe August counb Include only 81 and 71 percent of the stoll!II, res.pedively. 
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Fig. 3. - Comporative indices of annual statewide breeding populations of mourn-
ing doves, obtained during Moy and June, in Illinois, 1955-69. The sight-count indices 
are from Table 5. The U.S. Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife ca/I-count indices for 
1959-69 (base years: 1966 and 1967) ore from Ruos (1970 ); comparable indices for 
1957 and 1958 were offered for inclusion in this report by Duncan MacDonald, U.S. 
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, Laurel, Maryland. 
breeding do\'es as any state - and cer-
tainly more than most states - cast of 
the Mississippi Riwr (Ruos J 970). 
Nesting and Production 
In a 9-year study of clove nesting in 
northern Illinois, Hanson & Kossack 
( I 963) found that the number of young 
fledged annually per breeding pair aver-
aged 2.4. If we assume that Illinois' breed-
ing population averages about 2,000,000, 
then the annual p roduction of young 
doves in the state approximates 2,400,000 
birds. Our nesting statistics (Table 6) 
substantiated those of Hanson & Kossack 
(1 963) in revealing that approximately 
half of the annual crop of young doves in 
Illinois is produced from nests initiated 
during April and ~fay and that usually 
less than 2 percent of nesting effort by 
doves in Illinois occurs after September 1. 
Summer Flocking 
The flocking of immature doves is con-
spicuous in Illinois by late summer -
often being evident as early as mid-July. 
In fact, Hanson & Kossack ( 1963) pointed 
out that doves often rearhed their peak 
abundance in northern Illinois before 
September 1. That many of the doves in 
late-summer flocks an; migrants from 
breeding areas north of Illinois is sug-
gested strongly by the observation that the 
sight counts of dovl'S in August were 
usually substantially greater than similar 
counts in July (Table 5). 
Migration 
Few birds are as obviously sensitive to 
ambient temperatures in their migratory 
response as the mourning dove. Any mod-
estly detectable drop in the environmental 
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Table 6. - Percentage of total mourning dove nests established by months in conif-
erous trees in o 20-acre cemetery in McLean County and in a 10-a·cre coniferous plant• 
ing in Lawrence County, lllinois. 
Study Year Total Percentage of ~esll Established by Monti, Area Nestsa. April May June July August September October 
Mclean 1960 47 28 28 17 17 8 2 0 
County 1961 64 15 23 35 11 8 6 1 
1962 26 19 23 42 4 12 0 0 
1963 14 35 22 29 0 13 0 0 
Total 
or meanb 151 24 24 31 a JO 2 <J 
Lcwrence 1960 663 15 29 39 12 3 1 0 
County 1961 539 18 31 26 10 9 6 0 
1962 343 18 41 27 6 s 3 0 
1963 288 19 34 33 13 1 0 0 
1964 63 11 25 56 3 s 0 0 
Total 
or meonb 1,896 16 32 36 9 5 2 0 
1111 Alf conifers on both areos were searched annually for dove nuts ot 2-week inter"Vals fof the 7-montf, period, April 
through October; W. l. Preno conducted all tne nest .searches on the study tract In Mclean County, and John Slochter all 
those on the study tract in Lawrence County. The progressive onnuol decline ln nesting effort on bott, a reas was due 
prindpolly to o deterioration of the nesting hobltot (conifers) and not to diminisheG breeding populations. 
b Arithmetic meons. 
temperature after mid-August may push 
the majority of cloves southward from 
northern Illinois (Hanson & Kossack 
1963). In most years normal autumnal 
temperatures cause most of the doves to 
migrate from the northern half of tht; 
state by mid-Srptember (Table 7); rela-
tively few cloves winter in northern Illi-
nois. E\·en southern Illinois, where as 
many as 1,800,000 dovf'S may winter in 
some years ( Graber & Graber 1963), is 
characterizrd by a variable degree of mi-
gratory egress in September (Table 7). 
Harvest 
The mourning clo\·e has gained rapidly 
in popularity as a game bird among llli-
nois hunters <luring the past 20 years. Sta-
tistics solicited from lllinois hunters in 
1949 indicated that less than about 10 
percent of the half-million resident small-
garne licenst· holders hunted doves; the 
proportion of licensees hunting cloves was 
greatest in the central sector of the state, 
intermediate in the south, and least in 
the north (H anson & Kossack 1963) . A 
decade later, in the late 1950's, 18 percent 
of all resident small-game license holders, 
or about 90,000 persons, h unted doves 
(Table 8). And by the late 1960's the 
proportion of resident licensees hunting 
doves had increased to about 23 percent, 
or to slightly more than 100,000 hunters. 
The mean number of dove hunting trips 
per dove hunter per season during the 14 
years, 1956 69, was 4.49, increasing from 
a low of 3.85 in 1956 to a high of 5.13 
in 1969 (Table 8). The increase in the 
number of tiips per hunter annually dur-
ing the 1960's was particularly noteworthy 
because season lengths were identical and 
bag limits ( except for 1969) were uniform. 
The hunting effort for doves, which 
averaged 432,000 hunter-trips annually 
for the 1956-69 period, increased from 
about 375,000 hunter-trips in the late 
1950's to about 500,000 in the late 1960's 
(Table 8). This increase in hunting effort 
for doves resulted both from greater num-
bers of clove hunters and from greater 
numbers of trips per hunter. 
The number of doves killed per hunter-
trip averaged 3.56 for the 14 years, 
1956-69, ,1·ith extremes of 3.36 in 1958 
and 3.95 in l 968 (Table 8). The advent 
of an 18-dove bag limit for IJlinois in 1969 
had no noticeable effect on the number of 
doves killed per hunter-trip. Thus, al-
though the number of doves killed per 
trip was remarkably stable from )Car to 
year, the total number of doves shot per 
0 
Table 7. - Number of mourning doves sighted along 20-mile routes driven during September in central <Ford ond Tazewell counties) and 
in southern (Lawrence and Wayne counties) Illinois, 1959-69. All entries are from single counts. 
Gome Region 4 Game Region 2 
Year Ford County Tazewell County 
Lawrence County Wayne County 
September September September 
September 
1- 10 11-20 21-30 1-10 11-20 21- 30 1-10 11-20 21- 30 
1-10 11-20 21-30 
1959 49 11 23 217 29 20 a a 
a 406 57 135 
1960 46 24 9 125 27 39 145 58 
45 376 120 126 
1961 59 17 8 53 30 7 147 
117 169 317 143 105 
1962 35 4 l 45 30 14 148 66 
118 a 172 138 
1963 6 l 3 11 37 6 5 130 
145 54 174 127 145 
1964 12 26 52 53 0 6 86 
86 122 201 140 242 
1965 18 8 2 27 17 6 65 
161 76 301 177 41 
1966 5 2 6 49 26 6 183 205 
102 259 176 198 
1967 2 5 4 36 6 5 
157 213 93 317 372 64 
1968 41 39 33 13 14 7 63 
62 146 187 257 326 
1969 13 17 4 43 49 21 87 
156 117 184 262 286 
Mean 26 15 14 64 21 12 121 
127 104 272 182 164 
a Doto are not ovc;silable. 
Tobie 8. - A summary of hunting and harvest statistics for mourning doves in Illinois, 1956-69. 
Table 8. -A summary of hunting and harvest statistics for mourning doves in Illinois, 1956-69. 
Resident licensees Who Hunted 
Length of 
Daily Doves One or More Times0 Mean Number Totol Hunter- Mean Number Calculated Year Season" of Hunting Trips Tripsc of Doves Killed Kill (Days) Bag limit Numberc per Hunter (in 1,000',) per Trip (in 1,000's) Percentage (in 1,000's) 
1956 40 8 17.4 96 3.85 371 3.37 1,249 1957 45 10 16,8 85 4.31 364 3.42 1,246 1958 65 10 18.6 93 4.22 394 3.36 1,323 1959 65 10 17.3 85 4.31 367 3.76 1,379 
Mean 17.5 90 4.17 374 3.48 1,299 
1960 70 12 19-4 91 4,30 393 3.51 1,380 1961 70 12 17.7 82 4.44 364 3.39 1,233 1962 70 12 19.5 92 4.61 425 3.71 1,577 1963 70 10 21.2 102 4.6S 476 3.63 1,726 1964 70 12 21.1 100 4.44 444 3,40 1,509 
Mean 19.8 93 4.49 420 3.53 1,485 
1965 70 12 19.9 90 4.14 372 3.45 1,284 1966 70 12 22.8 107 4.83 517 3.67 1,898 1967 70 12 24.2 117 4.62 538 3.51 1,890 1968 70 12 22.6 90 5.07 457 3.95 1,807 1969 70 18 26.3 110 5.13 567 3.76 2,130 
Mean 23.2 103 4.76 490 3.67 1,802 
Grand mean 20.3 96 4.49 432 3.56 1,545 
Standard deviation 2.8 JO 0.35 70 O.l 8 296 
• Seoson opened on September 1 in oil years; hunting hours were from one•holf hour before ,-unris.e to sunset in 1956 and 1957 and from noon to sLmset in years thereafter. 1
, See Tobie 4 for numbers of rttsident licensees. 
c Rounded to nearest thousand ofter calculation cf kill. 
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hunter annually increased progressh·ely -
due principally to increased hunting effort 
- frorn about 13 in 1956 to 19 in 1969. 
In the final analysis, tht' number of 
doves shot in Illinois averaged 1,545,000 
annually for the 14 years, 1956 69, gen-
e-rally increasing from about 1,250,000 in 
the mid- I 950's to slightly more than 2,-
000,000 in 1969 (Table 8). In contrast, 
the annual bag of doves in Illinois for 
1941 and 1942 was reported at 420,000 
and 415,000, re-sprctively (Cloe 1943). 
A third of all the doves killed in lllinois 
during the 14 years, 1956-69, were taken 
from Game Region 2 (Table 9), which 
constitutes 25.6 percent of the statt'. 
Among the seven designated regions, 
Game Region 2 also yielded the highest 
mean kill of doves ( 55) per 1,000 acres 
and the greatest mt>an kill of don~s (3.9) 
per hunting trip ( Tables 10 and 11) . 
The n umber of doves killed annually 
per 1,000 acres in Illinois avcrag(·c\ 43 
birds for the 14 years, 1956-69 (Table 
10); correspondingly, the number of <loYe 
hunting trips per 1,000 acres averaged 12. 
Five of Illinois' 102 counties - F ranklin, 
Williamson, Du Page, Lake, and M ason 
- yielded mean annual ki lls of more than 
100 doves per l.0(X) an es (F ig. 4). Only 
two counties - D u Page and Lake -
absorbed hunting pressure for dmcs that 
was in excess of 30 hunter-trips per l ,000 
a cres annually. 
The frvc top-ranked counties with re-
spect to the absolute kill of dow·s Wl'rf', in 
descending order: ~ladison, Macoupin, 
St. Clair, 1fason, and Ta1ewell; th1·s<· 
l"Oun tics rnntributed 13 percent of tlw 
total han. est of doves a111111ally in Illinois 
for the 14 ycats, 1956-69 (Appemlix C). 
Correspondingly, the U\'C counties that 
hosted the gn·atcst number of huntn-trips 
for doves during the same l 4 ycai s were, 
respecti\'ely: Madison, St. Clair, Macou-
pin, Lake, and ·will ; these counties ac-
counted for 13 percent of the state's total 
hunting Plfort for doves (Appendix D ) . 
The number of clo\'cS kill<'cl per hunter 
per trip an·raged less than 3 birds in 21 
essentially northern counties, hl'lwcen 3 
and 4 in 54 counties, and more than 4 in 
27 essentially southern counties ( F ig. 4) . 
This pattern of huuting success for doYes 
reflects their migratoiy patterns, in that 
the majority of birds - both local and mi-
Table 9. - Percentage of the totol kill of mourning doves shot by hunters in each 
of the seven game regions of Illinois, 1956-69. 
Game Regi011 
Year 
2 3 4 4a 4b 5 
1956 5.5 37.3 9.1 15.9 6.8 14.9 10.5 
1957 7 .8 24,3 14.5 20.9 9.8 13.5 9.2 
1958 7.4 26.4 12,5 17.0 10. 1 17 .7 8.9 
1959 4.8 30.2 12.7 22.6 11.7 8.8 9.2 
Mean 6.4 29.6 12.2 19.1 9.6 13.7 9.4 
1960 9.3 32.7 7 .4 15.1 14.8 12.0 8.7 
196 1 6 .7 29.8 10.6 27.l 10.6 9.3 5.9 
1962 9.0 39.3 11.8 16.9 8.7 8.0 6.3 
1963" 
1964 14.2 28.8 12.8 16.2 12.2 6.6 9.2 
Mean 9.8 32.7 10.6 18.8 11 ,6 9.0 7.5 
1965 3.2 -41,0 14.1 13.1 6.9 11.5 10.2 
1966 12.2 37.7 9.1 15.3 10. 1 9.1 6.5 
1967 16.9 33.2 8.6 17.6 7.9 9.0 6.8 
196 8 5.5 38.2 13.2 11.7 12.3 11.2 7.9 
1969 5 .4 36.8 9.4 17.7 10.4 12.2 8. 1 
Me an 8.6 37.3 10.9 15.l 9.5 10.6 7 .9 
Grand mean 8.3 3 3.5 11.2 17.5 10.2 11.1 8.3 
• Dalo ore not avai loble by game regions for 1963. 
PREN O & L.~mSKY: 
Tobie 10. - Nt 
of the seven game 
Year 
1956 29 
1957 40 
1958 4 1 
1959 28 
M ean 34 
1960 53 
196 1 34 
1962 59 
1963" 
1964 89 
Mean 59 
1965 17 
1966 96 
1967 133 
1968 4 1 
1969 48 
M ean 67 
Grand mean 53 
• Dato are nof ovaila 
Table 11. - Me, 
ing trip for doves j 
Year 
1956 3.7 
1957 3.6 
1958 3.7 
1959 2.9 
Mea n 3,5 
1960 4.2 
1961 3.9 
1962 5.0 
1963 3.0 
1964 3.8 
Mean 4.0 
19 65 2.9 
1966 4.8 
1967 5.6 
1968 3.4 
1969 3.4 
Mean 4.0 
Grand mean 3.8 
grator} - <lf•part f 
ei thcr shortly befo1 
of the clmT seas 
{Table 7). 
Nearly 82 perrr, 
in Illinois durin~ t 
was attributabll' to 
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Table 10. - Number of mourning doves killed by hunters per 7,000 acres in each 
of the seven game regions of /J/inois, 1956-69. 
Year 
Game Region Statewide 
2 3 A 4a Ab 5 Mean 
19S6 29 51 27 26 26 40 30 35 
1957 40 33 42 34 37 36 27 35 
1958 41 38 39 29 40 51 27 37 
1959 28 45 41 40 48 26 30 39 
Mean 34 42 37 32 38 38 28 36 
1960 53 49 24 27 61 36 28 39 
1961 34 40 31 43 39 25 17 34 
1962 59 68 44 35 41 27 23 44 
1963• 48 
1964 89 47 45 32 55 22 32 42 
Mean 59 51 36 34 47 28 25 41 
1965 17 58 42 22 27 32 30 36 
1966 96 78 40 38 58 37 29 53 
1967 133 68 38 43 45 37 30 53 
1968 41 75 56 27 67 44 33 50 
1969 48 85 47 49 67 56 40 56 
Mean 67 73 45 36 53 41 32 50 
Grand mean 53 55 39 34 46 36 28 43 
a OClta ore not avoJlable by eome regions h>r 1963. 
Tobie 11. - Meon number of mourning doves killed per individual hunter per hunt-
ing trip for doves in eoch of the seven game regions of Illinois, 1956-69. 
Vear 
1956 3.7 
1957 3.6 
1958 3.7 
1959 2.9 
Mean 3.5 
1960 4.2 
1961 3.9 
1962 5.0 
1963 3.0 
1964 3.8 
Mean 4.0 
1965 2.9 
1966 4.8 
1967 5,6 
1968 3.4 
1969 3.4 
Mean 4.0 
Grand mean 3 .8 
2 
3.7 
3.2 
3.6 
3.8 
3.6 
4,1 
3.3 
4.2 
4.3 
3.6 
3.9 
4.2 
3.9 
3.7 
4.4 
4.2 
4.1 
3.9 
3 
3.3 
4.5 
3.6 
3.8 
3.8 
3.5 
3.4 
4.4 
3.3 
4.0 
3.7 
3.2 
3.7 
3.7 
4,3 
4.6 
3.9 
3.7 
gratory - depart from northe1n Illinois 
either ~hortly befoi e or after the opening 
of the dow seaso11 on September 1 
(T abk 7). 
Neaily 82 percent of all dove hunting 
in Ill inois during the 14 year~, 1956 69, 
w as a ttributa ble to li('cnsees \ \'ho hunted 
Game Region 
3.0 
3.1 
3.4 
4.0 
3.4 
2.7 
3.6 
2.9 
3.0 
2.7 
3.0 
2.6 
3.4 
2.7 
3.5 
3.2 
3.1 
J.I 
3.2 
3.5 
3.6 
4.6 
3.7 
4. 1 
3.9 
3.5 
3.8 
3.9 
3.8 
3.5 
3.9 
3.6 
4.0 
4.5 
3.9 
3.8 
-4b 
2J 
3.3 
3.1 
2.5 
2.9 
2.1 
2.4 
2.7 
2.5 
2.5 
2.4 
3.0 
2.9 
2.4 
3.4 
3.4 
3.0 
2.8 
5 
3.1 
3.6 
3.7 
3.1 
3.4 
3.2 
2.8 
3.3 
3.5 
3.2 
3.2 
3.6 
3.0 
3.3 
3.4 
3.1 
3.3 
3.3 
within their respectiYe counties of rcsi-
d<·nce ; thcst> " local" h untcrs also ac-
coun tcd for 78 percent of the total kill 
of doves (Tabk 12). Only m Mason 
County was more than half of the dove 
hunting effort (51 percent) put forth by 
hunte1 s residing in othl'r counties. Hence, 
14 
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MOURNING DOVES (1956-69) 
MEAN NUMBER OF DOVES KILLED PER 1,000 ACRES 
ANNUALLY 
MEAN NUMBER OF HUNTER-TRIPS PER 1,000 ACRES 
ANNUALLY 
MEAN NJMBER OF DOVES KILLED PER HUNTER -TRIP 
- >4.0 
Q 3.0-4.0 
O<3.0 
Fig. 4. - Hunting and harvest statistics, by county, for mourning doves in Illinois for 
the 14 years, 1956-69. 
PRE1'0 & L\BJSK\ 
most of the dow 
kill of doves wcr 
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and hunting rel.: 
Tobie 12. - f 
for ond resultan 
utable to license 
spective cauntie, 
1956-69. 
Year 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
Mean 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
Mean 
196S 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
Mean 
Grand mean 
Standard dev;ation 
Pheasants 
Distribution and 
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1962; Labisky 8 
1969) . It has 1 
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of the phea~ant 
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most of the doYe hunting and most of the 
kill of doves were traceable to hunters re-
siding relatively close to a source of doYes 
and hunting r<'latively close to home. 
Table 12. - Percentage of hunter-trips 
for and resultant harvest of doves attrib-
utable to licensees hunting within their re-
spective counties of residence in Illinois, 
1956-69. 
Percenta ge 
1964; J ones et al. 1968 ; .Anderson 1969; 
Anderson & Stewa1 t 1969). 
Although the pheasant's major center 
of abundance has persisten tly remained in 
the cash-grain region of east-central Illi-
nois for a t least 35 years, there has been 
a notable southward shift in abundance, 
within the bird's occupied range, during 
the past 15 20 years ( Figs. 5-7) . Yet de-
spite th is recent surge in pheasant abun-
dance in the southc1n sector of its oc-
Year 
Hunter-Trips Harvest cup ied range, there has been no perma-
1956 86.3 86.5 
1957 81.5 78.3 
1958 83.6 81.0 
1959 80.3 75.6 
Mean 82.9 80.4 
1960 80.1 76.9 
1961 82.5 80.8 
1962 79.7 74.5 
1963 82.5 81.3 
1964 80.6 77.4 
Mean 81.1 78.2 
1965 81.5 76.8 
1966 82.0 79.7 
1967 81.3 75.5 
1968 78.9 74.9 
1969 80.1 75.2 
Mean 80.8 76.4 
Grand mean B 1.5 78.2 
Standard deviation 1.9 3.4 
Pheasants 
Distribution and Abundance 
T he p heasant differs distinctly from the 
other species discussed i11 this report in 
two important ways: first, it is a species 
of Asiatic origin that was introduced into 
lllinois ( Robertson l 958; Labisky 1968) ; 
second, it has, since its successful introduc:-
tion in 1906, succeeded in establishing 
thriving populations only in the north-
eastern third of the stat!: (Greeley et al. 
1962 ; Labisky & Anderson 1965; Labisky 
1969) . It has never succeeded in estab-
lishing self-maintaining populations in the 
west-cential and southern sectors of the 
state; land use, wt"ather, glaciation, and 
minerals are among those factors con-
sidered as potentially restricting the range 
of the pheasant in Illinois (Labisky et al. 
nent southward extension of the p heasant 
range in lllinois (Labisky 1969) . 
APRIL, 1958 
PHEASANTS PER 
IOOMILES 
- 100.1 PLUS 
m so.1-100.0 
!D 10.1-50.0 
[fill I.I - 10,0 
mm 0.1- 1.0 
c:J LESS THAN QI 
Fig. 5. - Distribution and abundance 
of pheasants in Illinois as mapped from 
township statistics obtained from o census 
conducted by rural moil carriers in April, 
1958 (ofter Lobisky & Anderson 1965). 
Counties below the heavy line were not 
censused because they hod been classi-
fied previously as nonpheasant range 
(Greeley et al. 1962). 
Population Trends 
Illinois pheasants have experienced 
notable fluctuations in population abun-
danee within the past decade. The rela-
tive abundance of pheasants per 100 miles 
of driving in Illinois' con tiguous pheas-
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ant range, as reported by rural mail car-
riers during April cn1suses at 5-year in-
tervals, averaged 7 .6 in 1958, 9.9 in 1963, 
and 5.5 in 1968; these findings reflected 
an increase in statewide pheasant abun-
dance of about 30 percent between 1958 
and 1963 and a decrease in abundance of 
about 44 percent between 1963 and 1968 
(Labisky 1969). The calculated abun-
dance of hens per square mile for Illinois' 
major pheasant range in May of the 
same years followed sirnilar, but less pro-
nounced trends, averaging 24.0 in 1958, 
24.9in 1963,and 17.5in 1968 (Tablel3). 
All available records indicate that the 
all-time high in the statewide abundance 
of pheasants, through 1969, was reached 
in 1963 (Greeley et al. 1962; Labisky 
1969; Tables 13 and 15). In contrast, the 
low in pheasant numbers, as recorded dur-
ing the 15 years from 1955 to 1969, was 
apparently reached in 1966, only 3 years 
after the all-time high. Substantial recov-
APRIL, 1963 
PHEASANTS PE:R 
IOOMILES 
- 100.1 PLUS 
i1!il!I 50.1-100.0 
D I0.1-50.0 
£Ia I.I - 10.0 
mm 0.1-1.0 
c:::J LESS THAN 0.1 
Fig. 6. - Distribution and obundance 
af pheasants in Illinois as mapped from 
township statistics obtained from a census 
conducted by rural mail carriers in April, 
1963 (after Labisky & Anderson 1965). 
Counties below the heavy line were not 
censused (see Fig. 5). 
APRIL, 1968 
PHEASANTS PER 
100 MiLES 
- 100.IPLUS 
H 50.I 100.0 
l[Jll. 10.1 50.0 
l:lli.::l I.I 10.0 
II[] 0.1 LO 
CJ LESS THAN 0.1 
Fig. 7. - Distribution and abundonce 
of pheasants in Illinois as mapped from 
township statistics obtained from a census 
conducted by rural mail carriers in April, 
1968 (after Labisky 1969). Counties below 
the heavy line were not censused (see 
Fig. SJ. 
cry from the 1966 low in abundance had 
occurred throughout most of the Illinois 
range by 1969 (Tablr 13; Fig. 8). 
The fluctuations in ph(·asant abundance 
that occurred in Illinois during these 15 
years did not takr place to the same cx-
ten t in all portions of the orrupicd range. 
Pheasant numbers in the prime range of 
cast-central Illinois (Game Region 4) 
generally increased throughout the late 
1950's, peaked in 1963, and then plum-
meted to less than half of the 1963 abun-
dance b·el within 3 yt'ars (Table 13; 
Figs. 5- 7). To illustrate this decline more 
vividly, the abundance of pheasants in 
Livingston County, Illinois' top-ranked 
pheasant county, averaged 56, 99, and 33 
birds per 100 miles of driving during April 
of 1958, 1963, and 1968, respectively (La-
bisky 1969). Much of the precipitous de-
cline in the abundance of pheasants in this 
intensively farmed region of the state was 
attributable to a rapid decrease in the 
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Tobie 13. - Winter sex ratios and spring abundance of pheasants in Game Regions 4, 4a, ond 4b of Illinois, 1955-69. Game Region 5 
also contoins meager levels of pheasont obundonce (see Labisky 1969), but is not included here because af insufficient data. 
Game Region 4 Game Region 4a Game Region 4b 
Regions 4, 
4a, and 4b 
Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Year Number of Number of Number of Number of Number of Number of Number of Number of Number of Number of 
Hens per Cocks per Hens per Hens per Cocks per Hens per Hens per Cocks per Hens p e r Hens per 
Cock, Square Mile: Square Mile: Cock, Square Mile: Square Mile: Cock, Square Mile: Square Mile : Square Mile: 
Jan.-Feb.• Mayb May' Jon.-Feb.• Moyb May' Jon.-feb.u Mayb May• Moyd 
1955 4.0 6.3 25.2 3.5 3.0 10.5 7.5 2.5 18.8 20.1 
1956 4.0 8.8 35.2 (3.51 3.0 10.5 7.5 2.0 15.0 23.6 
1957 3.5 8.6 30.1 (3.3) 2.3 7.6 7.0 1.9 13.3 20.1 
1958 3.4 10.6 36.0 (3.0) 2.8 8.4 6.0 2.7 16.2 24.0 
1959 3.0 9.5 28,5 2.6 4.0 10.4 7.0 2.2 15.4 20.6 
Mean 3.6 8.8 31.0 3.2 3.0 9.5 7.0 2.3 15.7 21.7 
1960 4.3 7.2 31.0 3.0 5.0 15.0 (7.0) 1.0 7.0 20.0 
1961 4.8 8.2 39.4 3.0 5.0 15.0 (6.0) 1.5 9.0 24.6 
1962 4.8 8.8 42.2 3.3 4.0 13.2 (4.0) 1.0 4.0 23.9 
1963 4.7 9.0 42.3 3.3 4.8 15.8 (3.5) 2.0 7.0 24.9 
1964 4.9 8.4 41.2 (3.4) 4.1 13.9 (3.0) 2.1 6.3 24.4 
Mean 4.7 8.3 39.2 3.2 
-4.6 14.6 4.7 1.5 6.7 23.6 
1965 4.7 6.1 28.7 (5.6) 3.3 18.5 (3.3) 1.0 3.3 18.4 
1966 3.1 6.7 20.8 3.8 5.1 19.4 (2.2) 1.2 2.6 14.6 
1967 3.3 8.9 29.4 3.0 8.1 24.3 (2.9) 2. 1 6.1 20.8 
1968 (2.4)• 10.4 25.0 (2.5) 8.0 20.0 (1.8) 2.7 4.9 17.5 
1969 3.2 10.2 32.6 2.7 7.1 19.2 2.2 4.2 9.2 22.3 
Mean 3.3 8.5 27.3 3.5 6.3 20.4 2.5 2.2 5.2 18.7 
Grand mean 3.9 8.5 32.5 3.3 4.6 14.8 4.7 2.0 9.2 21.3 
a All sex ratios were obtained from counts of pheasants along roodsidefi by observer:s: in vehicles. 
ti A corresponding determination of the density of cocks on sample tractl by triongulotion of the ir coils indicated that the number of cocks per square mi le was appro.ximotely equivalent to the 
number of individual cock.s heard colling per 2-minute period; hence, we used the latter figure a s a measure of cock abundance per square mile. 
c Product of the preceding two columns. 
d Adjvlted to cccount for the different sizes of the three game regions. 
e Porenthe5e:5 denote that the se.x ratio was bcsed on a :s:omple of less than 1,000 pheo5onf:5 in Region 4 [,ample range 504-2,633) and on a 10mple of less than 500 phea10nh jn Region 4o (sample range 353~77) and in Region 4b (,ample range 166---678). 
..,. 
<J::> 
..._, 
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pheasant's prime nesting habitat, prin-
cipally tame hays, brought about by 
marked increases in acreages of the major 
cash crops, corn and soybeans (Labisky 
1968; J oselyn et al. ] 968). 
Northern Illinois, characterized by sec-
ondary centers of pheasant abundance in 
the 194-0's, has, during the intervening two 
decades, undergone a harsh reduction in 
pheasant n umbers ( Labisky 1969; Table 
13; Figs. 5-7) . Although pheasant abun-
dance is still very low in the northern sec-
tor of the state, some gains in population 
abundance became at least temporarily 
apparent there in the late 1960's. 
In contrast to the general declines in 
abundance in northern and east-central 
Illinois, notable gains in abundance dur-
ing the 1960's were exhibited by pheasants 
in a contiguous band of counties (par-
ticularly those in Game R egion 4-a) lying 
south and southwest from the pheasant's 
long-time center of abundance in east-
central Illinois (Table 13; Figs. 5- 7). 
Some of these southwesterly counties had 
surpassed some of their east-central Illi-
nois counterparts by the late 1960's ·with 
respect to relati,·e pheasant abundance 
( Labisky_ 1969). Although the abundance 
of pheasants in this southwest sector of 
range in the late I 960's rcpres(·nted the 
highest population levels ever recorded so 
far south in Illinois, there was no indica-
tion that this spectacular buildup in num-
bers triggered any permanen t southward 
advance of the occupied pheasant range 
in Illinois. 
T rends m the annual production of 
young p heasants generally paralleled those 
reflected by abundance b·els of hens in 
spring (T ables 13 and 14). The produc-
tion of young pheasants in the state as a 
whole, and particular ly in the prime range 
of east-central Ill inois (Game Region 4 ), 
was greatest during the reproductive 
seasons of 1962 and 1963, the years co-
inciding with the highest levels of spring 
abundance ever recorded in Illinois. The 
production of young pheasants was poor-
est in 1966, the year when the breed ing 
population had dropped to its low('st level 
during the 14 years of this study. Repro-
ductive SUC<.Tss, as measured during Au-
gust by thr proportion of hens observed 
with b roods of d 1icks and by brood size, 
was generally grt>atest as pheasant popula-
tions increased and was poorest as popu-
lations declined in abundance; the latter 
was particularly obvious during the breed-
ing S('asons of 1964- 67. 
Harvest 
Nearly half of all I llinois resident small-
game licensees hunted pheasants annually 
during the d ccadC' and a half reported on 
in this paper (Table 15). Tlw declirw in 
resident licensP ~ales between the rnid-
1950's and the late 1960's (Table 4 ) , how-
ever, reduced the number of pheasant 
hunters by about 20 percent. Yet despite 
the decline in license sales, the u·stricted 
distribution of the species ,vith in the state, 
and the wide fluctuations in pheasant 
abundance, this game bird lias drawn 
more than 200,000 Ill inois h unters into 
the field during 13 of these 1-J. hunting 
seasons (T able 15). 
T he 11umbe1· of pheasant hunting trips 
per pheasant hunter per season for the 14 
years, 1956-69, averaged 4.26, increasing 
from a low of 3.16 in 1956 to a high of 
5 .5 7 in 1969 ( Table 15) . Tlw incr-case 
in the number of trips per hunter per sea-
son, particularly noticeable after 1961, 
was strongly related lo the corresponding 
increase in the length of the legal hunting 
season for cock pheasants ( r = 0.87, 12 
df; P < 0.05). 
The number of hun ter-trips for pheas-
ants in Ill inois a\'l·rag<·d 965,000 annually 
for the 14 years, 1956 69 ( Table 15) . The 
annual hunting Pffort remained reason-
ably stable over the 14 years be('ause the 
increase in the number of trips per hunter 
per season ofTset the decline in sales of 
resident hunting licenses. To illustrate, the 
recent low in rrsident hunting licen,;e sales 
occun cd in 1968 (399,153 licenses) ; yet, 
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Table 14. - Measvres in August of reproductive success ond the prodvction of young for pheasant popvlotions in Gome Regions 4, 4a, and 
4b of Illinois, 1956-69. 
Region1- 4, 
Game Region 4 Game Region 4a Game Region 4b 4a,and 4b 
Year Percentage Mean Number Number of Percentage Mean Number 
- - -
Number af Percentage Mean Number Number of Number of 
of Hens of Young Young per of Hens of Young Young per of Hens of Young Young per Young per 
with Broods' per Brood' Square Mile" with Brood,~ per Brood• Square Mile" with Broods• per Brood" Square Mileb Square Mile• 
1956 70(264)'1 7.7( 187)• 172 70(I0)d 5.8(7)• 43 73(46)1 6.8(34)• 74 114 
1957 72(259) 6.4(168) 139 88(16) 5.9(14) 39 74(43) 6.4(32) 63 94 
1958 81(202) 5.5(164) 160 100(6) 4.3(6) 36 84(32) 4.8(27) 65 104 
1959 76(252) 5.5(192) 119 92(23) 5.5(21) 53 100(18) 6.8(18) 105 101 
Mean 75 6.3 148 88 5.4 43 83 6.2 77 103 
1960 80(267) S.1(216) 126 100(15) 7.4(15) 11 1 88(17) 5.7(1S) 36 94 
1961 75(268) S.8(2031 171 90(22) 4.9(20) 66 No Data 
1962 85(295) 5.8(251) 208 76(2S) S.2(19) 52 100(12) 6.1(12) 26 117 
1963 76(313) 6.0(239) 193 74(41) 5.1(30) 60 80(21) 6.4(17) 36 11S 
1964 68(373) 5.2(250) 146 77(93) 4.3(721 46 86(15) 6.9(13) 38 91 
Mean 77 5.6 169 83 5.4 67 88 6.3 34 104 
1965 78(300) 4.8(234) 107 75(64) 3.7(48) S1 83(30) 4.0(25) 10 64 
1966 72(332) 5.1(242) 76 69(33) 5.6(23) 75 84(50) 4.2(42) 9 54 
1967 75(342) 4.6(259) 101 73(60) 4.1(44) 73 74(15) 4.8(1 l) 23 70 
1968 71(284) 5.9(204) 105 80(71) 6.S(S7) 10S 70(40) 5.7(28) 20 77 
1969 72(259) 6.3(189) 148 80(82) 5.6(66) 86 70(41) 5.6(29) 36 99 
Mean 74 5.3 107 75 5.1 78 76 4.9 20 73 
Grand mean 75 5.7 I 41 82 5.3 64 82 5.7 42 92 
• Counts 5 and 6. 
b Product of the precedlng two colu mns multlplled by the mean number of hen• per square mlle (Tobie 13). Th• calculation does not occount for any mortolrty of breeding hens between May and 
August, and he nce, Is inftated about 20-JO percent annually (lobilky 1968). 
e Adiu,ted to account for the different Jizes of th• thtee game regions. 
d Tctol number of hens obierved is endo:ced by parentheses. 
• Number of brood.s used in computing mean it enclosed by por•nthes.e,. The meon number of young per brood 1s baled on all counts of obwtv.d chicks per brood1 and hence. is con1ervotive 
lnosmuch as. not all the young In eoch brood tolli•d were s.een by the observer. 
Table 15. -A summary of hunting and harvest statistics for pheasants in Illinois, 1956-69. 
Resident Licensee, Who Hunted 
length of Pheasants One or More Timese Mean Number Tota I Hunter-
Year Seasona. 
Daily of Hunting Trips Tripsd 
(Days) Bag limitl; Percentage Numberd per Hunter (in 1,000's) (in 1,000's) 
1956 20 2 47.1 261 3.46 901 
1957 20 2 45.8 230 3.70 852 
1958 20 2 47.0 236 4.18 986 
1959 20 3 46.9 231 3.74 863 
Mean 46.7 240 3.77 900 
1960 20 3 52.2 246 4.00 984 
1961 25 3 47.9 222 4.13 915 
1962 29 3 51 .1 242 4,41 1,066 
1963 34 3 50.2 242 4.44 1,075 
1964 37 3 49.9 236 4.29 1,014 
Mean 50.3 238 4.28 1,011 
1965 30 2 45.6 206 3.91 805 
1966 31 2 45.8 215 4.08 877 
1967 30+ 14• 2 46.7 225 4.59 1,032 
1968 -46 2 47.8 191 5.16 985 
1969 '-7 2 49.6 208 5.57 1,160 
Mean 47.l 209 4.66 972 
Grand mean 48.1 228 4.26 965 
Standard deviation 2.1 18 0.57 J OJ 
a Season opened bl!!lltween November 11 and 18; hunting hours were from sunrise to sunsel e.xcept fl,ot on opening doy hunting began at noon. 
b Cocks only. 
c See Tobie .4 for numbers of resident licensees. 
Mean Number Calculated 
of Pheasants Kill 
Killed per Trip (in 1,000's) 
0.79 712 
0.81 690 
0.91 897 
0,89 768 
0.85 767 
0.73 718 
0.89 815 
0.95 1,013 
0.99 1,064 
0.91 923 
0.89 907 
0.67 539 
0.75 658 
0.57 588 
0.80 788 
0.80 928 
0.72 700 
0.82 793 
O.l 1 156 
d Rounded to nearest thousand ofter calculation of kill. 
e The 1967 season was extended 14' days (to December 31] dui, to pool' hunting conditions (abnormally heavy rains ond, consequently, lorge acreages of unhor-vested corn) during the tegulorly 
s<heduled se,oson. 
MEAN NUMBER OF HENS PER SQUARE MILE 
0 N CD 
0 
N 
N 
N 
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the sca,onal ratr of 5.16 hunting trips p<'r 
pheasant hunter raised the annual hunt-
ing !'ffort for pheasants in 1968 to 98.'>,000 
hunter-trips. 
The nu111ber of cock pheasants killed 
prr huntn-trip averaged 0.82 for the 14 
years, 1956-69 (Table 15). Although th1· 
number of rocks killed per trip fluctuatl'd 
within nairow limits annually, the kill per 
hunter-trip closely parallelt-<l the trends in 
thr abundance of hens in sp1 ing ( r = 
0.60, 12 df; P < 0.05) ; correspondingly, 
the number of cocks killed per hunter-trip 
\,as highest in 1962 {0.95) and 1963 
(0.99), the years of p<'ak phl'asan t abun-
dance in I llinois. Differenrrs in daily bag 
limits. cith<'r two or three cocks, produred 
no ob,ious effects on tht· numbe1 of rocks 
killed pl'r hunltT per trip {Table 15). 
The numlll'r of cocks shot seasonally 
per pheasant hunter averaged 3.49 for the 
14 years, 1956 69; a seasonal low of 2.6 
cocks per hunter was rl'rnrded in 1965 
and 1966, whereas a seasonal high of 4.4 
cocks p<'r hunt<'r was attained in 1963 
and 1969. 
Th(' numb<.'r of coek pheasants shot by 
Illinois hunters averaged 793,000 annually 
for the 14 }Cars, 1956 69 {Table 15). 
Tlw annual har\'t'St of cocks peaked at 
w 26 .J 
i 
u, 24 a: 
<t I => 0 22 0 I (/'l 
a: I\ /✓ w / \ a. 20 
u, I o..., 'o/ z 
w 19 
1,064,000 in I 963 and had declined to 
about half that Je,·cl - 539,000 - just 
two autumns later in 1965. The annual 
kill of corks in autumn close!} paralleled 
the abundance of hens in the preceding 
spring ( Fig. 8). The most ob,·ious diSC'rep-
ancy between spring abundance and fall 
kill oc-rnrred in 1967, a year in which 
the kill of rocks was seve1ely deprrssed by 
extraordinarily poor hunting conditions 
(Table 15, note e). 
In 1941 and 19.J.2, years characterized 
by high le\·els of pheasant abundance 
throughout the Midwest {Kimball 1948), 
the statewide bags of cocks in Illinois were 
calrulatecl to have been 258,000 and 377 ,-
000, respectively {Cloe 19.J.3). Thus, the 
annual harvest of cocks by Illinois hunt-
ns during the decadl' and a half of this 
report averaged more than double the 
reco1 clcd ki ll during the pheasant high of 
the early 1940's. 
Nearly t\,o-thirds of all cock pheasants 
han•ested in Ill inois during the 14 y<'ars, 
1956-69, were taken from Game Rc~ion 
4 in the east- and uorth-r<·ntral portions 
of th<• state (Tablt! 16). Correspondingly, 
among all regions, Game Region 4 also 
yielded the highest mean kill of COl'ks 
( 62) per 1,000 anes and thr hi~hest kill 
I, 100 II) ~ 
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fig. 8. - Trends in the spring o bvndonce of hen pheasants /Tobie 13} and the fall 
harvest of cock pheosonfs (Tobie 15) in Illinois for the 14 years, 1956-6 9. The two 
variables were significantly correlated , r = 0.68 , 12 df; P < 0.0 5. 
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of cocks (0.89) per hunter-trip (Tables 
17andl8) . 
Only two of Illinois' 102 counties -
Ford and Livingston - yielded an aver-
age annual harvest of more than 100 cocks 
per 1,000 acres for the 14 years, 1956 69 
(Fig. 9 ). Four counties - Du Page, Lake, 
Kane, and Ford - exhibited pheasant 
Tobie 16. - Percentage of the toto{ kill of cock pheosonts shot by hunters in each of 
the seven gome regions of Illinois, 1956-69. 
Year Go"'" Regior,& 
2 3 4 4a 4b 5 
1956 0.5 0.3 58.5 4.3 30.9 5.5 1957 1.4 0.3 55.4 6.8 30.8 5.3 1958 1.1 0.3 60.9 8.5 26.0 3.2 1959 0.5 0.3 65.7 6.6 20.3 6.6 Mean 0.9 0.3 60.1 6.6 27.0 5,2 
1960 0.8 0.3 68.4 9.4 18.-4 2.7 1961 0.7 0.4 68.2 12.8 15.6 2.3 1962 0.6 0.3 71.6 9.5 16.0 2.0 1963b 
1964 0.8 0.3 64.1 14.3 17.4 3.1 Mean 0.7 0.3 68.1 11.5 16.8 2.5 
1965 1.5 o.o 60.7 12.7 23.0 2.1 1966 1.2 0.0 57.9 1 \.1 27.0 2.8 1967 2.1 0.1 58.6 12.1 25.4 1.7 1968 2,4 0.1 52.8 13.2 29.1 2.4 1969 1.9 0.1 59,3 15,0 21.5 2.3 Mean 1.8 0.1 57.9 12.8 25.2 2.3 
Grand mean 1.2 0.2 61.7 10,5 23.2 3.2 
a. No wlld phecsonh are found in Gome Region l. 
b Data ore nof avoiloble by gome regions for 1963. 
Tobie 17. - Number of cock pheasants killed by hunters per 1,000 acres in each of 
the seven game regions of Illinois, 1956-69.a 
Year Game Regionb 
2 3 4 4a 
1956 < 1 <I 54 9 1957 2 < 1 50 14 1958 1 I 71 23 1959 I < 1 61 14 
Mean <1 59 15 
1960 <1 64 20 1961 
' 
n. 31 1962 1 94 29 1963° 
1964 77 40 
Mean 77 30 
1965 1 0 42 21 1966 1 0 49 22 1967 1 <1 45 21 1968 2 <1 54 31 1969 2 <1 71 42 
Mean 1 <1 52 27 
Grand mean <1 62 24 
a A ~tofewfde rneon ls not presented because much of the state is not occupied by pheo$anh. 
b No wild pheosonh ore found in Game Re9ion 1. 
c Data ore not available by game regions for 1963. 
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PREl\"O & L-.nISKY: ADUNDA1'"CE AND HARVEST OF UPLAND GAME 
PHEASANTS (1956- 69) 
ME.ON NIMBER OF C()Cl(S KILLED PER 1,000 ACRES 
ANNUALLY 
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Fig. 9. - Hunting and harvest statistics, by county, for pheasants in Illinois for the 
14 years, 1956-69. Those cocks killed in counties designated by + were principally 
birds stocked by local interests and did not represent wild birds from self-maintaining 
populations. 
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Table 18. - Mean number of cock pheasants killed per individual hunter per hunting 
trip for pheasants in each of the seven game regions of Illinois, 1956-69. 
Yeor 
2 3 
1956 0.51 0.75 
1957 0.30 0.42 
1958 0.68 0.47 
1959 0.60 0.30 
Meon 0.52 0.48 
1960 0.89 0.61 
1961 0.68 0.80 
1962 0.53 0.85 
1963 0.83 0.98 1964 0.58 0.64 
Meon 0.70 0.74 
1965 0.77 0.00 
1966 0.56 0.00 1967 0.77 0.66 
1968 0.64 0.60 1969 0.76 1.00 
Meon 0.70 0.45 
Grand mean 0.65 0.58 
• Mo wlld pfieosantJ are found in Game Region 1. 
hunting pressure in exr.css of 100 hunter-
trips per 1,000 acres. That hunting pres-
sure and kill were high relative to popu-
lation density in the counties comprising 
Game Region 4b, particularly during the 
late 1950's, is reflected by the low propor-
tion of cocks in the posthunt pheasant 
populations (Table 13). Hunting success 
was generally greatest in the prime pheas-
ant range of cast-central Illinois (Fig. 9). 
The five top-ranked counties of the 
state as regards the numerical kill of cock 
pheasants were, in descending order; Liv-
ingston, Champaign, Iroquois, Ford, and 
McLean; the contribution of these coun-
ties to the total harvest of cock pheasants 
in Illinois averaged 32 percent annually 
for the 14 years, 1956- 69 ( Appendix C ). 
The five counties that attracted the great-
est hunting effort for pheasants during the 
1956-69 perio<l were, respectively: Liv-
ingston, Will, Champaign, McLean, and 
La Salle; the number of hunter-trips for 
pheasants in these counties averaged 26 
percent of the total hunting effort ex-
pended annually for the species in the 
state (Appendix D). In Livingston 
County, the number of cocks harvested 
GameRegiOII" 
4 ,lg 4b 5 
0.87 0.62 0.65 0.73 0.87 0.67 0.67 0.59 1.03 0.78 0.69 0.50 0.94 0.75 0.64 0.52 
0.93 0.70 0.66 0.58 
0.83 0.75 0.47 0.36 0.98 1.00 0.58 0.65 1.03 0.88 0.58 0.57 0.97 1.12 0.52 0.55 1.02 0.96 0.68 0.66 
0.97 0.95 0.57 0.56 
0.74 0.66 0.57 0.34 
0.85 0.58 0.65 0.52 
0.59 0.67 0.49 0.39 
0.86 0.85 0.75 0.47 
0.88 0.92 0.67 0.44 
0.78 0.74 0.63 0.43 
0.89 0.80 0.62 0.52 
and the number of hunter-trips taken an-
nually for the 14 years, 1956-69, averaged 
67,800 and 58,800, respectively. 
The high proportion of cocks in the 
posthunt populations of pheasants (Table 
13) revealed strongly that rocks have been 
underharvested each fa]] in Illinois. Spring 
sex ratios of one cock to every eight or 
nine hens constitute adequate biological 
pararneters for the polygamous pheasant. 
Thus, although the lengthening of the 
legal hunting season for cocks during the 
1960's served to provide additional hunt-
ing opportunities for pheasant hunters 
(Table 15), it did not result in a notice-
able increase in the proportionate annual 
harvest of cocks. 
Seventy percent of the pheasant hunt-
ing effort expended and 63 percent of the 
cock pheasants harvested annually in Illi-
nois during the 14 years, 1956-69, were 
attributable to licensees who hunted within 
their respective counties of residence 
(Table 19). Thus, those pheasant hunters 
who hunted outside of their respective 
counties of residence achieved notably 
greater success than "local" hunters, which 
indicated that pheasant hunters may be 
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Tobie 19. - Percentage of hunter-trips 
for and resultant harvest of cock pheas-
ants attributable to licensees hunting 
within their respective counties of resi-
dence in Illinois, 1956-69. 
Year 
Percentage 
Hunte r• Trips Harvest 
----
1956 68.9 62.5 
!957 69.0 62.1 
1958 70.8 65.1 
1959 69.5 62.7 
Mean 69.6 63.1 
1960 69.2 58.9 
1961 70.8 63.3 
1962 70.7 63.4 
1963 69.0 61.5 
1964 72.0 65.4 
Mean 70.3 62.5 
1965 68.3 60.7 
1966 66.5 58.2 
1967 68.6 65.3 
1968 71.2 63.8 
1969 70.6 65.6 
Mean 69.0 62.7 
Grand mean 69.6 62.8 
Sla..dord deviation 1.4 2.3 
---- ----------
more tenacious about hunting when they 
travel some distance to hunt than when 
they hunt close to homt". Yet, despite the 
restricted distribution of the pheasant in 
the state, only three counties hosted more 
pheasant hunters from outside of their 
boundaries than from within; these coun-
ties, Livingston, Mason, and Ford, a,·er-
aged 62, 60, and 56 pet rent "nonlocal" 
hunters, respectively, for the 14 years, 
1956-69. Li\·ingston and Ford counties 
contain, as they haYC for the past 35 years, 
the nucleus of ph(•asant abundanc<' in the 
state (Labisky 1969). 
Bobw hites 
Distribution and Abundance 
An inhabitant of ewry county in the 
state, the bobwhit(· is most abundant in 
the southern and western i,cctors of Illi-
nois (Tables 20 and 21) , which are char-
acteriz<'d by a combination of agricultural 
and forest lands (Fig. 2). To illustrate, 
Game Region 2, which contains the "clay-
pan" counties of south-central Illinois, 
constitutes only a quarter of the state's 
land area but con tributed slightly more 
than half of the mean annual index of 
abundance of whistling male bobwhites 
for the 15 years, 1955-69 ( Table 21) . 
Though not uncommon in northern and 
northeastern Illinois, the bobwhite only 
infrequently reaches, and rarely maintains, 
substantial le,·els of abundance there be-
cause of high weather-related mortality 
rates in v.·inter (T able 2; Kabat & Thomp-
son 1963). Conservatively, bobwhites are 
probably at least 25 times more abundant 
in the state's best bobwhite range, in 
southern J11inois, than in its poorest range, 
in north<·m Illinois. 
Papulotion Trends 
There is little doubt that the abundance 
of bobwhites in Illinois was markedly 
greater in 1968 and 1969 than at any 
other time during the 15 years, 1955--69 
(Tables 20 and 21). Counts of whistling 
males indicated that the statewide popu-
lation of bobwhites during the late 1960's 
was about 70 perc(•nt greate1 than it was 
in the mid-1950's. In 1968 and 1969, the 
late-winter densities of bobwhites aYer-
age<l about 80 per 1,000 acres on the se-
lected study a1eas, and the late-spring 
counts of individual males heard whistling 
averaged about 2 per 2-minute interval 
along the game census routes. This high 
in bobwhite abundancc during thc late 
1960's was evident throughout southern 
and western Illinois; it was not observed, 
however, in the intensi\'ely fanned region 
of t·ast-rt•ntral and northern Illinois, i.e., 
Game Regions 4, 4a, and 4b. 
The most marked gains in bobwhite 
abundance during the 15 years, 1955-69, 
occurred in the southwest-central counties 
(Game R egion 3) of the state (Table 21). 
The number of whistling males recorded 
annually in this sector more than doubled 
betv.,een the mid-1950's and the late 
1960's. 
The bobwhite population in Illinois, as 
evidenced by counts of whistling males, 
Table 20. - Bobwhite abundance, as determined by censuses with pointing dogs during January and February, on selected rludy areas in Illinois, 1956-69.a The number of coveys is shown in parentheses. 
Numb.,, of Bobwhites 
Mean ~umber H 
e-
Census Area Jb 2 3 4 5 6 7 of Bobwhites e-
Year 
8 z 
County Marshall Henderson Mason Mclean Fayette Washington Edwards Pope per 1,000 Acres 0 
Acres 440 400 1,400 444 300 360 307 220 (Excludes Area 4) /ii 
t:I 
1956 48(4) 22(2) 59(6) 0(0) 21(2) 21(2) 8(2] 27(2) 60 t,: 
"' 
1957 49(4) 19(2) 56(6) 6(1) 19(2) 10(2) 25(2) 34(3) 62 >:,: 
1958 22(2) 25(3) 58(7] 0(0) 30(2) 10(1) 33(6) 25(2) 59 .-; ~ 
1959 28(3) 26(2) 6416) 9(1) 22(2) 2( 1) 33(3) 17(2) 56 t,: 
Mean 37 23 59 4 23 11 25 26 59 z 
... 
1960 15(2) 26(2] 72(6) 17(2) 19(2) 4(1) 44(4) 22(2) 0 59 '>l 
1961 17(2) 20(2) 35(5) 7(11 20(2) 5(1) 19(3) 15(1) 38 (i 
1962 14(2) 18(2) 29(4) 4(1) 32(3) 23(2) 2713) 6(1) 43 0 z 
1963 16(2) 21{2) 4015) 13(2) 36(3) 1112) 34(3) 8(1) 48 /fl 
1964 13(2) 33(3) 48(5) 12(2) 15(1) 16(2) 58(5) 30(3) 62 t'1 :,c 
Mean 15 24 45 11 24 12 36 16 50 ~ 
.-; 
1965 20(2) 21(2) 47(5) 12(2) 33(3) 29(3) 40(4) 31(3) 64 a z 
1966 18(2) 17(2) 46(5) 35(3)0 23[2) 30(3) 32(3) 45(4) 62 
..., 
1967 25(3) 3 1 (2) 65[6) 48(4)0 35(3) 32(3) 37(3) 38(3) 77 t,: 
1968 22(2) 25(2) 68[7) 42(4)' 21 (2) 38(4) 69(6) 37(3) 82 Cl 
:i: 
1969 21(2) 33(2) 57(5) 62(5)' 41(3) 29(3) 67(6) 27(2) 80 z 
Mean 21 25 57 31 32 49 36 73 15 
> 
e-
Grand mean 23 24 53 26 19 38 26 61 0:, 
c:: 
• All cen1use• of alJ o.-.a.s were conducted by John Slacht• r tn oll yeon. 
C' 
b BobwhJt. huntJ1t9 wot ne\l'• r allowed on Census Area 1. 
~ 
c Ce"1u1 orea was shifted from Mclean to Pike County. The Pike Count:,, Area contains 320 acres. 
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Table 21. - Mean number of individual male bobwhites heard whistling during 20, 
2-minute periods along the 20-mile census routes (20 slops per route) during late May 
and lune in each of the seven game regions (designated 1-5) of Jllinois, 1955-69. Most 
means are derived from three to forty-two 2 0-mile censuses; those means enclosed by 
parentheses ore based on only one or two 20-mile censuses. 
Mean Number of Individual Male, Colling per Route• 
Year Annuol 2 3 4 4a 4b 5 lndexb 
1955 (18) 56 (29) 3 (24) 2 24 24.5 
1956 20 52 28 6 1,4 4 24 23.6 
1957 39 55 24 
" 
12 8 32 26.1 
1958 78 59 33 5 (57) 2 21 32.9 
1959 (38) 69 32 4 14 2 19 28.2 
Mean 39 58 29 4 2-4 
" 
24 27.1 
1960 (35) 66 30 3 (16) 3 8 25.8 
1961 (36) 53 34 2 (26) 1 15 24.2 
1962 32 63 48 2 21 1 11 27.0 
1963 32 58 32 1 (29) 1 22 25.9 
1964 43 60 62 2 19 0 (23) 29.5 
Mean 36 60 4 1 2 22 16 26.5 
1965 36 47 52 1 11 0 21 23.5 
1966 38 63 60 2 14 1 15 28.5 
1967 39 59 77 4 23 I 33 32.7 
1968 .43 76 105 4 13 1 42 40.3 
1969 49 68 91 7 17 2 75 42.3 
Mean 41 63 77 4 16 37 33.5 
Grand meon 38 60 49 3 21 2 26 29.0 
• Cou1'1f1 2 and 3 in Come Regions 4, 4o, ond Ab and Counts 2Q a nd 30 in Gome Region, 1, 2, 3, and 5 . 
• Annuof inde,: of abundonce it the sum of the ptoducrs of the percentage of rhe stoPt!l contoined 'Mithln eac-h gcme 
region multlplied by the meon number of Individual bobwhite, heotd whiOling per rou t• in eoch region. 
shm1·ed somt' signs of rhythmic fluctua-
tions in numbers at approximatdr 5-ycai 
intt·r\'als. Lows in bobwhite abundance 
were recorded in 1956, 1961, c1nd 1965, 
and highs occurred in I 958, 196-}, and 
1969 ( .Fig-. 10). Whcthe1 or not these are 
truly cydir tn·nds in bobwhite abundance, 
it is most encouraging to not(' tl1at, despite 
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Fig. 10. - Trends in the spring abundance (Table 21) and the fall harvest (Table 23) 
of bobwhites in Illinois for the 14 yeors, 1956-69. The two variables were not signifi-
cantly correlated: r = 0.34, 12 df; P > 0.05. 
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Tobie 22. - Indices derived from reports by formers os to the fate-summer (August) 
abundance of bobwhites in each of the seven game regions (designated 1-5} of Illinois, 
1961-69. 
Percentage lnde~ of Change in Summer Bobwhite Abundance from Preceding Year" 
Year - - - Annual 2 3 4 4a 4b 5 Chongeb 
- - -
1961 -20 
- 5 - 5 -1 2 +19 -43 - 35 - 14 
1962 +18 +18 + 33 + 13 +1 2 -22 0 + 9 
1963 +26 + 3 +21 - 15 - 15 + 4 +13 +11 
1964 +18 +22 +47 -18 + 6 + 5 + 15 +11 
1965 +33 + 2 + 6 -20 -35 -1 1 + 35 
- 2 
1966 +22 +13 +39 +18 +10 +44 +u +22 
1967 
- 16 +20 +55 +11 + 9 +11 + 46 +21 
1968 +25 +37 + 65 +33 +-43 +40 +61 +42 
1969 -38 
- 9 +10 +25 +s9 +12 +se + 16 
- - - ---
a Indices of s:umm•r abundance, principolly of young birds, we,e derived from reports of formers, who ranked the 
tummer pooulotion on their forms oc GREATER, SAME, or lESS tho11 thot in the preceding yeot; these three rankings were 
glven nufl'll•ricol V"olues of 2, 1, ond 0, respectively. Colculored re9ional index values greottr thofl 1.00 indicated on 
increoie in abundance from the prev·ous yeor, whereas inde,c values leu thon 1.00 indicated a decrease in abundance; 
these index values wer• then convuted to perc•nto;es by oul;ning the populotiOfl from each pr•ceding year o bo$e value 
of J.00. RonCil•s in Ille number of reporh 11s.ed onnually to calculate tegioool indices were: Reglot'I 1# 1~8; Region 2, 
81-129; Region 3. 39-59; Region •• 38 78; R09ion 4a, 21-J2; Reg;on 4b. 9- 28; and Region 5, 28 47. 
11 Annual chonge in abundance Is lhe sum of the produclt of the percenta9e of the stole contained withi11 each 
game r~ion m.ultfplied by tk• index of abundance of bobwhite, in each region. 
the progressive intensification of em·iron-
mental disturbanC"es in the state in recent 
years, the bob\\ hit<- exhibited substantially 
higher p:lpulation lt>vels at the end than 
at the beginning of the 15-ycar period, 
1955-69. 
Reports by farmers of the relatiYe abun-
dance of bobwhites in latt- summer offered 
a crude mcasun· of the annual produc-
tion of young (Table 22). Inasmuch as 
these reports related sumllll'I abundance 
to that of the preceding yc·ar, an index 
of "no change" b('tween sucrl'ssi\·e )ea1s 
indicated the occurrenC'e of similar !e\'els 
of abundance in the 2 years. However, 
in 7 of the 9 rears, 1961 69, the late-sum-
mer abundance of bobwhites in Tllinois 
exceeded the "base" abundance lcvd of 
the respective preceding year (Tabk 22). 
The production of young bobwhites, as 
reflected by statistics of latt'-summer 
abundance, was consistently gr<•atest in 
the southwest-central rounties ( Game 
Region 3) . This high in the production of 
young coinc·ided with the incrca~c in 
abundance observed among brC'eding 
quail in this sector of the state (Table 21). 
The most notable high in summer abun-
dance occurred in 1968 (Table 22) and 
closely corresponded with the highest 
levels of winter and spring :ibundann: of 
bobwhites reported during th<' late 1950's 
and the I 960's ( Tables 20 and 2 l). Intt'1-
estingly, the 2 years - 196 l and 1965 -
in which tht' production of young seemed 
below par coincideJ with those years in 
which relatiYe lows in m1111bc1s of whist-
ling males were recorJed. 
Harvest 
The proportion of lllinois I esident 
small-gam<· licetlSl·es who hunted bob-
whites annually an:ragc<l about 33 per-
cent for the H years, 1956-69. ranging 
from a low of about 29 percl'nt in 1961 to 
a high of about 38 pernnt in 1969 (Ta bit· 
23) . The number of bobwhite hunters 
avera)lcd 155,000 annually for the 14 
years, \I ith a low of 132,000 huntc•rs in 
1961 and a high of 188,000 in 1956. The 
rather p1ogressive d<·dine of about one-
fourth in the number of resid<'nt lin•me 
holders clurin~ the period of 1956 69 was 
more or less paralleled b) a decline of 
similar magnitude in the number of licens-
ees who hunted quail. [n 1969, howl"ver, 
a small inneasc in license sales plus a 
modest inn ease in the proportion of li-
cens1·t•s hunting quail ( the lattl'r prob-
ably a reflection of the second const'cutivc 
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Table 23. - A summary of hunting ond harvest statistics for bobwhites in Illinois, 1956--¢9. r :,, 
iii 
Re,idenl licens&eo Who Hunted ~ 
--: 
len11th of Doily Bobwhites One or More Timesh Mean Number Total Hunter- Mean Number Year Season• - - - - -------- of Hunting Trips Trip,' of Bobwhites (Days) Bag Limit Percentage Number• per Hunter (in l,000's) Killed per Trip Un 1,000',) 
Calculat&d 
> Kill :,, 
fin 1,000's) c-: 
:I! 
1956 31 10 33.9 188 4.32 810 3.09 
1957 40 8 32.4 163 5.06 825 2.85 
1958 40 8 34.1 171 4.98 852 3.3-4 
1959 40 8 33.1 163 4.66 759 3.11 
Mean 33.4 171 4.75 811 3.10 
1960 40 8 29.6 139 4.64 647 2.32 
1961 40 8 28.6 132 4.84 640 2.58 
1962 45 8 32.0 151 5.45 825 2.86 
1963 46 8 34.2 165 5.24 864 3.03 
1964 48 8 31.5 149 4.73 706 2.-45 
M ean 31.2 147 4.98 736 2.81 
0 
> 
2,503 z 
:'.') 
2,350 tr. 
2,846 > 
2,360 z C: 
2,51 S ::r: 
> 
1,502 ,, < 1,652 tr. (/l 
2,359 -l 
2,619 0 
1,730 
..., 
C: 1,972 .. 
1965 44 8 30.2 136 4.28 584 2.33 
1966 51 8 34.2 161 4 .96 796 2.62 
1967 44 8 30.1 1.45 4.90 710 2.43 
1968 .46 8 36.8 147 5.68 834 2.92 
1969 47 8 37.7 158 5.78 915 2.61 
1,360 > z 
2,087 0 
1,726 0 
2,436 > :,, 
2,388 ~ 
Mean 33.8 149 5.12 768 2.58 1,999 
Grar,d mean 32.7 155 4.97 769 2.75 2,137 
Slondord deviation 2.7 15 0.45 97 0.32 460 
• Seo10n openM between H.oveMW 11 ond 19; huntlng hour, 'tnr• from sunrise to sunset except that on opening day hur\flng b.;an at noon ln the 1956 and 1961-69 seo1oru. 
b See Tabl• 4 for numbers of re1ident licenw••• 
c Rounded to nearest thous.and ofter calculation of ltiU. 
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year of a high in bobwhite abundance) 
resulted in a small resurgenre in the num-
ber of hunters pursuing bobwhites. 
The number of trips per individual 
quail hunter averaged 4.97 per season for 
the 14 )Cars, 1956-69 (Table 23). The 
number of quail hunting trips per hunter 
per season \\ as not related directly to the 
length of the hunting season ( r = 0.51, 
12 df; P > 0.05). 
Illinois quail hunters awraged 769,000 
trips afidd annually in pursuit of their 
quarry for the 14 years, 1956-69; a low 
of 584,000 trips was recorded in 1965, and 
a high of 915,000 in 1969 (Table 23). 
The mean number of bobwhites killed 
annually per hunter-trip during the 14 
years, 1956-69, was 2.75 (Table 23). 
Surprisingly, however, the number of bob-
whites bagged per hunter-trip annually 
declined modestly between the mid-1950\ 
and the late 1960's. Furthermore, there 
was no distinct relationship between the 
number of bobwhites bagged per hunter-
trip and the population abundance, as 
reflected by counts of whistling males, of 
the preceding spring (r=0.08, 12df; P> 
0.05). 
The number of bobwhites shot season-
ally per quail huntc-r awraged 13.7 for 
the 14 years, 1956-69; the seasonal low 
of 10.0 bob\vhites was recorded in 1965, 
and the seasonal high of 16.6 was 1 rached 
in 1968. 
The number of bolm-hites shot annually 
by Illinois hunters awragcd 2,137,000 for 
the 14 years, 1956-69, ranging from a low 
of 1,360,000 in 1965 to a high of 2,846,000 
in 1958 (Table 23). In comparison, the 
statewide kill of quail in 1941 and I 942 
was 1,211,000 and 1,625,000, respl'ctively 
( Cloe 1943). There was no significant re-
lationship between the rerorded abun-
dance of bobwhites in the· sp1ing and tht· 
calculated kill of birds by hunters in the 
following autumn during thl' decade and 
a half covrred by this study (Fig. 10). 
About two-thirds of all bobwhites har-
\·ested in Illinois during the 14 years, 
1956-69, were taken from Game Regions 
1 and 2 in approximately the southern 
third of the state (Table 24) ; similarly, 
Marquardt & Scott (1952) reported that 
62 percent of the statewide kill of bob-
whites was taken from the southern third 
of the state in 1950. Game Regions I and 
Tobie 24. - Percentage of the total kill of bobwhites shot by hunters in each of the 
seven game regions of Illinois, 1956-69. 
Game Region 
Year 
2 3 4 4a 4b 5 
1956 12.7 51.6 11.8 3.4 6.2 2.8 11.5 
1957 17.2 47.7 16.8 4.4 7.6 1.0 5.3 
1958 17.5 47.8 14.4 4.1 10.3 1.3 4.6 
1959 18.2 39.2 27.3 4.3 4.5 1.0 5.5 
Mean 16.4 46.6 17.6 4.0 7.2 1.5 6.7 
1960 11.5 57.6 10.4 5.6 6.1 1.2 7.6 
1961 10.4 53.4 16.9 5.6 7.6 1.0 5.1 
1962 13.6 54.8 19.3 3.8 4.3 0.7 3.5 
1963" 
1964 15.4 44.5 16.6 5.2 10.0 0.8 7.5 
Mean 12.7 52.6 15.8 5.0 7.0 0.9 5.9 
1965 8.7 51.1 18.9 6.5 5.2 1.4 8.2 
1966 15.8 53.3 11.8 4.8 6.8 1.4 6.1 
1967 13.7 47.9 16.7 4.2 7.6 2.0 7.9 
1968 6.9 54.7 14.9 4.0 5.9 3.3 10.3 
1969 10.2 46.2 19.2 5.5 6.6 2.8 9.5 
Mean 11. 1 50.6 16.3 5.0 6.4 2.2 8.4 
Grand mean 13.2 50.0 16.5 4.7 6.8 1.6 7.1 
._ Data are not ovotloble by gam& regions for 1963. 
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2 also posted kill 
114 bobwhites J 
double the 1-t-ye, 
60 bobwhites per 
The number of 
hunter-trip was 
cceding 3 birds p, 
and sou th wester: 
Table 25. -~ 
seven game regic 
Year 
1956 132 
1957 168 
1958 207 
1959 179 
Mean 171 
1960 72 
1961 72 
1962 134 
1963" 
1964 111 
Meon 97 
1965 49 
1966 137 
1967 98 
1968 70 
1969 101 
Mecn 91 
Grand mean 118 
• Doto ore not civoi 
Table 26. -A 
for bobwhites in , 
Year 
1956 4.1 
1957 3.9 
1958 3.9 
1959 3.9 
Mean 3.9 
1960 2.4 
1961 2.7 
1962 3.0 
1963 3.0 
1964 2.9 
Mean 2.8 
1965 2.6 
1966 3.3 
1967 3.0 
1968 3.1 
1969 3.1 
Mean 3.0 
Grand mean 3.2 
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,son- 2 also posted kills that ayeragecl 118 and (Table 26 ; Fig. 11) ; hunting success was 
for 114 bobwhite's prr 1,000 acn·s, nrarly highest in Pope County, where the num-
lo~ double the 14-year statewide mean kill of bcr of bobwhites bagged per hunter-trip 
965, 60 bobwhites per l.000 arres (Table 25). averaged nrarly 5 ( Fig. 11) . 
dwd The number of bobwhites bagged per Of Illinois' 102 counties, 22 in th(' 
hunter-trip was generally grea tcst-t·x- northe1n half of the state yielded an 
1allr cceding 3 birds per trip - in the soutlwrn annual harvest that averaged 10 or fewer 
) for and southwestern counties of the stat<' bob\,·hites per 1,000 acres, whereas 25 
. low 
i,000 Tobie 25. - Number of bobwhites killed by hunters per 1,000 acres in each of the 
, the seven game regions of Illinois, 1956-69. 
19+2 Gome Region 
iwly Yeor Statewide 
2 3 ,c. 4a ..C.b 5 Mean 
,t re-
bun- 1956 132 141 69 11 47 15 67 70 
1 the 1957 168 122 92 13 54 5 29 66 1958 207 148 96 15 88 8 30 79 
l thl' 1959 179 101 151 13 32 5 30 66 
and Mean 171 128 102 13 55 8 39 70 
)) 1960 72 94 37 11 28 4 27 42 
1961 72 96 65 12 38 4 20 46 
har- 1962 134 141 106 12 31 4 19 66 
·rars, 1963· 73 
1964 111 84 67 12 52 3 30 48 
~ions Mean 97 104 69 12 37 4 24 ss 
hl'm 1965 4 9 76 60 11 21 4 26 38 
larly, 1966 137 121 58 13 43 6 30 58 
that 1967 98 90 67 9 39 7 32 •18 1968 70 145 85 13 43 17 58 68 
bob- 1969 101 120 107 17 47 14 53 67 
thir<l Mean 91 110 75 13 39 10 40 56 
and Grand mean I 18 114 82 12 43 7 35 60 
the 
• Data ore not ovailobre by game r•eion, for 1063, 
Tobie 26. - Mean number of bobwhites killed per individual hunter per hunting trip 
for bobwhites in each of the seven game regions of Illinois, 1956-69. 
s 
Year 
Game Region 
1.5 2 3 4 4a 4b 5 
.3 1956 4. ' 3.5 2.9 1.6 2.2 2.0 2.8 
.6 
.5 1957 3.9 2.9 2.9 1.5 2.4 1.3 2.7 1958 3.9 3.4 3.4 1.8 2.8 1.7 2.2 
.7 1959 3.9 3.1 3.4 1.7 2.5 1.2 2.3 
.6 Mean 3.9 3.2 3.2 1.6 2.5 1.5 2.5 
, .1 
1960 2.4 2.6 2.2 1.3 2.4 0.9 1.4 l5 1961 2.7 3.1 2.7 1.5 1.9 1.1 1.6 1962 3.0 3.1 3.3 1.3 2.1 1,5 2.4 
.5 
1963 3.0 3.1 3.3 1.6 2.1 1.3 1.6 
Ii 
1964 2.9 2.7 2,6 1.1 2.4 1.1 2.1 
Mean 2,8 2.9 2.8 1.7 2.2 1.2 1.8 
1965 2.6 2.5 2.5 1.6 1.7 1.5 2.1 
3 1966 3.3 2.9 3.1 1.8 2.1 1.0 1.6 
s 1967 3.0 2.8 2,5 0.9 2.2 1.3 2.3 
1968 3.1 3.5 3.2 1.1 2.1 1.9 2.7 
1969 3.1 3.0 3.6 1.0 1.9 1.9 2.4 
Mean 3.0 2.9 3.0 1.3 2.0 1.5 2.2 
Grand mean 3.2 J.O 3.0 1 .4 2.3 1.4 2.2 
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BOBWHITES (1956-69) 
lolEAN NUMBER OF BOB\tiHITES Kill.ED PER l,OOOACRES 
ANNUAU.Y 
MEAN NUMBER OF HUNTER-TRIPS PER 1,000 ACRES 
ANNUALLY 
MEAN NU,..BER OF BOBWHITES KILLED PER HUNTER-TRIP 
- >3.o 
t::) 2.0 - 3.0 
c=J <2.0 
'HOI0"-0 tOOII( ~ 
.!. ':.!. _I_ 
<I I 
Fig. 11. - Hunting and harvest statistics, by county, for bobwhites in Illinois for the 
14 years, 1956-69. 
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counties in the· southern half of the state 
aYcragcd an annual harvest of 100 or 
more bob\\'hites per 1,000 acres (Fig. 
11). Two <:ounties in southrrn Illinois -
Franklin and Williamson - yielded an-
nual kills that averaged more than 200 
quail p<'r 1,000 acres. 
The mean hunting effort expended 
annually for bobwhites during the 14 
years, 1956-69, ranged from less than 1 
hunter-trip per 1,000 anrs in Boonr 
County of northern Illinois to a hi~h of 
75 hunter-trips per 1,000 acrrs in Frank-
lin County of southern Illinois (Fig. 11). 
The number of hunter-trips for bobwhites 
on a statewide basis averaged 21 per 1,000 
acres for the samf' 14 years. 
The fi,·e counties that yielded the high-
est absolute harvest of bobwhites annually 
for the 14 years, 1956-69, wen·, in order 
of their respective rank: Wayne, Franklin, 
Marion, Williamson, and Jt'fferson; these 
counties contributed 16 p1•rcent of the 
total statewide harvest of bobwhites annu-
ally (Appendix C). Madison. Macoupin, 
Franklin, Marion, an<l Wayne, in that or-
der, were the fi\'I' counties that hostC'd the 
~r<·atest numbe1 of hunter-trips for bob-
whites annually in Illinois; th<"se c0tmtirs 
arcounted for l 4 pcn-ent of the total 
hunting effort for bob\, hites in the state 
(Appendix D). 
Almost 7S percent of the bobwhite 
hunting effort and 73 percent of the bob-
whites bagged annually in Illinois cluring 
the H years, 1956-69, were attributable 
to small-game licensees who hunted within 
th<'ir respective counties of residence (Ta-
ble 27). Of Illinois' 102 counties, only 
three cent! al counti1's (Li,·ingston, Ford, 
and Marshall), fi,·e wcst-ct·ntral or south-
western countil"s {Warren, Schuyler, Scott, 
Mason, and Je~r) , and one southern 
rnunty (Pope) hosted rnore bobwhite 
huntcn, from outsidt· their bounds than 
from \,ithin. At kast in the three cast-
central counties, the "nonlocal" hunting 
effort for bobwhites was principally a by-
product of the influx of "nonlocal" hunt-
Table 27. - Percentage of hunter-trips 
for and resultant harvest of bobwhites at-
tributable to licensees hunting within their 
respective counties of residence in Illinois, 
1956-69. 
Year 
PereenlaQe 
Hunter-Trips Harvest 
1956 78.6 80.3 
1957 74.0 72.1 
1958 76.9 75.0 
1959 73.6 72.0 
Mean 75.8 74.8 
1960 74.4 70.5 
1961 76.2 74.8 
1962 75.7 73.2 
1963 77.6 77.0 
1964 72.1 68.5 
Mean 75.2 72.8 
1965 72.7 68.3 
1966 71.9 68.8 
1967 75.6 74.3 
1968 75.S 72.3 
1969 73.6 69.9 
Mean 73.9 70.7 
Grand mean 74.9 72.6 
Standard deviation 2 .0 3.4 
crs travelling to these counties to hunt 
pheasants. Interestingly, 55 percent of the 
hunting pressure for bobwhites in Pope 
County was from huntt' ts residing outside 
the county. Pope County al!'O boasted 
tht' highest degree of hunting success of 
any county in the state ( 4.85 bobwhites 
bagged per hunt<'r-trip). These facts sub-
stantiated previous observations that the 
tenacity for hunting ancl, henc<·, often 
success, might bl' greatest among hunters 
who traYel a considcrabll' distance from 
their homes in pursuit of their recreation. 
Gray and Fox Squirrels 
Distribution and Abundance 
The fox squirrel, amazingly toll'rant of 
g1cat diversity in his requirements for 
woody vC'getation, o<'cupies most Illinois 
lands - both agricultural and forested. 
His habitat may range from a single tree 
to a forest in terms of quantity, and from 
a corn crib to a mature hickory stand in 
terms of quality. The gray squirrel, on the 
other hand, is rather closely restricted to 
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forest habitat. and is therefore abundanl 
only in the forl·sted southern and south-
western cowltit's ( Fig. 2 ) , in the wooded 
bluffs and bolloms of ri,·ers, and in 
wooded urban communities (Brown & 
Yeager 1945). Although both species in-
habit every county in the state, the pat-
tern of species abundance favors fox squir-
rels over gray squirrels in all but about a 
d01:en counties in southern IIJinois. 
Population Trends 
Indices of the statewide :ibundance of 
squirrels in winter indicated that the low 
and the high in squirrel numbers record(·d 
during the 12 years, 1958-69, occurred 
just 5 years apart in 1962 and 1967, re-
spectively; the 1967 population \\'as about 
75 percent greater than that of 1962 
(Table 28) . These fluctuations in annual 
abundance occurred simultaneously 
throughout a large portion of lllinois. 
The 1clative abundance of squincls in 
the different sectors of the state is <lifficult 
to assess. To illustrate, of all gam<' regions, 
Game Region 1 in southern Illinoi~ 
yielded the lowesl number of squirrels ob-
served per census site in late wintt·r hut 
the highest relative kill of squin d s in 
auturnn. Conversely, Ganw Rq~ions -l, 4a, 
and -lb in the rash-grain slronghold of the 
state ront1ibuted a high rdative rneasu1 e 
of squi1 rel abundance in late \\ inter but 
a low rate of han-csr in thr fall (Tables 
28 and 31 ) . In actuality. squirrels arc less 
abundant but more easily observed in the 
agricultural habitats of 1101 th<•rn Illinois. 
and comparati, ely more abundant but 
less easily ohscrwd in the fo1 ested habilats 
of southnn Illinois. 
Harvest 
The proportion of 1esidcnt lllinoi~ 
small-game license holders \\'ho hunted 
squiITels annually averaged about • 8 per-
crnt for the 1-~ y<·ars, 1956 --69, rangin~ 
from a low of 45 percent in 1956 to a high 
of 52 percent in 1957 and 1966 (Table 
29 ). The number of squirrel hunters av-
eraged 225,000 annually, dippiniz below 
the 200,000 level only once, in 1968, dur-
ing the H years of study. T!w modest 
Table 28. -Abundance of gray and fox squirrels in winter <Jonuary-FebruaryJ as 
reflected by censuses of standardized sites in selected counties of Illinois, 1958-69. 
Five sites were censused per county. 
Humber of Squirrel, per Site 
Yeor Game Region 2 3 4, 4a, and 4b 5 Annual Counties Censused 4 13 4 6(10)• 3(4)• lndexb Total Census Sites 20 65 20 30(501" 15(20)• 
l9j8 0.30 0.62 0.80 1.10 0.80 0.86 
1959 0.25 0.63 0.80 0.97 0.73 0.79 
Mean 0.28 0.62 0.80 1.04 0.76 0.82 
196 0.15 0.55 0.40 0.80 0.53 0.62 
196 0.20 0.77 0.70 1.00 0.53 0.80 
196; 0.00 0.54 0.60 0,60 0.80 0.57 
196~ 0.20 0.95 0.90 0.76 0.45 0.75 
1964 0.35 1.06 0.75 1.08 0.45 0.92 
Me rn 0.18 0.77 0.67 0.85 0.55 0.73 
1965 0.30 1.14 0.70 0.98 0.80 0.93 
1966 0.20 1.08 0.85 1.08 0.55 0.93 
1967 0.20 1.24 l.50 0.96 0.70 1.00 
1968 0.25 1.20 1.10 0.82 0.65 0.89 
1969 0.30 1.24 1.05 0.86 0.90 0.94 
Mean 0.25 1.18 1.04 0.94 0.72 0.94 
Grand mean 0.22 0,92 0.85 0.92 0.66 0.83 
a. Sample int-re01ed to 10 couofies and .50 ,ite1 in R~ior,s A. 40 1 ond .4b ond to 4 c.ourities and 20 sites in Revron S 
in 1963 ond y•on f~ereafter. 
h Annu1:1I i.nde.t of obundonc.• is th• sum of the products of the per<entoge of the ,tote confci"ed within each game 
re9ion multiplied by the nvmber of squir,•ls observed o•r site in eoch r•9ion, 
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Tobie 29. -A summary of hunting and harvest statistics for groy and fox squirrels in 11/inois, 1956-69. 
Re•ident licen .. ,e• Who Hunted 
length of Daily Squirrels One or More Timesb 
Mean Humber Total Hunter• Mean Humber 
Year Seoson3 Bag limit of Hunting Trips 
Tripsj' of Squirre l• 
(Days) Number• per Hunter (in 1,000'sl Killed per Trip Percentage (in 1,00D's) 
Calculated 
Kill 
(in l,000'sl 
1956 S76-N61 5 45.2 250 5.79 1,448 1.86 2,692 
1957 S76-N61 5 52.0 262 6.27 1,640 2.22 3,641 
1958 S76-N61 5 49.1 246 6.39 1,57.4 1.85 
1959 S76--N61 5 .46.0 226 6.46 1,462 2.05 
2,912 
2,997 
Mean 48.1 2.46 6.23 1,531 1.99 3,060 
1960 S76-N57 5 47.5 22.4 6.24 1,397 1.98 
1961 S76-N61 5 45.8 212 6.19 1,312 2.08 
2,766 
2,728 
1962 S76-N6I 5 47.5 225 6.39 1,436 2.03 2,914 
1963 S76-N6I 5 45.9 221 6.08 1,346 2 .07 
1964 S76-N61 5 46,,4 220 5.94 1,306 1.92 
2,787 
2,507 
Mean 46.6 220 6.17 1,359 2.02 2,740 
1965 S76-H61 5 45.8 207 5.93 1,226 1.93 
1966 S76-N61 5 52.2 245 6.63 1,625 2.07 
2,367 
3,364 
1967 S97-H66 5 48.0 231 6.16 1,424 1.87 2,662 
1968 S107-H76 5 46.2 184 6,71 1,237 2.12 
1969 S107-N76 5 47.8 201 6.50 1,305 2.01 
2,623 
2,623 
Mean .48.0 214 6.39 1,363 2.00 2,728 
Grand mean 47.5 225 6.26 1,410 2.00 2,827 
Standard deviation 2.2 21 0.27 133 0.11 334 
• Seo,on op,e,11-•d on August 1 In. th• So.utt,em Zone {S) on.d on September l in the Norrhern Zone (H) in all )'eGU; hunting houri were sunrise to sunset. Prior to 1965, the Southern Z.one con• 
1i1ted of the 36 sQuthernmo.,t o,yn.ties, ond the Northern Zone, the 66 northernmost c0untie5 of the $fate; itt 1965, U.S. Ro\Jte 36 become the line of demarcation bet"teen the rwo .tones. 
It See Tobfe 4 for numbers of resident licensees. 
c Rounded to neatest tho.usond of,er c.olculotion of kill, 
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decline in the number of squirrel hunters 
between the mid-1950's and the late 
1960's sirnply reflected the parallrl decline 
in small-game- license sales (Table 4) . 
The number of trips per individual 
squirrel hunter pc·r season fluctuated 
within narrow limits annually and aver-
aged 6.26 (Table 29). As individuals, 
squirrel hunters took more hw1ting trips 
annually than did hunters of clo.-es, pheas-
ants, bobwhites, or cottontails. 
The total number of hunter-trips per 
season for squirrels averaged 1,410,000, 
ranging from 1,226,000 in 1965 to 1,640,-
000 in 1957 (Table 29). Thus, the total 
hunting effort for squirrels in Illinois was 
second only to that for cottontails. 
The mean numbrr of squirrels bagged 
annually per hunter-trip was remarkably 
stable over the 14 years, 1956-69, averag-
ing 2.00 animals per trip (Table 29) . 
There was 110 clctec1ablc correlation be-
twl'cn the recorded abundance of squirrels 
in late winter and the number of animals 
killed per hunter-I! ip during the subse-
quent autumn for the 12 years, 1958-69 
(r = -0.30, 12 elf; P > 0.05). 
lllinois squirrel hunters averaged a sea-
sonal bag of 12.5 squincls each for the 14 
years, 1956-69; the seasonal low was 10.8 
squirrels in 1956 and the seasonal high 
was 14.2 squirrels in 1968. 
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The number of squirrels baggt'd an-
nually by Illinois hunters averaged 2,827,-
000 for the 14 years, I 956 69, with a low 
of 2,367,000 in 1965 and a high of 3,641,-
000 in 1957 (Table 29). Thus, the mean 
annual kill of squirrels in Illinois for the 
H years of study was more than double 
the kill of 1.066,000 squirrels repo1 !I'll for 
1941 and almost double the kill of 1,467,-
000 squirrels rc·ported in 194 2 ( Cloe 
1943). 
The total annual han·cst of squirrels by 
hunters in autumn appeart'd not to be 
related to the abundance of squirrels in 
the preceding winter (Fig. 12). The lack 
of correlation behveen abundance and an-
nual harvest and between abundance and 
hunting succrss suggrsts that Illinois 
squirrel hunters always achieve a satisfac-
tory kill irrespective of population abu11-
dance, which, in turn, i.mµlics indirrctly 
that Illinois squirn:I populations arc tra-
ditionally unclerharvested. 
The species composition of 50.852 
squirrels bagged by hunters during the 
seasons of 1956 and I 95 7 was reported by 
them to consist of 74 percent fox squirrels 
and 26 percent gray squirrels. In 19-1-0 and 
]941, hunters reported that fox squirrels 
constituted only 70 percent of 3,397 gray 
and fox squirrels bagged throughout Illi-
nois ( Brown & Y cager 1945) . These find-
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Fig. 12. - Trends in the winter a b undance (Table 28) and the subsequent fall har-
vest (Table 29) of gray ond fox squirrels in Jllinois for the 14 yeors, 1956-69. The two 
variobles were not significantly correlated: r = - 0.24, 10 df; P > 0.05. 
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PRENo & LAnrsKY: ABUNDANCE Arm H.~RVEST OF UP1..A1rn GA~1t. 
PERCENTAGE OF GRAY SQUIRRELS 
AMONG ALL SQUIRRELS BAGGED 
1956 - 57 
-
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Fig. 13 . - Proportion o f gray squirrels among both gray and fox squirrels harvested, 
by county, in Illinois, 1956- 57. The fa tal sample consisted of 37,64 8 fox squirrels and 
13,204 gray squirrels. 
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ings suggest thal the ratio of gray to fox 
squirrels m ay ha,·c shifted slightly toward 
fox squi1~rls during the past 30 years. 
This shift in species composition furthr1 
hints at concurrent changes in habitat 
that have eithe1 favored th(' fox ~quirrd 
population or depreSS<'d the gray squiird 
population, or both. Drown & Ycagn 
{ 1945) cautioned, howe,er. that the 111ca-
sure of species composition obtained f10111 
squiircls bagged by hunters might bt-
skc\\-cd sli~htly tO\\'ard fox squint-ls be-
Tobie 30. - Percentage of the total kill of gray and fox squirrels shot by hunters in 
each of the seven game regions of Illinois, 1956-69. 
Year 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
Mean 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963" 
1964 
Mean 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
Mean 
Grand meon 
11.1 
12.8 
13.3 
12.7 
12.5 
10.7 
6.3 
11.9 
9.8 
9.7 
6.6 
10.9 
14.2 
11.1 
7.1 
9.9 
10.7 
2 
33.5 
34.3 
30.0 
35.4 
33.3 
30.4 
36.2 
37.8 
29.7 
33.5 
38.4 
4 0.4 
37.2 
43.0 
39.7 
39.7 
35.8 
3 
14.7 
14.8 
17.2 
17.2 
16.0 
12.7 
15.2 
13.7 
14.1 
13.9 
13.9 
9.2 
13.9 
13.9 
17.9 
13.8 
14.5 
• Doto ore i,ot a vailable by game region!. for 1963. 
Game Region 
4 
9.3 
11.9 
11 . 1 
12.7 
11.2 
14.3 
15.0 
11.9 
14.2 
13.8 
11.0 
11.8 
11.9 
7 .8 
12.7 
11.0 
12.0 
4a 
6.1 
7.7 
8.3 
4.7 
6.7 
7.0 
8.2 
6.2 
8.3 
7.4 
7.2 
9.4 
6.3 
6 .0 
6.7 
7.1 
7.1 
4b 
9.7 
6.7 
7.9 
5.3 
7.4 
8.0 
7.2 
6.2 
7.4 
7.2 
7.5 
6.0 
6.3 
5.9 
s.s 
6.2 
6.9 
5 
15.6 
11.8 
12.2 
12.0 
12.9 
16.9 
11.9 
12.3 
16.5 
14.4 
15.4 
12.3 
10.2 
12.3 
10.4 
12.1 
13. I 
Table 31. - Number of gray and fox squirrels killed by hunters per l,000 acres in 
each of the seven game regions of Illinois, 1956-69. 
Year 
1956 124 
1957 194 
1958 161 
1959 158 
Mean 159 
1960 123 
1961 76 
1962 144 
1963• 
1964 102 
Mean 111 
1965 65 
1966 153 
1967 157 
1968 121 
1969 78 
Mean 115 
Grand mean 127 
2 
98 
136 
95 
116 
111 
92 
108 
120 
81 
100 
99 
148 
108 
123 
114 
118 
11 J 
3 
93 
127 
117 
121 
114 
82 
97 
93 
83 
89 
80 
72 
87 
85 
110 
87 
96 
Gome Region 
4 
32 
56 
42 
49 
45 
51 
53 
45 
46 
49 
34 
51 
42 
27 
43 
39 
44 
• Octa a,. not avaHoble by oama r•gions (or 1963. 
49 
84 
73 
42 
62 
58 
67 
54 
63 
61 
51 
95 
so 
47 
53 
59 
60 
4b 
57 
53 
50 
34 
4 8 
48 
43 
39 
40 
42 
38 
44 
36 
34 
31 
37 
42 
5 
98 
100 
83 
84 
91 
109 
75 
83 
96 
91 
85 
96 
63 
75 
63 
76 
85 
Statewide 
Mec,n 
75 
102 
8 1 
84 
86 
77 
76 
81 
78 
70 
76 
66 
94 
74 
73 
73 
76 
79 
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Year 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
Mean 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
Mean 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
Mean 
1.7 
2.6 
2.5 
2.1 
2.2 
2.0 
1.9 
2.5 
2.1 
2.1 
2.1 
1.9 
2.2 
2.4 
2.4 
1.9 
2.2 
Grand mean 2.2 
· ( 1971 ) 
squirrel 
Yea.11.e1 
lC lllca-
·d from 
ght be 
,t>I~ he-
~ters in 
s 
15.6 
11.8 
12.2 
12.0 
12.9 
16.9 
11.9 
12.3 
16.5 
14.4 
15.4 
12.3 
10.2 
12.3 
10,4 
12.1 
13.l 
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cause their bold habits and acn•ssible hab-
itat make them potentially more , ulncr-
able than e;ray squirrels to hunting. 
The p1opo1tionate kill of gra} squinels 
in the ~tate gn1crally increas<'d from north 
to south, 1anging specifically froru none 
( or near none) in two mun ties of east-
n·ntral Illinoi~ to 80 pt•1 cent in t,,o coun-
ties in far southern Illinois ( Fig. 13). The 
percentage of gia) squincls in the squinel 
hunter's bag. by game regions, in I 956 
and 1957 was: Region 1, 62 percent; Re-
gion 2, 33 percent ; Region 3, 17 percent; 
Re¢on 4, 8 perct'nt ; Region 4a, 10 per-
cent; Region 4b. 15 percent; Region 5, 
17 percent. 
Nearly half of all the squirrels shot by 
hunte1s in Illinois durinK the 1+ years, 
1956--69, well· bagged in Game Regions I 
and 2 in t!lC' ~outhe1n third of the state 
(Table 30) ; a similar propo1 tion of the 
annual bag of squirr1:ls \\as taken from 
southern Illinois in 1950 (Marquardt & 
Scott 1952) . Garn(' Regions 4, 4a, and 4b. 
which contain about 45 pen:-Pnt of the 
state's land area, con ti ibute<l only 26 per-
cent of the total kill of squirrels during 
these same years. Game Regions I and 2 
were charactcri/ed by harv!'~t rate's that 
averaged 127 and 111 squirrels per 1,000 
acres, considerably above the statewide 
a\'erage of 79 squirrels per 1,000 acres 
posted for the I+ }Cars, 1956-69 (Ta-
ble 31 ) . 
Five of Illinois' 102 counties posted an• 
nual kills that averaged fewer than 25 
squirrels per 1,000 acres, ,\'hercas 34 
counties boasted annual kills in excess of 
100 per I .000 acres ( Fig. 14) . De Ka lb 
County had the lo,\est average annual 
kill - 14 squirrels per 1,000 acres. The 
highest relative harvest was posted in 
Monroe County, where thr annual bag of 
squirrels a,·eraged 200 per 1,000 acres for 
the H yea1s, 1956-69. 
The hunting effort expended annually 
for squirr<'ls in Illinois during the 14 
y<'ars, 1956-69, averag<'d 39 hunter-trips 
per 1,000 acres ; Champaign and De Kalb 
counties hosted the lowest hunting pres-
sure for squirrels - 11 hunter-trips per 
1,000 acres and Monroe County, the 
greatl'st - 96 hunter-trips per 1,000 acres 
(Fig.14) . 
Fulton, Randolph, St. Clair, Macoupin, 
and Peoria counties, respectively, were the 
five top-ranked counties in Illinois as re-
gards the absolute kill of gray and fox 
Tobie 32. - Mea n number o f gray and fox squirrels killed per individuol hunter per 
hunting trip for squirrels in each o f the seven game regions of Illinois, 1956-69 . 
Year 
Game Region 
2 3 4 4a 4b 5 
19S6 1.7 2.0 2.4 1.6 1.7 l.S 1.9 
1957 2.6 2.2 2.7 1.6 2.3 l.S 2.2 
1958 2.S 2.S 2.S 1.7 2.2 2.0 2.3 
1959 2.1 2.2 2.S 1.7 2.0 1.4 1.9 
Mean 2.2 2.2 2.S 1.6 2,0 1.6 2.1 
1960 2.0 1.9 2.3 1.7 1.9 1.4 1.9 
1961 1.9 2.2 2.4 1.7 2.0 1.S 1.7 
1962 2.S 2.1 VI 1.6 2.0 1,4 2.0 
1963 2.1 2.3 2.4 1.S 2. 1 1.4 1.9 
1964 2.1 2.0 2.1 1.7 1.8 1.6 2.0 
Mean 2.1 2.1 2.3 1.6 2.0 1.S 1.9 
1965 1.9 2.3 2.1 1.5 2.0 1.S 1.8 
19 66 2.2 2.2 2.3 1.7 1.9 1.6 2.1 
1967 2.4 1.9 2.3 1.4 1.8 1.4 1.9 
1968 2.4 2.3 2.4 1.4 1.8 1.3 2.2 
1969 1.9 2.2 2.6 1.6 2,2 1.4 1.8 
M ean 2.2 2.2 2.3 1.S 1.9 1.4 2.0 
Grand mean 2.2 2.2 2.4 1.6 2,0 1.S 2.0 
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SQUIRRELS (1956-69) 
MEAN NUMBER OFSOUIRRELS IOU.ED PER l,OOOACRES 
4.NNUALLY 
MEAN NUMBER OF HUNTER- TRIPS PER 1,000 ACRES 
ANNUALLY 
MEAN NUMBER OF SQUIRRELS KILLED PER HUNTER- TRIP 
- >2.25 
CJ 1.75-2.25 
c:::::J <1.75 
67 
31 
Fig. 14. - Hunting and harvest statistics, by county, for gray and fox squirrels in 
Illinois for the 14 years, 1956-69. 
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Year 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
Mean 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
Mean 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
Mean 
Grand mean 
Standard deviation 
1971) 
in 
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squirrels during the 14- years, 1956-69; 
concsponclimi;ly, four of these counties -
Randolph, St. Clair, Peoria, and Fulton 
- plus Madison County, rrspecti\'l'ly, ac-
counted f01 the top fo·e measures of hunt-
ing effo1 t for squirrels in the state ( Ap-
pendices C and D). 
H unting success for squirrels was gener-
ally greatest in the southern and western 
portions of the state and least in the 
northeastern third of tht• state (Table 32; 
Fig. 14). Squim·I hunters c-xpe1 icncecl tht· 
poorest and gn·ate~t hunting success in 
\\'inncbae;o and Randolph rnunties, rc-
spertivcl}, where tltc number of squirrels 
bag~ccl per hunter- trip avc1ae;cd 1.2 and 
2.9 for the H years, 1956 69. 
St•venty-seven pcrrl'nt of tht• hunting 
effort for squirrels and 74 percc-nt of the 
han-est of squirrels in Jllinois during thC' 
14 years, 1956---69, ,,as accounted for b) 
small-game hunte1 s who hunted within 
their r<'spc-ctive counties of n·sidcnce (Ta-
ble 33). In only five mun ties was mor(' 
than half of the hunting effort for squir-
Tobie 33. - Percentage of hunter-trips 
for ond resultant harvest of gray and fox 
squirrels attributable to licensees hunting 
within their respective counties of resi-
dence in Illinois, 1956-69 . 
Year 
Percentage 
Hunter-Trips Harve,t 
1956 77.7 75.1 
1957 77.3 7 4.4 
1958 79.T 76.9 
1959 7 6.9 74.6 
M ean 77.8 75.3 
19 60 76.5 72.7 
1961 78.0 75.5 
1962 77.7 74.0 
1963 78.2 74.4 
1964 7 6.8 72.3 
M ean 77.4 7 3.8 
1965 80.7 76,1,. 
1966 74.9 71.1 
1967 7 6.2 7 1.7 
1968 75.9 72.2 
1969 75.8 72.7 
Me an 76.7 72.8 
Grand mean 77 ,3 73.9 
Stonclord devialian 1.S 1.8 
rcls attributable to hunters who r<'sidc-d 
outsidt' the county boundari('s; these 
counties were Putnam, Mason, Calhoun, 
J ersey, and Pope. 
Cottontails 
Distribution and Abundance 
Our fonnc-r colleague. R. D. Lord, 
aptly dcmibcd the distribution of the 
cottontail in Illinois ,\ith this statem<"nt 
(1 963:9): "Although parts of Illinois do 
not rank as optimum habitat for the cot-
tontail, there probably isn't a square mile 
of the state ( outside of downtown Chi-
cago) that does not haw some cottontails 
living on it.'' Though the- cottontail is not 
a stranger anywhere in lllinois, it is gm-
erally most abundant in tlw semiforcsted 
sc·ctors of southern and western Illinois 
and kast abundant in the agricultural 
sector of northeastern lllinois ( Lord 1963; 
Table 34) . Th<' high<'st levels of cotton-
tail abundance in the state are attained 
in a rontiguous block of rounties in south-
C'<:'ntral Illinois (Lord 1963; Fig. 16). 
Thus, cottontails, unlike pheasants, arc 
less abundant on young glacial drift (W is-
consinan) and more abundant on com-
paratively old glacial drift ( Illinoian and 
Kansan) and on unglaciated terrain 
(Fig. 2). 
Population Trends 
H ighs and lows in abundance are long-
standing characteristics of cottontail pop-
ulations. Leopold ( 1931 ) first noted the 
similarity between the pattern of scarcity 
and abundance of cottontail populations 
and the so-called "10-ycar cyck" of 
ruffed grouse (Bouasa umbel/us) in the 
north-central l:nited States. M cCabe 
( 19-!3), in tum, added the dimension of 
geographic synchrony to the rhythmic 
fluctuations of cottontail populations. 
Mor<' recently Bailey ( I 968) reviewed 
abuncfance statistics for cottontails in the 
M id,\eSt and found indications of regular, 
S}ncluonized highs and lows in regional 
cottontail populations; periods of peak 
..,. 
"" 
Table 34. - Mean number of cottontails sighted per 20-mile route during three separate census periods - February-March, May-June, 
and July - in the seven game regions (designoted 1-5) of lllinois, 1955-69. Most means ore based on from three to forty-two 20-mile counts; 
those means enclosed by parentheses are based on only one or two 20-mile counts. 
February-March Counts (late Winter)" May-June Counts (Breeding)b July Counts (Production)' ...... 
Year Annual 
t"' 
2 3 4 4a 4b 5 
Annual 2 3 4 4a 46 5 2 3 4 .d.o 4b 5 
Annual t"' 
lndex<l Index" lndexd 7, 0 
iii 
1955 (6) 10 3 7 (7) 7 (20) 8.85 (7) 7 7 8 (1) 7 8 6.78 (12) (6) 8 10 (6) 13 13 9.34 tj 
1956 ( 1) 6 4 4 5 4 10 5.12 16 13 6 10 2 10 6 9.54 (14) 17 12 9 (4) 14 (4) 11.36 "' 
1957 7 13 4 8 (4) 3 3 7.10 14 23 13 5 3 4 7 10.93 15 35 10 7 5 13 (10) 16.06 
.,, 
> 
1958 5 17 9 8 11 21 10 12.64 18 19 6 5 7 6 5 9.89 17 18 13 10 8 4 8 11.52 
., 
... 
1959 8 16 8 7 16 7 8 10.43 (18) 33 8 3 4 4 9 13.16 (18) 26 18 8 3 9 10 14.22 
,.; 
[; 
Mean 5 12 6 7 9 8 10 8.83 15 19 8 6 3 6 7 10.06 15 20 12 9 5 11 9 
12.50 z 
.., 
1960 (6) 29 (9) 10 (13) 5 6 13.56 (7) 12 7 4 2 3 2 5.98 (16) 17 19 7 6 9 9 11.82 0 
1961 (7) 14 8 8 10 4 (I) 8.23 (5) 13 11 4 9 5 3 7.58 (10) 15 19 6 (3) 8 11 10.51 
.,, 
0 
1962 6 8 9 6 8 6 3 6.64 6 11 15 3 4 5 3 6.86 9 13 15 5 6 4 5 
8.28 0 
1963 5 7 13 6 (6) 4 3 6.24 5 14 8 3 (1) 1 2 5.86 17 17 11 7 6 7 ( 1) 9.82 
z 
1964 9 9 8 7 11 5 (2) 7.22 9 11 7 3 4 6 (6) 6.75 10 14 II 5 6 10 (5) 9.07 
Vl 
"' ., 
Mean 7 13 9 7 10 5 3 8.38 6 12 10 3 4 4 3 6.61 23 15 I 5 6 5 8 6 9.90 :;. 
(4) (13) 
.., 
1965 8 8 5 .d. 5 4 3 5.37 5 10 4 2 3 2 4 4.79 10 14 3 6 
.d. 8.01 6 
1966 7 9 3 5 4 4 3 5.47 10 16 6 2 3 1 2 6.47 21 13 13 3 5 9 4 8.97 
z 
1967 8 11 6 5 7 .d. (1) 6.40 8 14 15 2 3 3 3 7.16 19) 20 18 4 6 8 (3) 10.51 --l 
1968 4 12 5 2 2 3 5 5.51 7 16 14 3 3 3 4 7.84 9 17 15 5 4 6 8 9.77 '" 8 
1969 6 10 4 3 1 1 5 4.86 9 14 5 2 2 1 7 6.30 12 18 14 4 4 3 11 9.83 z 
Mean 7 10 5 4 .d. 3 3 5.52 8 14 9 2 3 2 4 6.51 12 16 13 4 5 6 8 9.42 r. > 
t"' 
Grand 
mean 6 12 7 6 7 5 6 7.58 )0 15 9 4 4 4 5 7.72 17 17 13 6 5 8 8 )0.61 00 C: 
r-
• Count 1 in Gome Regions 4, 4a, and 4b ond Count Ql in Gom& Region$ 1, 2, 3, and 5. 
t"' 
t" 
b Counts 2 and 3 in Game Regions 4, Aa, and .Cb and Counts 20 and JQ in Gome Regioni 1, 2, 3, and 5. 
.., 
e Count .C in Game Regions A, 4a, and 4b and Count 4Q in Gome Regions 1 r 2. 3, end 5. ~ 
d Annual index of cbundance i1 the sum of the products of the percentage of the state contoin&d within ec;:ich gome region multiplled by the mean T'IUmber of robbits observed per route in eactl ..,. 
region. 
..... 
<.O 
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abundan C'e of C'ottontails \1etc n:co1drd 
for 193 1-34, 1938-·12, 19 19 50, aml 
1955-58, or at interYals of about 8-9 
y<'ars. Bailey concluded, however. that 
ucitht'r the lcrnpo1al nor g'l'ograpltic reg-
ularity of these fluctuations in cottontail 
abundann· weir clefin<'<l well <'nough to 
be predic tive. 
An obdous hi~h in cottontail abun-
dance occurred in Illinois charing llw late 
1950's, the p c·ak p1obabl) being 1caclwd 
in 1958 or I 959 (T ables '.H and 35: Fig. 
15). A d t'dine in abundance began in 
1960 and continued, except for a tempo-
rary plate-au in 1963 and I 96+. throug;h 
1965. thr yea !' which inarkc•d the lo,, est 
level of cottontail abundance r c·rnrded 
d uring the 15 years, 1955-69. T his low in 
population abundance was less than half 
the level of the high that occu11ed in the 
late 1950-s. A slight increase in rnttontail 
abundance was c,·iclent in 1966 and 1967. 
T his increase in abundann·, which fol-
lowed the high of the late: 1950's by 8 or· 
9 years. \\'as suggesth ·e of a C) die resur-
gence. Any substantial cyclic popula tion 
resur~enn· by th<· Illinois cottontail in 
1966 0 1· 1967 may ha,·e bl'<'n p1 C'cludecl 
bt·cause the cl<•t<·rioration of its hahitat h) 
the progressi\'c farming practices of the 
(/) 
_,J 
14 
< I-
12 z 
0 
I-
b (..) 10 
u. 
1960's had already placrd a low C'l'iling 
0 11 the can ying capacity of the hab itat 
for th<• rabbit. 
Harvest 
M ore r<'siclent Illinois hunkrs - both 
propo1·tionatcly and absolutely - hunted 
cottontail rabbits than hunted any of the 
otlwr major small garne species. T he pro-
portion of Illi11ois small-game licensees 
" ·ho hunted rabbits annually ave1agcd 70 
perct'nt for the 1-t yc-a1s, 1956 69. ranging 
from 77 pncent d uring th<· cottontail 
high of the late 1950's to 61 pc-rccnt dur-
ing the low in 1965 (Table :i6). The 
number of cottontail huntl'rs aH•raged 
334,000 annually, exceeding 4-00,000 in 
1956 and dropping below 300,000 in J 965, 
1968, and 1969. Tlw ralhl'r progressiYC 
drdine in the m unbrr of cotton tail h unt-
ers bdween the m icl-1950'~ and late 1960's 
1dlcctecl nul only a ckdinc in licensr sales 
(T able 4), bu t aho a waning intnest in 
rabr:iit hunting, due p robably to the sharp 
dcdine in rnttnntail abundanC'c. 
The number of hunting trips for cotton-
tails per rabbit huntc-r, which averaged 
5.99 seasonally for tl1<' H yc·ars, 1956-69. 
remained remarkably stable despite the 
7 
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1956 1957 1958 1959 19 60 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 
YEARS 
Fig. 15. - Trends in the abundance (Tob ie 34) and the fall harvest of cottontails 
<Table 3 6 ) in /1/inois for the 14 years, 1956-69. The index of abundance was based on 
the mean of the three annuo/ indices derived from /ate winter, breed ing, and produc• 
lion counts. The two variables were significantly correlated: r = 0.71, 12 d f; P < 0.05. 
Table 35. - Abundance of cottontails O'S indicated by the number of rabbits killed by vehicles per 1,000 miles of surfaced highway in Illi-
nois, 1956-69. 
Mean Number of Dead Rabblh per 1,000 Mile, 
Gorne Region, 1, 2, and 3• Game Region, 4, 4o, 4b, and 5° Year 
January- April- July- November- Monthly January- April- July- November- Monthly Morch June October' December Mean March June Oclober• December Mean 
1956 25 21 24 42 27 13 2.4 12 21 17 1957 27 14 23 40 25 17 26 9 30 19 1958 33 36 21 83 38 34 24 10 30 23 1959 43 33 23 29 32 30 22 12 30 22 Mean 32 26 23 48 30 24 24 11 28 20 1960 58 29 16 36 33 19 20 8 25 17 1961 31 18 11 24 20 20 18 8 12 14 1962 20 14 12 20 16 16 19 12 18 16 1963 21 17 10 35 19 21 18 10 12 15 1964 17 13 9 9 12 17 17 9 14 14 Mean 29 18 12 25 20 19 18 9 16 15 1965 11 9 5 9 8 10 10 5 12 9 1966 16 10 8 14 12 11 13 8 17 12 1967 16 7 7 8 9 12 16 7 9 11 1968 24 10 9 23 15 14 21 9 13 1,1 1969 23 11 8 18 14 11 13 7 16 11 Mean 18 9 7 14 12 12 15 7 13 11 
Grond mean 26 17 13 28 23 18 19 9 18 15 
• ... II obwr"IQtions by John Slachter: annuol milec:39e averaged 2,,000 mire$. 
b Ari ob5ervotion5 by W. L. Preno; annual mileage overoged 32.,000 mile1. 
i::: October i5 included with the summer months: becau5e of rhe s:imilority in the rare of tt,e kill 
of cottontails on highways. The rate of kill on highways opprecia,e,5 in November arid December, principal!~ due to the reduoion in hobir• t via the harvut of corn ond 5oybe0n c.-op1. 
Table 36. _ A summarv of h ntino ond hnrv<>.<I .<Inti.die.< f r cnttnntnil< in 11/inni< 10 <;,',_,',Q 
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Tobie 36. - A summary of hunting ond horvesl statistics for cottontails in rllinois, 195~9. 
Resident Litenoeet Who Hunted 
length of Doily Rabbits One or More Time,h Mean Number Totol Hunter- Meon 1-Jumber Year Seosonn Bag limit - ----- - of Hunting Trips Trips' af Rabbits !Days) Number' per Hunter (in 1,000's) Killed per Trip Pertentage {in 1,000's) 
Colculated 
Kill 
(in 1,000's) 
1956 58 5 75.A. ,117 6.62 2,761 2.35 6,488 
1957 59 5 75.5 380 6.54 2,484 2.28 5,663 
1958 60 5 75.6 379 6.39 2,424 2.38 5,769 
1959 72 5 76.6 377 6.20 2,337 2.19 5,118 
Meon 75_5 388 6.44 2,501 2.30 5,759 
1960 67 5 72.7 343 5_94 2,035 1-73 3,521 
1961 75 5 74.3 34,1 6.12 2,104 1-91 4,0 18 
1962 76 5 70.3 332 6_35 2,111 1.76 3,716 
1963 70 5 71.6 345 6.06 2,093 1.89 3,956 
1964 69 5 68.9 326 5.51 1,799 1.63 2,932 
Mean 71.6 338 6.00 2,029 1.78 3,629 
1965 71 5 61.4 277 4.95 1,373 1.38 
1966 74 5 64.7 304 5.67 1,722 1.57 
1967 75 5 65.4 315 5.28 1,663 1.39 
1,89.ol 
2,704 
2,311 
1968 77 5 63.7 254 5.92 1,505 1.69 2,5A4 
1969 78 5 66.8 281 6.30 1,767 1.53 2,704 
Mean 64.4 286 5.48 1,606 1.51 2,431 
Grand meon 70.2 334 5.99 2,012 1,83 3,810 
Standard deviotion 5.1 46 0.49 398 0,34 1,442 
• S.01011 opened behrfff\ Novernbar 15 ond November 26 and e:..t•ad.cl h1to Jottuory of th• foflowin1 )'9Gr; hunting ~O'Jtl ""'• from tunris:e to tUMet exc• pt that Ol"I openJr,g cloy hul'ltino beg<m 
at noon In 1956, 1961, 1962, 1967, 1968, and 1969. 
b SM Table -4 for numben of resfdent licensee,. 
e Rounded to necr•&t thou,ond offer colculation of kill. 
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wide fluctuations in annual cottontail 
abundance- (Table 36). Only once duiing 
the H )Cars, in 1965, did thr number of 
trip~ for cottontails fall bclo\\' 5 per indi-
vidual rabbit hunter pc-r season. 
Although the h:ngth of the hunting 
season for cottontails was ivaduall) in-
c1eased by a total of 20 day~ bt'twcc11 19.i6 
and 1969, the number of t1 ips per cotton-
tail hunkr per season declined slightly. 
but not significantly (r = -OAO, 12 elf; 
P > 0.05). Thi~ in,·e1St' relationship was 
undoubtedly another response by Illinois 
hunters to the plummeting abundance of 
cottontails during the I 960's. 
The total number of hunter-trips per 
sc-ason for cottontails a\eraged 2,012,000 
annually for the H yt'a1s, 1956-69. but 
dccliMd from more than 2,500,000 in tlw 
late 1950's to less than 2.000,000 in the 
late 1960's (Table 36) . Thus, by the late 
I 960's tht" hunting effort for cottontails 
only slight!}' exceeded that for squill'cis, 
whe,eas in the mid-1950's it had been 
almost twice that for squirrels. 
Thr mean number of cottontails bagii;cd 
per hunter-trip :l\'eraged 1.83 annually 
fot the M years, 1956--69, but ran~ed 
from a high of 2.38 in 1958 to a lo\\' of 
1.38 i11 1965 (Tablt" 36). Hence, rabbit 
hunters bagged, on the a\'l'ra~e, slightl) 
fewer animals per trip than d id squirrel 
hunters. The number of 1abbits killed per 
hunter-trip \,-as directly co11 elated with 
an annual index of abundance (see Fig. 
15 for cxplanati011 of indrx) for the H-
years, 1956--69 (r - 0.75, 12 df: P < 
0.05 ) . 
The ll\C"an nmnbc-r of cottontails bag~ed 
by each rabbit huntC'l' seasonally, fot thr 
H seasons, 1956-69, \,as I 1.0; it ranged 
from a high of 15.6 in 1956 to a lo\\' of 
6.8 in 1965. Rabbit hunters, as in<liYid-
uals, generally were slight!} less succcs~ful 
than ~quirrel hunters. 
Thr nuinbcr of cottontails har\'CStcd by 
Illinois hunters annually a\'C·ra~ed 3,810,-
000 for the 14 years. I 956--69; the sea-
sonal high in the kill - 6,488,000 in I 956 
- was 3.+ rimes as g1eat as tlw seasonal 
low - 1.89-1,000 in 1965 (Tab!I· 36). The· 
annual kill of cottontails in fall "as re-
lated din·ctly to tl}('ir annual inclc·x of 
abundance ( Fi~. 15) . 
lntercstin~ly, CIOl' ( 1943) reportt'd the 
!>tatewide har\'est of cottontails in Illinois 
was 2,565.000 in 19-4-1 and 3,2i2,000 in 
19+2. In thns<' years, till' haryest of rnt-
tontail~ almo,t equalled tlw combined 
take of mourning doyes. pheasants, hob-
whites, and squirt P!s, which "·as 2.955,-
000 in 19+ 1 and 3.881,000 in 1942. Al-
though that ~ituatio11 occurred again in 
tht• late I 950's, a decadt· later the takl' of 
rabbits had dt"dined to the point ,,·here 
cottontails accounted for only a fourth of 
the total J..ill of these fiw small game 
animals. 
About 38 pet cent of all rabbits killed in 
Illinois during the I~ years, 1956--69. 
were ~hot in tht' south-ct'ntral counties of 
Illinois, "hich constituted Game Rq:{ion 2 
{Tahk 37). The relatin· kill of cotton-
tails in Game Region 2 ,,as markc·clly 
higher than that of any otht•r region, 
a,·e1aging 1:>5 per 1.000 anes (Table 38). 
The statrn ide kill of rabbits a,·eraged I 06 
per 1,000 acres annually, for the 1 ,I. )'Cars. 
1956--69, ranging from a high of 181 pe1 
1.000 acres in I 956 to a lo\\' of 53 pc, 
1,000 acres in 1965. 
Six of Illinois' 102 counties - Cham-
paign, Jo Daviess. Ogle, 'Mcrc(•1. Johnson, 
and Pope - )icldcd annual ltancsts of 
cottontails that ave-raged kwn than 50 
cottontails per 1,000 ancs, wlwrcas four 
countit·s - St. Clai1. Madi,on, Effingham, 
and Clay- posted mean annual kills that 
exceeded 200 rabbits p<r 1,000 acre, 
( Fig. 16). 
The hunting· effort <"xpendc<l annually 
for cottontails in Illinois awiaged 56 
hunter-hips p('r 1.000 anes for the 1-! 
years, I 956-69: it was ~n·atcr in Du Page 
County - averaging 13 7 hunter-trips per 
1,000 acres annually - than in any other 
county of the stale ( Fig. 16) . Other coun-
ties of the statt' in \\'hich hunting pn·s-
PRl:.NO & L\BISK' 
Table 37. -
seven game reg 
Year 
1956 7.2 
1957 7.6 
1958 5.2 
1959 6.2 
Mean 6.6 
1960 3.8 
1961 2.8 
1962 4.0 
1963• 
1964 7.1 
Mean 
"·' 
1965 s.o 
1966 7.8 
1967 6.3 
1968 3.5 
1969 3.8 
Mean 5.3 
Grand meon 5.4 
• Dato or• not ov< 
Stir(' for cotton 
per 1 .000 arr•·: 
St. Clair, 128: l 
I 06. Thr lowest 
cottontails durir 
occurred in Pop, 
Table 38. -
seven game regi 
Year ~ 
1956 194 
1957 179 
1958 125 
1959 132 
Mean 157 
1960 56 
1961 47 
1962 62 
1963· 
1964 87 
Mean 63 
1965 40 
1966 88 
1967 61 
1968 37 
1969 43 
Mean 54 
Grand mean 89 
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Table 37. - Percentage of the total kill of cottontails shot by hunters in each of the 
seven game regions of Illinois, 1956-69. 
Year 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
Mean 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963" 
1964 
Mean 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
Mean 
7.2 
7.6 
5.2 
6.2 
6.6 
3.8 
2.8 
4.0 
7.1 
4.4 
5.0 
7.8 
6.3 
3.5 
3.8 
5.3 
Grand mean 5.4 
2 
36.0 
36.5 
37.7 
38.8 
37.2 
34.5 
36.2 
34.0 
30.3 
33.8 
46.9 
43.3 
41.9 
41.1 
39.1 
42.5 
38.2 
3 
9.7 
9.8 
8.9 
14.2 
10.6 
12.4 
13.5 
17.0 
12.6 
13.9 
12.2 
7.6 
13.4 
12.1 
15.0 
12.1 
12.2 
.n Data or~ not a vailable by ga me region~ for 1963. 
Game Region 
4 
16.1 
15.9 
16.9 
16.9 
16.4 
20.7 
21.4 
21.0 
17.6 
20.2 
13,4 
15.3 
11.7 
11. 1 
12.5 
12.8 
16.3 
4a 
8.5 
9.2 
11.1 
6.7 
8.9 
10.6 
10.0 
9.0 
10.7 
10.l 
3.8 
7.5 
7.3 
6.3 
7.5 
6.5 
8 .3 
4b 
12.3 
10.7 
10.1 
5.5 
9.6 
9.1 
7.8 
7.0 
8.9 
8.2 
9.3 
9.9 
10.5 
13.0 
9.3 
10.4 
9.5 
5 
10.2 
10.3 
10.1 
11.7 
10.6 
8.9 
8.3 
8.0 
12.8 
9.5 
9.4 
8.6 
8.9 
12.9 
12.8 
10.5 
10.2 
sure for cottontails <"xcccded 100 trips 
per 1,000 an es numbered only three: 
St. Clair, 128; M adison, 123; and Lake, 
106. The lowest relati\'c h unting effort for 
co tton tails during the 14 years, 1956-69, 
occurred in Pope and Johnson counties of 
sou thern Illinois, where the number of 
hunter-trips per 1,000 acres annually av-
eraged 20 and 19, respectively . 
The five top-rankt'd counties of the 
state as regards the absolute haivest of 
cottontails for the 14 years, 1956-69, 
Tobie 38. - Number of cottontails killed by hunters per 1,000 acres in each of the 
seven game regions af 11/inois, 1956-69. 
Year 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
Mean 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963° 
1964 
Mean 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
Mean 
194 
179 
125 
132 
157 
56 
47 
62 
87 
63 
40 
88 
61 
37 
43 
54 
Grand mean 89 
2 
255 
225 
237 
217 
233 
132 
159 
138 
97 
131 
98 
128 
106 
114 
115 
112 
155 
Game Region 
3 4 4a 
147 135 166 
130 117 157 
120 126 192 
170 112 103 
142 122 154 
102 95 112 
127 112 121 
148 101 100 
86 67 94 
116 94 107 
55 33 22 
48 54 61 
72 35 51 
72 33 48 
95 44 61 
68 40 49 
106 82 99 
A Data or'e not avoilobre by game r-egions for 1963. 
4b 
173 
131 
126 
61 
123 
69 
68 
56 
57 
62 
39 
58 
53 
72 
54 
55 
78 
5 
154 
136 
135 
139 
14 1 
73 
78 
69 
87 
77 
42 
54 
48 
76 
80 
60 
90 
Statewide 
Mean 
181 
158 
161 
143 
161 
98 
112 
104 
110 
82 
101 
53 
76 
65 
71 
76 
68 
106 
4-8 Iu.TNOJS DEPAJHM£NT OF CoNSEllVATION TECHNICAL DULLETIN 1 ( 1971 ) 
COTTONTAILS ( 1956-69) 
MEAN NUMBER OF COTTONTAILS PER 1,000 ACRES 
ANNUALLY 
MEAN NUMBER OF HUNTER-TRIPS PER 1,000 ACRES 
ANNUALLY 
MEAi'; PiUMBEROFCOntlNTAILS KILLEO PER H~TER-TRIP 
- >2.5 
c:::J 1.5 - 2.5 
C==:J <1.5 
Fig. 16. - Hunting and harvest statistics, by county, for cottontoils in Illinois for the 
14 years, 1956-69. 
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were, in ckscendi 
Clair, Macoupin, 
(Appendix C). P 
effort for rntt011 
years. the fivr toJ 
respectivc·ly: Ma 
La Salle. and T; 
Thus, Ivfadison ; 
ranked as the tc 
stale in both the 1 
of cottontails dur 
the 1960's; com 
counties held the 
Illinois' 1 02 cot 
greatest number , 
tontails. and they 
Du Page County 1 
rclati\e hunting p 
annual harwst of 
cottontails in eac 
Clair counties an· 
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Table 39. - ME 
for rabbits in eac/ 
Year 
1956 2.9 
1957 2.7 
1958 2.2 
1959 2.2 
Mean 2.5 
1960 1.5 
1961 1.5 
1962 1.6 
1963 2.0 
1964 1.7 
Mean 1.6 
1965 1.7 
1966 2.1 
1967 1.5 
1968 1.4 
1969 1.4 
Mean 1.6 
Grand mean 1.9 
971) 
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wrre. in d!'scendin~ order: Madison, St. 
Clair, Marnupin, Adams. and Ta/C\\ell 
(Appendix C). As regards total hunting 
efTort for <"ottontails dming the sanw 
years, the five top-ranked counties were. 
rl'spertivdy: Madison, St. Clair. Will. 
La Salle. and Ta~ewc-11 (Appendix D). 
Thus. Macliso11 and St. Clair counties 
ranked as the top two counties of the 
state in both the relative and absolute kill 
of cottontails <luring the late I 950's and 
the 1960's; correspon<lingly, the!ic two 
counties held th(' two top spots arnon~ 
Jllinois' 102 co1111til·s for hostin,g; the 
greatest number of hunter-trips for (Ot-
tontail~. and thc•y were exc-reded only by 
Du Pa~e Count) in absorbing the- hi11;hcst 
relati\e hunting prr!,sure for 1abbits. The 
annual liarwst of and hunting efT01t fo1 
('()ttontails in cal'h of Madison and St. 
Clair counti<"s averal.(ed in excC'ss of 100.-
000 animals and 50,000 hunter-trips for 
tht· 14 years, 1956-69. 
Hunting success for cottontails exceeded 
a mean bag of 2.5 rabbits per hunter-trip 
only i11 a contiguous block of 14 counties 
in south-C"cntral Illinois, and in two ( oun-
tit'~ in \\'l'Stew Illiuois ( Fig. 16). 011 au 
indi,idual t:ount)' basis. huntin,e; sucC"css 
for rnttontails for tht· 14 years, 1956-69, 
was ~·eatest in Effin~harn County and 
least in Du Pa~e County. averaging a bag 
of 3.27 and 1.02 animals per hunter-trip, 
respecfo·ely. Although cottontail abun-
dance diminished throughout the state 
du, ing the 1960's, license-cs hunting in 
Game Region 3 of west-central Illinois 
enjoyed a comparatively higher levrl of 
success per trip than those hunting in 
other game regions (Table 39). 
The hunting and harvest statistics for 
cottontaib in St. Clair County for the 14 
)ears. 1956--69, allow for the construction 
of an interesting, but tentative, hypothesis 
on the cropping of this ganw mammal. 
St. Clair County sustained the highest 
mean annual kill of cottontails (263 rab-
bits prr 1,000 acres) and tht· second high-
c·st mean annual hunting effort ( 128 
hunter-hips per 1,000 acres) of all comi-
ties in Illinois. Newrthelc-ss, thi~ county 
yielded an a,·erage annual sucrc·ss rate of 
2.01 rabbits bagged per huntn-trip. Yet, 
the ) ear-b~-)Tar statistics in<licatcd that 
the hunter-kill of rabbits in St. Clair 
C',ounty followed the same pattern of de-
dine as die! the ~tatewicle kill: the hunting 
pressure for 1ahbits in St. Clair County, 
Table 39. - Mean number of cottontails killed per individual hunter per hunting trip 
for rabbits in each of the seven game regions of Illinois, 1956-69. 
Year 
Game Region 
2 3 4 4a 4b 5 
1956 2.9 2.9 2.4 1.9 2.0 1.7 2.1 
1957 2.7 2.9 2.4 1.8 2.1 1.4 2.0 
1958 2.2 2.8 2.9 1.8 2.6 1.6 2.3 
1959 2.2 2.7 2.6 1.8 1.8 1.3 1.9 
Mean 2.5 2.8 2.6 1.8 2.1 1.5 2.1 
1960 1.5 2.2 2.2 1.6 2.1 1.0 1.4 
1961 1.5 2.3 2.4 1.5 1.8 1.0 1.7 
1962 1.6 2.2 2.6 1.4 1.9 1.0 1.5 
1963 2.0 2.4 2.3 1.-4 1.6 0.9 1.5 
1964 1.7 1.8 2.1 1.3 1.6 1.1 1.7 
Mean 1.6 2.2 2.3 1.4 1.8 1.0 1.5 
1965 1.7 1.8 1.6 1.0 0.9 0.9 1.1 
1966 2.1 1.9 1.8 1.3 1.4 1.0 1.5 
1967 1.5 1.9 1.9 0.7 1.4 0.8 1.4 
1968 1.4 2.2 2.4 1.0 1.4 1.2 2.0 
1969 1.4 1.9 2.4 0.9 1.5 1.0 1.6 
Mean 1.6 1.9 2.0 1.0 1.3 1.0 1.5 
Grand mean 1.9 2.3 2.3 1.4 1.7 I .I 1.7 
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however, did not decline in the same pro-
portion as the kill ( Fig. 17) . Thus. al-
though both the kill and hunting effort 
declined in St. Clair County, the greater 
declillc of the fornwr over that of the 
latter resulted in only a modest decrease 
in the nwnbe1· of rabbits killed per huntn 
per trip. The rna jority of rabbit hunters 
apparently rank the opportunity to hunt 
cottontails ahead of the rate of hunting 
success: it should be emphasi7cd that 
rabbit hunters in St. Clair County aver-
aged a bag of less than 1.5 rabbits pe1 trip 
only once ( 196.J-) during the 14 years. 
The major observation to be made 
from this set of statistics is that the cotton-
tail population in St. Clair County, de-
spite absorbing great hunting pressure, 
sufferC'd no greater a dC"cline in abun-
dance than did tlw statewide population 
of cottontails. We therefore hypothesize 
that, during the 14 years of this investi-
gation, most of Illinois' counties, pa1 ticu-
larly those in the prime cottontail range 
of south-central Illinois, coul<l ha\·e with-
stoo<l considerabl) more hunting pressure 
for cottontails. Perhaps this hunting pres-
sure could have been as much as double 
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( or more} the statewid<· mean of 56 hunt-
e1-trips per 1,000 anes \1 ithout dqiress-
ing cottontail abundance beyon<l that 
level dictated by l'rnlogical conditions. 
Table 40. - Percentage of hunter-trips 
for and resultant harvest of cottontails at-
tributable to licensees hunting within their 
respective counties of residence in Illinois, 
1956-69. 
Veer 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
Meon 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
Mean 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
Mean 
Grand mean 
Standard deviotion 
Percentage 
- --- -----
Hunter-Trips 
79.3 
77.9 
79.5 
77.0 
78.4 
77.4 
79.5 
79.2 
80.6 
79.3 
79.2 
79.9 
77.8 
78.3 
79.8 
76.9 
78.5 
78.7 
1.2 
200 
Harvest 
75.4 
73.5 
75.0 
72.0 
74.0 
71.6 
76.4 
75.3 
78.2 
75.0 
75.3 
75.4 
72.2 
76.1 
76.8 
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Fig. 17. - Harvest and hunting effort for cottontails in St. Clair County, Illinois, for 
the 14 years, 1956-69. The annual measures of the number of rabbits killed per 1,000 
acres in St. Clair County and in the state were significantly related: r = 0.82, 12 df; 
P < 0.05. 
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Seventy-nine percent of all hunter-trips 
for cottontails and 7':i pe1n•nt of thr har-
vest of cottontails in Illinois fot the J.l. 
yea1 s, 1956 69. were acrnunu·d for by 
small-gaml' hunkrs who huntf'd in tfl(' 
same rn11ntil·S in which they li,·cd (Table 
-10). In only thH·t• of Jllinois' 102 couutics 
did mor!' than half th«· hunting e1To1t fo1 
cottontails ronw f1om hw1ters who lived 
outside of the county: thest· three rounties 
wt•1e J<•rsey, Pope. and t-.Iason. 
DISCUSSION 
The purpoM' of this report, as previ-
ously stated, is to present a catalog of 
statistics on the abundance and harvest 
of Illiuois' major small game species -
mourning dm·es. pheasants, bobwhites, 
squi1 rds, and cottontails - for th(' i-t-
year peiiod, 1956-69. Though such sta-
tistics haq• been prt>scntcd sl·parately by 
species. a brief disrussion of the species 
in perspectin· to one another seems 
warranted. 
The population indil't'~ for the upland 
gaml' animals disc·ussul in this 1rport 
originated princip,illy from data cli·rived 
frorn two !iOUrrt·s: recorded abundance 
( ccn~uses) and rcportnl kill. A pt·rusal 
of abundance statistiC"s for these gam1• 
animals i11diraks 1hat only cottontails ex-
hibited population fluctuations that cx-
c·ccded half of the highest ll'\el of abun-
dance reported during the 15 yt•ars. 
19j5-69 ( Figs. 18 and 19). The statl'widc 
patteJ11 of abundance of 111inois' major 
upland game animals ht·t\\ ecn the mid-
1950's and late 1960\ ran be summ:u ized 
as follows: bobwhites, substantial gain; 
squirrels, modest gain; pheasants and 
doves, modest loss; roltontail~. subl>tantial 
loss. 
T he rnmbincd bag of dm·cs, pheasants. 
bobwhit<'~, fox squirrels, gray squirrels. 
and cottontails in Illinois a, eraged 11,-
112,000 animals annually dming th(' H 
years. 1956-69, rangin!?; from a high of 
13,6N.OO0 in 1956 to a low of 7,+H.000 
in 1965 (Table -ll). To 1eap this har-
vest, Illinoii. hunters expended 5,589,000 
hunter-trips annuall) ; the hunting effort, 
like the harvest, was grea trst in 1956 -
6,291,000 hunter-trips, and least in 1965 
- 4,360,000 hunter-trips (Table 41). 
Thus. the overall trend in both the an-
nual J...111 and annual hunting effort during 
the 1 -1- years of this study was do\\'nward 
(Figs. 20 and 21). 
The dccline in harvest of and hunting 
elfot t for Illinois' fiw major upland game 
anim;ils beh1Ten the mid-1950's and late 
1960'!> did not involve all species indidd-
ually. In fact, ignoring interim fluctua-
tions. both the har, est of and hunting 
effort fm pheasants, bobwhites, and squir-
reb \\ere surprisingly similar at the begin-
ning and end of the 1-1-year period, 1956-
69. And, for this same period, the harvest 
of and hunting dfort for do, cs actually 
increased by about 700.000 birds and 
200.000 hunter-trips. The story for rab-
bits, howe,·er, was considerably different. 
Between the mid-1950-s and the late 
1960's, tl,c annual statewide kill of rabbits 
dedinecl by about 4,000,000, or 63 per-
.-ent; correspondingly, tht' number of 
hu11te1-trips for rabbits cledinecl by nearly 
1.000,000, or 36 percent (Table 36). 
That a drastic decline in cottontail 
abundance actually altered the statewide 
hunting pirture for upland game in Illi-
nois during the I 960's is not surprising 
when the impo1 tance of the cottontail as 
a ga111e animal is recognized. To illustrate, 
cottontails. du1 ing tht•ir population high 
in the late 1950's, constituted about 43 
peft'c-nt of the total harvest and absorbed 
about 41 pe1cent of the u,tal hunting 
effort for upland ~amc in Illinois (Table 
41). A decade later, after their precipi-
tous decline in abundance, cottontails 
made up on!} about 25 pe1cent of the 
total take of upland game and absorbed 
only 3 I pt:rcent of the hunting effort di-
rect<'d at upland game. 
The dC'dine in hunting effort for up-
land game duiing the late 1950's and the 
1960-l> was proportionately Jess than that 
52 
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Fig . 18. - Percentage of the highest level of abundance in spring for mourning 
doves, pheasants, and bobwhites in Illinois for the 15 years, 1955-69. The base years 
were 1959 for doves, 1963 for pheasants, and 1969 for bobwhites. Sources of abun-
dance statistics were: mournin9 doves, si9ht counts in Moy and June /Tobie 5); pheos-
onts, hens per square mile in May for Game Regions 4 , 4a, ond 4b /Table 13); and 
b obwhites, individual whistling moles in June (Table 21). 
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Tobie 41. - Comparison between harvest and hunting effort for individual small game animals in Illinois, 1956-69. r 
"' iii 
Total Calculoted Kill ;,: 
Percentage of Total Kill and of Total Hvnter-Trips .,: 
ond Hunter-Trips 
Year Doves Pheosonts Bobwhites Squirrels Cottontails for All Species > t,: lin 1,000·,J ,.. 
Kill Trips Kill Trips Kill Trips Kill Trips Kill Trips - --- - ?: Kill Trips > 
7. 
1956 9.2 5.9 5.2 14.3 18.4 12.9 19.7 23.0 47.6 43.9 13,644 6,291 ..; 
1957 9.2 5.9 5.1 13.8 17.3 13.4 26.8 26.6 41.7 40.3 13,590 6,165 > 
1958 9.6 6.3 6.5 15.8 20.7 13.7 21.2 25.3 42.0 38.9 13,747 6,230 './. 
1959 10.9 6.3 6.1 14.9 18.7 13.1 23.7 25.3 40.6 40.4 12,622 5,788 
:, 
Mean 9.7 6.1 5.7 14.7 18.8 13.3 22.9 25.0 42.9 40.9 13,401 6,118 :i:: .,. 
,. 
1960 14.0 7.2 7.3 18.0 15.2 11.9 28.0 25.6 35.6 37.3 9,887 5,456 .,: I' 
1961 1 1.8 6.8 7.8 17.2 15.8 12.0 26.1 24.6 38.5 39.4 10,446 5,335 (/) 
-i 1962 13.6 7.2 8.8 18.2 20.4 14. 1 25.2 24.5 32.1 36.0 11,579 5,863 0 
1963 14.2 8.1 8.8 18.4 21.6 14.8 22.9 23.0 32.6 35.8 12,152 5,854 .., 
1964 15.7 8.4 9.6 19.2 18.0 13.4 26.1 24.8 30.5 34.1 9,601 5,269 C: 
Mean 13.9 7.6 8.4 18.2 18.2 13.2 25.7 24.4 33.8 36.5 10,773 5,555 
.., 
s: 
1965 17.2 8.5 7.2 18.5 18.3 13.4 31.8 28.1 25.4 31.5 7,444 4,360 ,: :, 
1966 17.7 9.3 6.1 15.8 19.5 14.4 31.4 29.4 25.3 31.1 10,711 5,537 0 1967 20.6 10.0 6.4 19.2 18.8 13.2 29.0 26.5 25.2 31.0 9,177 5,367 > 
1968 17.7 9.1 7.7 19.6 23.9 16.6 25.7 24.6 25.0 30.0 10,198 5,018 .., 
1969 19.8 9.9 8.6 20.3 22.2 16.0 24.4 22.8 25.1 30.9 10,773 5,714 ~ 
Mean 18.6 9.4 7.2 18.7 20.5 14.7 28.5 26.3 25.2 30.9 9,661 5,199 
Grand mean 14.4 7.8 7.2 17.4 19.2 13.8 25.9 25.3 33.3 35.B 11,112 5,589 
Standard deviation 3.9 1.5 1.4 2.1 2.4 1.3 4.4 1.9 7.7 4.4 1,875 520 
Coefficient of vori• 
ation (percent) 27 19 19 12 12 9 17 8 23 12 17 9 
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Fig. 20. - A composite of trends in the numbers of mourning doves, pheosonts, 
bobwhites, gray ond fox squirrels, and cottontails harvested annually b y resident hunters in Illinois for the 14 yeors, 1956- 69. 
recorded for the han·<'st of those species 
( Figs. 20 and 21). As a result, the number 
of game animals bagged prr huntn-trip 
declined from slightly more to sli~htly less 
than 2 per trip during the 14-ycar pe1 iod, 
1956---69 (Table -l2). That the number of 
hunter-trips per resident lin·nsce n·-
rnaincd remarkably stable from year to 
year, sa\·e for J 965 and 1969, indicatt·d 
that the hunting dTort by tlie individual 
licensee did not contiibute suhstantially to 
the obst"rn'ci decline in hunting effort for 
upland gallle between the m id-1950's and 
the late I 960's. H ence, the indi\·iclual resi-
dent hunter main tained a relativd} con-
stant level of pe1sistcnce in pursuing his 
chosen species of up land game cwn 
though his success in bagging an animal 
was waning slightly yrnr aft!'r ,car 
(T able -l2). 
Inasmuch as the nurnbn of hunting 
trips for up land game tak('n annually by 
each resident lieeusce did not rdlcct any 
markt'cl or pc1sistPnt patterns of increase 
or decrease between 1956 and 1969, tht' 
dec!ine in the total hunting dfort for all 
upland game was traced directly to tlw 
dediue in sales of rrsidcnt, s111all-ganw 
hun ting licenses (Table 4: Fig. 22). The 
number of licensed, resiclent hunters in 
Illinois. which avri-agrcl 473,905 annually 
for the l + years, l 956-69, declined by 
about 20 percent bctwct·n the 111id- l 950's 
and the late J 960's. Any explanation for 
the major cause undc·dying the d!'cline in 
rcsideut license sales can only be spccula-
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Fig. 21. - A composite of trends in the numbers of hunter-trips for mourning d oves, 
pheasants, bobwhites, gray and fox squirrels, and cottontails expended annually by 
resident hunters in Illinois far the 14 years, 1956-69. 
tin\ but it seems likely that the decline in 
rabbit abundance during the l 960's was a 
con tributing factor. 
The year 1965 merits special nientiou 
concerning the hunting and haf\·est infor-
mation prf'sent<"d in this report. First. res-
icknt hunting license sales in 1965 dipped 
about 20.000 below the le\·ds reached in 
both the JJI reeding and follow in~ ) ca1, 
Second, the year 196:i marked the low 
( or near Im, ) in the number of hunter-
trips expended for, and the resultant kill 
of. each of the six upla11d game spe('ics -
clm·es, pheasants, bob\1·hites, gray and fox 
squirrels, and cottontails for the 1-1--
year period, 1956-69. And third, the rate 
of hunting success for p lwasants and cot-
tontails \\ as lowC'r in 1965 than in any 
other year brtwern 1956 and 1969. Thus, 
these occurrencC's collecti,·ely produced 
the lowest annual harvest of and the least 
hunting effort recorded for the major up-
land game species in Illinois for the 14 
years, 1956-69 (Table 41; Figs. 20, 21, 
and 22). Furthermore, the indiYidual li-
censee experienced his least successful 
hunting season of the 1-1- years in 1965 
(Table -J.2). 
The marked decrease in the upland 
game han·est and hunting effort in IIIi-
nois in I 965 \\ as not attributable to ad-
verse weather conditions during the hunt-
ing season. Most likely the poor harvest 
in 1965 was principally a reflection of 
reduced species abundance. In 1965, 
populations of pheasants, bobwhites, and 
cottontails were at or near their 10\vest 
le\-el of annual abundance for the 14 
yt>ars, I 956-69 (Figs. 8, 10, and 15). 
F urthermore, the unusually con spicu ous 
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Table 42. - Mean number of hunter-
trips per resident licensee annually and 
mean number of small game animals 
bagged annually per hunter-trip and per 
licensee in Illinois for the 14 years, 1956-
69. Small game includes doves, 
pheasants, bobwhites, squirrels, and cot-
ton/oils. 
Year 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
Mean 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
Mean 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
Mean 
Grand 
mean 
Hunter-
Trips per 
licensee 
11.4 
12.3 
12.4 
11.8 
12.0 
11.6 
11.5 
12.4 
12.1 
11.1 
11.7 
9.7 
11.8 
11.1 
12.6 
13.6 
11.8 
11.8 
Standard 
deviation 0.9 
C oelficient 
of Yari-
ation 
(percent) 7.6 
Animals 
Bagged per 
Hunter-Trip 
2.17 
2.20 
2.21 
2.18 
2.19 
1.84 
1.97 
1.98 
2.08 
1.82 
1.93 
1.70 
1-93 
1.72 
2.03 
1.89 
l.85 
1.98 
0.17 
8.6 
Animals 
Bagged per 
Licensee 
24.7 
27.0 
27.4 
25.7 
26.2 
21.4 
22.6 
24.5 
25.2 
20.2 
22.8 
16.5 
22.8 
19.1 
25.6 
25.7 
21.9 
23.5 
3.2 
13.6 
egress of clo\'es from both 11orth<'rn and 
southern Illinois during Sq>tcrnbcr 1965 
(Table 7) recluf'ed the availability of 
doves to hunters during tllC' prime portion 
of the hunting season. Of the major up-
land game animals in Illinois in 1965, 
only squinels wen· above their mean level 
of abundanc1- (Fig. 12). Thus, even 
though squiircls made up a higher p10-
portion of the total upland garne hag in 
1965 than in any other year between l 956 
and 1969 (Table 41), they could not 
offset the statewide reduction in kill and 
in hunting effort that was attributable to 
the other species. 
The species composition of the annual 
harvest of upland garnt· animals in Illinois 
during the 14 years, 1956-69, averaged 
as follows: cotto11tails. 33 percent: gray 
and fox squirrels. 26 percent: hobwhitl's, 
19 pr-rcent: mourning doyes, 1-l- pcr<"ent; 
and pheasants, 7 percent (Tahlc 41). Tl1t· 
proportion of eottontails in th!' total bag-
derlinec\ from slightly 1!-ss tha11 50 percent 
in the mid-1950's to 25 percent i11 the late 
1960\. Corrl'spomiingly, the proportion 
of dovl'S in tlw bag doubled during the 
sam!' years, increasing from about 10 to 
about 20 percent: lesser gains in the pro-
portionate harvest of pheasants, bob-
\\·hites, and squirrels were noted during 
the \960's. 
The distribution of the hunting l'ffort 
for the different spc1·ics for the 14 ) cars, 
I 956-69, averaged as follows: cotto11tails, 
36 percent; fox squinds and gray squir-
rels. 25 peITent ; plieasants, 1 7 percent; 
bobwhites, 1 + percent: and mourning 
cloves, 8 percent (Table 41 ) . The pattern 
of change in the proportion of hunter-
trips cxpe11ded per species bet\, cen the 
111id-l 950's and the late 1960's essentially 
followed the same trenrl as did the har-
vest; that is, the proportionate hunting 
e/To1 t for cottontails declined, and that 
for squi1rels, bobwhite's. and pheasants, 
ancl particularly that for doves, inneaseJ. 
The ratios betwl'en the proportionate 
units of hunting effort and the propor-
tionate- units of harn·st for the <liffrrcnt 
species offer smnc insight illtO the rclati\'c 
importance of each spt'cies to the Illinois 
hunter. Throughout the years, the propor-
tionate units of hunting effort expended 
by Illinois hunters for squincls and fo1 
rottontails were almost equi,·alent to the 
compa1ahlc units of hanest for each of 
these animals. To illustrate, squirrels com-
prised 2G p1·1 cent of tlw ha1 vt'st of upland 
game and absmbcd 25 pcnT11t of the 
hunting effort for all species: comparable 
proportions for cottontails \\CIT 33 per• 
cent for har\'cst and 36 percent for hunt-
ing effort (Table 41). Illinois hunters 
expended proportionately fc" n units of 
hunting e/Tort to kill proportionately more 
units of both bobwhites and doves, the 
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Fig . 22. - Combined hunting effort expended for mourning doves, pheosonts, bob-
whites, gray and fox squirrels, and cotton/oils annually by individual resident hunters 
in Illinois for the 14 years, 1956-69. Statistics for resident, small-game licensees ore 
from Tobie 4, and for hunter-trips, from Tables 41 and 42. 
ratio of huntn-trip~ to J..ill brine: 0.7 and 
0.5. 1t·spccti\'d)'. On the otltn hand, 
pheasants absorbed 17 prrcc-nt of the total 
hunting effo1 t fo1 all upland ~ame hut 
contt ibutcd only 7 pt·1 <·1·nt to the total 
harwst of upland game. the ratio of ('ffort 
to harvest being 2.-1-. Thus, Illinoi~ hunt-
e1s spent twice as much effort to harvt·st 
a proportionat1· unit of plwasams a~ tlwy 
did to harn:st a unit of <'Ottontails, the 
pht._asant's nearest rnmpt·titor. 
Illinois hunte1!> dcmonstrotrd a S<'cm-
ingly traditional pc1sistrnn: in thci1 plll'· 
~uit and han est of bob\1 hites and squi1·-
rds, despite till' fact that the abundancr 
of both specit'S fluctuated annually. To 
illustrate, theu· \\ as 1withcr a ~ignific·ant 
1 dationship annually bet11·1·1·n the actual 
hunting- dfort and the pot!'ntial hunting 
opportunity for bobwhill's or for squiirds, 
nor was thrn· a si!{nificant 1dation~hip 
betw1•1·n till' lc\el of abundanc-t' and tht' 
level of har\Tst n·rnrded for eithu spcc-ies. 
Thus, Jllinois squirrel hunte1s and bob-
white hunt1·1 s pursued thrir fa,·orite game 
species with a prcdrt1·nnint>d lcn-1 of 
effort that seemingly supe1seclrd c-hangcs 
in species alnmdann·. In cont1ast, tlw 
dose parallel tn:nds betw('cn the annual 
abundance and the han·cst of both pheas-
ants and cottontails indiratecl that Illinois 
hunkis pmsu1·d theSt· specie,, in accord-
ance with tlwir a,ailability. 
The rombincd kill of dO\·es, pheasants, 
bob\, hitcs, ~ra) ancl fox squirrl'ls. and 
cottontails in Illinois awra~ed '.HO ani-
mals p<'r 1.000 ac1es for th<' 1+ years, 
1956-69, ranp;ing from a high of 381 pe1 
1.000 ancs in 1956 to a low of 208 per 
1,000 ac-rcs iu 1965. Eh-\·en of Illinois' 
102 countirs yielded a han·t·st of these 
spt•<'it·s that averaged in cxress of 500 ani-
mals per 1,000 an rs annu.aJ1y; the eoun-
tit·s were, in descending 01dcr: F1anklin, 
728; Williamson, 599; Clay, 598; St. 
Clair, 593; M adis<)n. 587; Richland. 552; 
Effingham, 550; Crawford, 517; Ran-
dolph, 511; Peny, 510; and Marion, 503 
( Fig. 23' . Only Ogle County yielded a 
rombincd annual harvest of upland game 
that a\·eraged less than 1 00 animals per 
1,000 acres annually. 
Four countit·!> in Illinoi~ boasted annual 
harvC'sts of upland game that avl'raged 
at kast 200,000 animals annuall) for the 
1-1- )eais, 1956-69; these mun ties were, 
in order of rank: Madison, St. Clair, Ma-
coupin, and Franklin (Appendix C). Cor-
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MOURNING DOVES, PHEASANTS 
BOBWHITES, SQUIRRELS, AND 
COTTONTAILS ( 1956-69) 
MEAN NU¥8ER OF ANIMALS KILLED PER 1,000 llCRfS 
ANNUAUY 
MEAN NUMBER OF HUNTER - TRIPS PER 1,000 ACRES 
ANNUALLY 
a,rEAN N UMBER OF ANIMAi.$ KILI.EOPER HUNTER-TRIP 
c::::J > 2. 5 
~ 1.5-2.5 
c=J <l.5 
313 
m 
175 iiT 
Fig. 23. - Hunting ond harvest statistics, by county, for mourning doves, pheasants, 
bobwhites, gray ond fox squirrels, ond coffontoils in Illinois for the 14 years, 1956-69. 
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respondingly, fewer than -t0,000 upland 
game animals \\en:• harvestecl annually in 
fiye counties in Illinois - l lrnd<·rson, 
Ha1·din, Kendall. Putnam. and Boone. 
The hunting effort expended for 
mourning doves, pheasants, bobwhites, 
squirrels. alld ('Otlontails in Illinois ayer-
aged 156 hunter-trips per 1,000 acres an-
nually for the 14 years, 1956---69: the high 
of 176 hunter-trips per 1,000 acres was 
recorded in 1956. tlw low of 122 in 1965. 
The greatest relati,-c hunting pressure 
for upland game in Illinois \\'as exertecl 
in counties containing or surrounding 
recognized metropolitan centers (Fig. 23). 
To illustrate. the 17 Illinois counties in 
which the number of hunter-trips a\'C'r-
age<l in excess of 200 prr 1.000 ac·1 rs an-
nually during the 14· years, 1956---69, \\ere 
grouped geographically about the follow-
ing five population (Tntcrs: Chicago -
Du Page (367), Lake· (319), Kane (263) . 
Will (236), Grundy (213), and McH<'nry 
(206); PFOria. -Ta/e\\ell (266) and 
Peoria (222); St. Louir - St. Clair 
(275), Madison (268), Monroe (220), 
Randolph (216), and Clinton (211); 
Effi11p,ham - Clay (205) and Effingham 
(204); and 1Hario11 Franklin (280) 
and Williamson (235 ) . Seven countit·s 
hosted less thall 100 hunter-trips per 1,000 
acres annually during the sanw years: 
Pope, 85; Schuyler, 80; H(•ndcrson. 77; 
Hancock, 76; Ogle, 75; M<'rcn, 69; and 
Warren, 67. 
Sc\'en counties of Illinois hosted 100,-
000 or 11101 e huntrr-trips anuually for th(' 
l+ years, 1956-69: tllC's<' counties, in 01 lfrr 
of rank, we1e: \\'ill, Madison, La Salle. 
Vermilion, St. Clair, McLean, and Taze-
well (Appendix D). On tlw other hand, 
five counties attracted ll'SS than 20,000 
hw1tcr-trips annually for the same 14 
years; these counties. in decreasing order, 
were: Putnam, Scott. Henderson, \Va-
bash, ancl Hardin. 
Hunting success for all species of up-
Janel game, which averaged 1.98 animals 
per hunter-trip for the 14 years, 1956-69 
(Table 42), was gmerally greatest in 
southern and southwestern Illinois, inter-
mediate in <"<'ntral Illinois, and poorest in 
northe,n lllinois (Fig. 23 ) . As 1egards in-
diYidual counties, Hamilton and \Vinne-
bago yielded the highest and lowest rates 
of hunting success, respectively- 3.18 
and 0.92 animals bagged per hunter-trip 
- for the 14· years, 1956-69. 
Kearly 77 percent of all huntn-trips 
for upland game in Illinois and 74 percent 
of the total han·est of upland game were 
attributable to small-game licensees who 
hunted in the same county in which they 
resided (Table 43). Thus. the majority 
of the hunting effort for upland game in 
Illinois was expC'ndrd and most of the 
game was baggrd by hunters who pur-
sued local populations of game on familiar 
grounds. In only fiw of 11linois' 102 coun-
ties was more than half of the hunting 
effort put forth by licensees who hcd 
outside the boundaries of the county 
Tobie 43. - Percentage of hunter-trips 
for ond resultant harvest of mourning 
doves, pheasants, bobwhites, squirrels, 
and cottontails attributable to licensees 
hunting within their respective counties of 
residence in Illinois, 1956-69. 
Year 
Percentage 
Hunter-Trips Harvest 
1956 77.8 76.5 
1957 76.3 73.4 
1958 78.0 75.5 
1959 75.7 72.5 
Mean 77.0 74.5 
1960 75.5 71.6 
1961 77,5 75.5 
1962 76.9 73.4 
1963 77.7 76.1 
1964 76.5 72.6 
Mean 76.8 73.8 
1965 77.1 73.6 
1966 74.7 71.7 
1967 75.9 73.7 
1968 76.4 73.2 
1969 75.2 72.3 
Mean 75,9 72.9 
Grand mean 76,5 73.7 
Standard deviation 1.0 1.6 
Coefficient of vari-
alien (percent) 1.3 2.1 
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Fig. 24, - Mean percentage of hunter-trips for mourning doves, pheasants, bob-
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licensees who hunted within their respective counties of residence in Illinois, 1956-69, 
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where the hunting ocnm ed: these fo c 
counties were: Mason, Calhoun, Jeisry, 
Livingston, and Pope ( Fig. 24}. Inten-st-
ingl)·, but for 110 known 1!'aso11, Mason 
County was the only count} in Illinois 
that hosted more hunter-trips from licens-
ees residing outside than from licensees 
residing within the county for each of the 
upland game animals - doves, pheasants, 
bobwhites. squiHels, and <"Ottontaib. 
A r!'port such as this would be n·miss 
if an effort \\'t•n· not madr to estimate thr 
levels of autumn abundance that charac-
teri,ed Illinois' resident upland game 
species during the late l 950's and the 
1960'~- To accomplish this task, we first 
estimated that proportion of the state's 
prehuut population of each sprcies that 
was ha1\·estt·d annually. Thi' uwan annual 
rates of harvest of the prehunt population 
that we judged to bt: most valid for the 
state as a \\hole were: pheasants. 60 per-
cent, cocks onl) (with a ratio of 40 cocks 
and 60 hens i11 the prehunt population) ; 
and bobwhites. squirrels, and cottontails, 
35 pr·1c<"nt. both sexes. Thesr· ha1Yest tate; 
wnc then applied to thf' calculated an-
nual h<1rvest figures to llt-ri\'e, in retro-
spect. the prehunt population for each 
species. So, with appropriate reservations, 
\\C offer that the numbers in the prehunt 
populations of resident upland game in 
lllinois for the 14 years, 1956-69. avn-
agcd approximatdy as follows: phca~-
ants - 3,300,000, with a high of .+.400,000 
in I 963 and a low of 2,200,000 in 1965; 
bobwhites - 6,100,000, with a high of 
8, I 00,000 in 19:>8 and a low of 3,900,000 
in 1965; gray anJ fox squinds-8,100,-
000. with a high of I0.{00,000 in 1957 
and a low of 6.800,000 in 1965: and rot-
tontails - I 0,900,000, with a high of 
18,500,000 in 1956 and a low of 5,400,000 
in 1965. 
SUMMARY 
I. - -This 1eport pro\'ides a I cfere11cc 
catalog of statistics m1 the annual trends 
in the abu11da11ce and harvest of the six 
major upland game species m Illinois, 
principally for the H years. 1956-69. The 
six species include the mourning dove, 
pheasant, bobwhite, easte1 n fox squirrel, 
eastern gray squin'f>l, and eastern cotton-
tail. 
2. - Annual abundance statistics for 
doves, pheasants, bobwhites, and cotton-
tails were obtained mainly from roadside 
censuses - visual 01· audito1), or both -
along 73 standardized 20-milc-long routes 
distributed throughout the state. The 
routes \\'ere driven in early morning by 
biologists or conservation officers f I om 
four to six times during the winter, spring, 
and summt'r of each year. Abundann: sta-
tistics for squi1 rcls were obtaillccl during 
latr winter fiom sight counts taken an-
nually at five separate sites in each of 35 
of the state'; I 02 countic-s. 
3. - Hunting and harvest statistics for 
all specirs of upland game wt·rc obtained 
by annual rnail surveys of Iin·uscd. resi-
dent small-game hunters. The number of 
licensees \\ ho returned completed qurs-
tionnaires averaged 3,065 annually for the 
14 years, 195fi----69. 
4. - The number of 1!'sident, small-
game licensees in Illinois avnaged 473,905 
for the H years, 1956 69, but dcdinrd by 
about 20 percent betwecll the 111id-l 950\ 
and the late 1960's. The nmnbcr of licen-
sees ·was greatest in 1956 - 553,114, and 
Jpast iu 1968 399,153. 
5. - Populatio11s of breeding mouming 
doves in Illinois exhibited a modest dc-
clille in abundance between 1955 and 
1969: the low in abundance. \1·hich oc-
curred in 1962, \\as 57 pc1cent of tin· high 
attained in 1959. 
The total hunting efTolt for and har-
vest of doves in lliinois for the H years, 
1956-69, avcragrd 432.000 hunte1 -t1 ips 
and 1.545,000 bii ds annually; the relative 
hunting effort for doves avPraged 12 
hunte1-trips per 1,000 acres, and the har-
vest, 43 doves per 1,000 ao es. That the 
dow has gained in populai ity as a game 
bird in Illinois is reflected by the finding 
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that the proportion of rC'sident licensees 
that hunted doves doubled betwet'n thr 
late 19·W's and thr late· 1960's. 
6. - Pheasants, \,·hich inhabit approx-
imatrly the northC'aStern third of Illinois 
only, exhibited a general incn-asc in their 
numbers during th<' middle and late 
1950's, reaching an all-time high in abun-
dance in 1962 or 1963, However, by 1966, 
the population had declined pr<'cipitously 
to an abundanc(' level that ,ms only about 
half of the 1963 high; the phe-asant had 
made only a modest comt'back in abun-
dance by 1969. 
The total hunting effort for and the 
han:est of cock pheasants in Illinois for 
the 14 years, 1956--69, averaged 965,000 
hunter-trips and 793,000 cocks annually. 
The kill of cocks exceeded 1,000,000 in 
both 1962 and 1961. Two counties -
Ford and Livingston - yielded an annual 
ha1Yest that averaged at least 100 cocks 
per 1,000 acres: three counties - Du 
Page, Lake, and Ford - hosted hunting 
pressure for pheasants that awraged at 
least 100 hunter-trips pC'r 1.000 acres, As 
regards numerical kill. the five top-ranked 
counties of Illinois were, in descending 
order: Li\·ingston. Champaign, Iroquois, 
Ford, and McLean; these counties yielded 
32 percent of the total han-cst of cock 
pheasants in Illinois for the 14 ) ears, 
1956--69. 
7. - The trend in the abundance of 
bobwhites in Illi11ois between the mid-
1950's and the late 1960's ·was ge11erally 
upward, the high in abundance- being 
reached in 1969. Secondary highs in abun-
dance occurred in 1958 and 1964. Lows 
in abundance, observed in 1956, 1961, and 
1965, had a consist!'nt base le\·el of about 
55 percent of the 1969 high. 
The total hunting effort for and the 
harvest of bobwhites in Illinois for the 14 
years, 1956--69, a\'craged 769,000 hunter-
trips and 2,137.000 birds, annually. The 
relati\·e hunting effort for bobwhites in 
Illinois averaged 21 hunter-trips per 1,000 
acres, and the han·est, 60 bobwhites per 
1,000 acres. Two comities in southt'rn 
Illinois - Franklin and Williamson -
yielded annual kills that a\·eragcd at least 
200 bobwhites per 1,000 acres for the 14 
years, 1956--69. 
8. - Illinois· gray and fox squii rd 
population not only fluctuated less but 
also proportionately maintained a higher 
level of abundance annually than did any 
of the other major upland game species in 
the state during the late 1950's and the 
1960's. In fact, census statistics for the 12 
years, 1958-69, revealed that a peak levrl 
of squirrel abundance \,·as maintained for 
at least the 6 ronsecutin· years, 1964-69. 
The total hunting <'ffort for and harycst 
of gray and fox squirrels by resident li-
censees for the 14 years, 1956--69, a\Tr-
aged 1,410,000 hunter-trips and 2,827,000 
squirrels annually. The statewide bag of 
squirrels c·xceeded 3,000,000 in I 95 7 and 
1966. The ratio of fox squirrels to gray 
squirrels in the hunt<·r's bag ave1agcd 
3 to 1. The relative statewide hunting 
rffort for squi11els averaged 39 h1mtrr-
trips per 1,000 acres, and the harvest, 79 
squirrels per 1.000 acn•s. Of Illinois' 102 
counties, Monroe County absorbed the 
greatest relative hunting pressure for 
squirrels - 96 hunter-trips per 1,000 
acres, and yieldetl the highest relati\T 
harvest- 200 squirrels per 1,000 acres. 
9. - The abundance of cottontails in 
Illinois generally increased during the late 
l 950's, reaching an impressive high 
throughout the state in I 959. In 1960, 
howe\'cr, the abundance' of rabbits plum-
meted to a le\·el of slightly less than 50 
percent of the 1959 high; the abundance 
of cottontails essentially remained at this 
reduced le\Tl throughout the 1960's. 
The total hunting effort for and har,:est 
of cottontails averaged 2,012,000 hunter-
trips and 3,810,000 rabbits annually for 
the 14 years, 1956--69; the greatest annual 
harvest of rabbits - 6,188,000 in 1956 -
\\"as more than three times the smallest -
1,894,000 in 1965. The statewide harvest 
of cottontails averaged 106 per 1,000 acres 
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annually for the H years, 1956---69: the 
corr!'sponding annual hunting effort awr-
agcd 56 hunter-trips per 1.000 acH's. 
Madison and St. Clair ranked a~ the top 
two counties of the state for cottontails; 
the harw~t and hunting effort in these 
two rountil's a\eragr<l more than 100,000 
rabbits and 50,000 hunter-trips annually 
durin~ thl· late I 950's and th<' I 960's. 
10. - The combined bag of do\TS, 
pheasants, bobwhites, gray and fox squir-
l t'ls. and cottontails in Illinois aw1 aged 
11 , I 12,000 animals annually during the 
I+ )Cars. 1956---69. ,anging from a high 
of 13,644,000 in 1956 to a )cm· of 7,Hl,-
000 in 1965. Co1wspondingly. Illinois 
hunter~ an·ragecl 5.589,000 hunter-trips 
annually; the hunting c·ffort, lik1· the ha1-
vest, was g1eatc-st in 1956 - 6,291,000 
hunter-trips. and least in 1965 - 4,360.-
000 hunk..--trips. Thus. both the annual 
hunting effort for and harw~t of upland 
game in Illinois declined between the mid-
l 950's and late I 96O's. 
11. - The spc-cies eomposition of the 
annual harvest of uplan<l game in Illinois 
for the l + )ears, 1956-69, a,eragrd as 
folio,\ s: cottontails. 33 percent; gray and 
fox squirrels, 26 p<·rcent ; bobwhites, 19 
percent ; mourning dm es, 14 pt'rcent: and 
pheasants, 7 percent. The dist1 ibu1ion of 
the hunting effort for tlw different specics 
for tlw same yt•ars averaged as follows: 
cottontails, 36 percent; g1 ay and fox 
squirrels, 25 percent; pheasants, 17 per-
rent; bobwhites, 14 percent; and doves, 
8 percent. 
I 2. - The rombined hunting effort for 
and bag of do\·es, pheasants, bobwhites, 
gray and fox squirr('ls, and cottontails in 
Illinois a,·eragccl 156 hunter-trips and 310 
animals per 1.000 acres annually for the 
14 years, 1956-69. Elcvm Illinois coun-
ties yielde<l han·ests of upland ~amt• that 
averaged at least 500 animals per 1,000 
acres annually; these counties were, in 
orc!t•r of greatest harvest: Franklin, \\'il-
liatnson, Clay, St. Clair, ~adison, Rich-
land, Effingham, Crawford, Randolph, 
Perry, and Marion. Seventeen c·ounties, 
surrounding some of the major metro-
politan centers of the state, absorbed hunt-
ing pressure that averagr<l at least 200 
hrmter-trips per 1.000 acres annually. 
13. - Hunting success for all six species 
of upland game averaged 1.98 animals 
per hunter-t1ip for the 14 )ears, I 956-69, 
and was generally greatest in southern 
and southwestern Illinois, iutcnnediatc in 
ccn tral Illinois, and poorest in northern 
Illinois. 
14. - Seventy-se,·en percrnt of all 
huntrr-trips for upland game in Illinois 
and 7--1 percent of the 1e~ultant harvest 
of game "·ere attributable to small-game 
licensees who hunted in the same county 
in which they resided. 
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APPENDIX 
APPENDIX A, Examples of instructions and 
report forms sent annually to those coopC'rat-
ing observers who conducted auditory and 
sight rounts of small game species along the 
73 standardized, 20-milc game n·nsus routes 
in Illinois. Thrs<' instructions request<:d some 
data not used in this report; thr.se additional 
data were c-ol!t-ctcd for other purpOsl'S. 
I. General Instructions for Observers on Census Routes 
The route, route number, starting point, and stopping point arc the same as last year. 
Always use the SMALL GAME CENSUS FORM to record observations. FILL 1:,. COM-
PLETELY the spaces at the top of the form. Indicate the count number in the proper space 
of the form, according to the instructions. The time is alwa)'S Central Standard Time. The first 
line on the form includes the first mile drivrn and the first stop. The line marked twenty in-
cludes the twentieth mile driven and the twentieth stop. 
On ALL cenSLts routes, rernrd ALL species. For pheasants. rabbits, quail and doves, use 
the columns indicated on the form. Use the last column to record all other species. Watch for 
Hungarian partridges, especially in Game Regions 4, 4b, and 5. 
When making call counts, do not record calls heard while drit•ing. 
\Vhen estimating dew or frost, use the \\Ords: none, light, moderate, hravy, vrry hea\'y. For 
snow, estimate the percent of ground that is coverrd and also the drpth. Estimate the wind in 
miles per hour. 
Please follow the specifications set for each count as dosely as you can so that all data will 
be comparable. 
Send completed forms to the project leader as won as possibk after th,· c-umplrtion of 
each count. 
GAMR REGIONS 4, 4a, and 4h 
William L. Prcno 
Leader, ProjPc-t W-49-R 
319 Margaret A\'cnue 
Normal, Jllinois 61761 
Instructions for the following routes: ~farshall-Putnam 3*, Kendall 5, Ogle 8, Champaign 9, 
De Witt-Piatt 10, Ford 12. Livingston 13, Winnebago-Stephenson 14, Ford 15, i\IcHrnry 16. 
Vermilion 25, Lee 28, Boerne 3 I, Kane 32, Kankakee 34, McLean 35. Tazewell 3 7. Livingston-
La Salle 38, La Salle '.19. Livin,:stnn 53. McLean 54, Iroquois 56, De Kalb 57, Grundy 59, 
Woodford 60, Bureau 61, Douglas 65. Edgar 69 and 77, Macon 78, Logan 80, Champaign 81, 
Mason 82, and \'.'ill 84. 
COUNT I -Nighttime Cottuntnil Cewus. ~fake this count during ~farch on th,· first morning 
that the weather is suitable. Start the count 80 minute, before mnriu. 
A warm, calm morning is best. Do not make the count if it is raining (light mist and/ 
or fog are OK), snowing, sleeting, rxtrcmdy windy, or r·xtrnndy cold. If moonlight is 
present, make note of the amount in thr last column of the form. llowe\'rr, if you have 
been unable to make the count by March 25, make it on one of the last six mornings of the 
month even though the wcathrr docs not meet the specifirations. 
Drive at a steady speed of about 20 mph. Count and record the numbers of rabbits 
seen along rach mile of route. 
COUNTS 2 and 3 - Pheasant Cock-Ct,// Ceusus. Makr Count 2 betwern April 20 and May 5: 
make Count '.l between May 6 and May 24. Tf it is impossible to make the cnunts during 
these times, make the two counts at least 5 days apart between April 20 and 1'.fay 24. 
Start counts 40 minutes before sunrise. 
Do not start the count if the wind exceeds 1 0 mph, if it is raining, or if the sky is 
more than two-thirds cloudy. A warm, calm, sunny rnornin1; is prcfrrrcd. Howcvrr, if you 
have been unable to make either count by May 20, make at kast one call count by May 
24, even though the weather does not meet the specifications. 
Drive at a safe speed. Stop at the stopping point designated fur each mile of rouk, 
*The hyphen between counties denotes that the 20-rnik route rxtcnds into both counties. 
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get out, waJk about 15 fi-et from the car, and <·ount thc number of rock pheasants heard 
callin,11; dut in.i:: a pt'rio<l of 2 minutrs. Rf'm!'mber! Count the number of individual ph,asants 
heard calli11g rathe-r th.in thr total number of calls. A f«-w cocks may call more· than once 
during th«- 2-minute- period. Corks heard at thr first stop arc rf'corded on the- first line of 
the !'cnsus form: 11am(' s,·<·n whill' dri .. ing the fir1t mile is recorded on the fir1t linr of thr 
censm form. While dri,·in-: and at thP stop1, count all gam .. which is SCC'n. Also, count tht" 
numb<'r of bobwhite-s heard calling "uob-whitr'' durini1 each 2-minute period. Whrn cock and 
hen phcJ.sants a1c se<'n toi;(rth<'r indicate the same by drawim; a line from the number of 
cocki n·co1d.-d in thr rock column to tht· number of hens rcl'orded in the h«-n column; 
for example, I --5, or 2 --5. 
Al.SO BF. SURF. TO COUNT RABBITS AND DOVES 
SEE.\' ON COUNTS 2 AND 3. 
COUNT 4 - Early M vr11inx Cottontail Census. Make: this count be-tween July I and July 15, 
on the- first morning th,· weatht·r is suitable. Start th1· count 30 minutn after sunrise. 
Try to make the mum whl'n then· is modt·rate to heavy dew. Do not make the count 
if it is rainini:, l'xtri-mely windy, or during any period of unusually adverse weathrr. A 
clear, C'alm, drwy morning is b.-st. H owen:r, if you have bern unabk to make th!' count by 
July 12, make it on onr of thr last thn·<· mornin-:s C'\Tn thou'l"h WC'athcr docs not meet all 
spc-cifications. 
Dri\'e at a speed of about 20 mph. N o stops arc necessary. This count is especially 
for rabbits; count juveniks as well a1 adult1. Count and record all other <:amr 1een. Use 
th.- line on the form which corresponds to th<" mik in which th,· ganw is sc.-n. 
ALSO BE SURE 'f'O COUNT PIIEASANTS, QUAil,, 
AND DOVES SEEN O,V THIS COUNT. 
COUNTS 5 and 6 - Pheaw,11 Brood Cou11ts. M.,ke Count 5 bctwl'cn July 25 and August 5; 
make Count 6 bctwrrn Aui::ust 6 and August 20. Try to make th.,sc counts at Jrast I week 
apart. Start counts 30 minutes a/tu w11rise. 
Do not start the count if it is raininl(, if th<' wind rx,·ceds 12 mph, or if the sky is 
ov,·r two-thirds dourly. Jf possibk, makt: these counh with rnod<'ratc to heavy dew: the 
heavier the d<"wfall, the bcttrr. Indicate the amount of dew in thr space at thr top of the 
form. Howcvc-r, if you ha,r been unabl<' to makr l'ither count by /1u,.,,ust 15, make at 
lra1t one brood rount by Auc:ust .W c, <'n though weather does not rnrrt sprcifications. 
Drive at a speed of about 20 mph. Jf a hen is seen, stop ::md chN·k for young. 
Indicntc hens with young by writi n~ the hPn numhn in thl' h,·n rolurnn and the young 
in the juvenile rolumn. Connect the hrn numh<'r to the )'oung with a line: 1 - - 9. fndi-
,·atc hrns \\'ITIIOUT young by writiu~ the number of hens sern in thr hen column; thi 1 
ii t'U)' important, as it helps us ,~timatt· the percc-ntage of hens that surr,.ssfully rnised a 
brood of youns. Try to estimatf' thr ap;r of the young pheasants. Indicate this al(t' in wreks 
hy writing the age in thr "crowing" column of the form. 
ALSO BE SURE TO COUNT RABJJ!TS. DOVES, 
AND QUAIL SEEN 01\' TllESE COUNTS. 
GA1'IE REGJO:\"S I, 2. 3, and 5 
Instructions for the followin!'(" rt1utrs: Washinl(ton '.!, M,Douough-Fulton 4, Union G, H ancock 
7, Lawrence 11, Warren 26, Pike 'J.7, Whit,·side .l9, Iknn· 30, Macoupin 36, Shelb) 40, Clark 
41, CJ:iy-Jaspl'r -1-2, J rffcrson ·VJ, Jt'Tsey H, Chri1tian -1-5, Wa>nr 46, Jackson 47, Johnson 4A, 
Hardin ,~q, Fayrttc 50, Richbnd 51, Peoria 52, Marion 5~, Monro,· 58, Madison 62, Edwards 
63, J o D.tviess-Carroll 64, Cumh.-rland 67, Effingham 68, Crawford 70, W~bash 71, Hamilton 
72, Massac 73, Schuyler 74, Adams 75, White 76, Clinton 79, and Rork Island 83. 
COUNT IQ - Nighttime Cottontail Ce,11tH. Make this count during '.\farl'h on the first 
morning that the \\Cather is rnitablr. Stat t the <Ount 80 minute; before su11riu. 
A warm, rnlm morning is best. Do not make thr count if ii is raininct ( li!(ht mist and/ 
or fog a.re OK), snowiu-:, slcetin~, ,·xtremdy windy, or rxtrcmdy cold. If moonlight is 
pnscnt, make note of tht' amount in the last column of th,. form. However, if you have 
been unable to makr the count br 1'farch 25, make it on one of the last six mornings, 
even though the weather docs not met·t specifications. 
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Drive at a steady spc,·d of about 20 mph. Count and record the numbers of rabbits 
seen along each mile of route. 
COUNTS 2Q and 3Q-Bobwhite Cock-Call Cenrnses. Make Count 2Q between May 25 and 
June 10; make Count 3Q between June 1 l and J uly I. Try to make the counts at least 
15 days apart. Start counts JO minutes before sunri.se. 
Do not start the count if it is raining, if th<' wind velority c·xcccds 10 mph, or if the 
sky is more than two-thirds clou<ly. A warm, cairn, sunny morning is best. However, if 
you have hecn unable to make either count by June 20, make at least one call count by 
J uly I, even though the weather docs not meet all spt>cifications. 
Drive at a safe speed. Stop at the cstablishcd stopping point drsi~nated for each mile 
of route, get out, walk about 15 fret from the car, au<l count the numbn of quail hcar<l 
calling "bob-white" during a pt•riod of 2 minutes. Rc•mcmber ! Count the number of individ-
ual quail heard calling, rather than the total numbn of calls. Some bobwhit,· cocks will rail 
more than once during the 2-minutr period. Cocks h!'ard calling at th,· first stop arc 
recorded on the first line of the crnsus form: all ~amc scC'n while driving th<' first mile is 
also recorded on the first line of the cC'nsus form. While driving and at thr stops, count 
all game which is sren. If any pheasants arr heard calling, record them in the proper 
column (see Counts 2 and 3). 
ALSO BE SURE TO COUNT AND RF.CORD PHEASANTS. RABBITS, 
AND DOVES SEEN ON Tl/ESE COUNTS. 
COUNT 4Q -Early Morning Cottontail Censu,. Make this count between July 1 and July 15 
on the first morning the weather is suitable. Start the count :10 minuteJ after .mnri,e. 
Try to make the rount when th~ff is modnat!' to heavy dew. Do not make the count 
if it is raining, extremely windy, or during any prriod of unusually ad,·erse wcathrr. A 
clear, cairn, dewy morning is best. However, if you haw been unable to make the count hy 
July I 2, make it on one of thr last three mornings even though the wt'athcr does not 
meet all specifications. 
Drive at a speed of about 20 mph. Ko stops arP necessary. This count is especially 
for rabbits; ,·ount juvenil<'s as wdl as adults. Count and record all gam,- seen. Use the 
line on the form which corresponds to the mile in which thl' garnc is seen. 
ALSO BE SURE TO COUNT PIIEASA,VTS. QUAIL, 
AND DOVES SEE,V ON Tl/JS COUNT. 
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APPENDIX B. Postcard-questionnaire sent 
annually to a sample of rt>sidcnt Illinois hunt• 
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APPENDIX C. Mean number and percentage of mourning doves, pheasants, bobwhites, gray and fox squirrels, and cottontails harvested "ti 
annually by resident hunters in each of Illinois' 102 counties for the 14 years, 1956-69. " ,,. z 
0 
Doves Pheosonts Bobwhites Squirrels Cottontails Combined Harvest Ro 
Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean 
I:""' 
Percent- Percent- Percent- Percent. Percent• Percent-
> 
Number Number Number Number Number Number 
e, 
County Harvested age of Harvested 
age of Harvested age of Harvested 
age of Harvested age of Harvested age of iii 
Total Total Total Total Total Total ~ Annually Annually Annually Annually Annually Annually 
>( 
Harvested Harvested Harvested Harvested Harvested Harvested (in lOO'sl (in lOO's) (in 100',) (in lOO'sl (in 100',) (in lOO'sl > 
ti' 
Adams 288 1.9 0 399 1.9 526 1.9 748 2.0 1961 1,8 
c:: 
Alexander 161 1.0 0 145 0.7 223 0.8 143 0.4 672 0.6 
z 
0 
Bond 121 0.8 2 <0.1 311 1.5 249 0.9 389 1.0 1072 1.0 
> 
z 
Boone 56 0.4 47 0.6 1 <0.1 62 0.2 93 0.2 259 0.2 (") 
Brown 51 0,3 0 181 0,8 180 0.7 146 0.4 558 0.5 
tr. 
Bureau 110 0.7 66 0.8 136 0.6 312 1.1 450 1.2 1074 1.0 
;,. 
:,: 
Ca lhoun 33 0.2 0 54 0.3 323 1.2 105 0,3 516 0.5 
c:, 
Carroll 67 0.4 46 0.6 28 0,1 19.d. 0.7 204 0.5 539 0.5 > 
Cass 130 0.8 23 0.3 228 1.1 230 0.8 217 0.6 828 0.8 
" Chompoign 211 1.4 558 7.0 16 0.1 105 0.4 313 0.8 1203 1.1 
<: 
tr. 
Christion 200 1.3 29 0.4 218 1.0 263 1.0 522 1.4 1232 1.1 ~ 
Clork 56 0.4 4 <0.1 325 1.5 312 1.1 380 1.0 1077 1.0 
Cloy 229 1.5 +· 558 2.6 375 1..d. 614 1.6 1776 1.6 
0 
"' 
Clinton 290 1.9 + 256 1.2 414 1.5 600 1.6 1560 1,4 C 
Cole, 67 0.4 50 0.6 107 0.5 21.d. 0.8 370 1.0 808 0.7 
.,, 
Cook 191 1.2 235 3.0 14 0,1 114 0.4 414 1.1 968 0.9 ~ 
Crawford 167 1.1 + 411 1.9 328 1.2 556 1.5 1462 1.3 
:,: 
:;; 
Cumberland 58 0.4 3 <0.1 194 0.9 148 0.5 261 0.7 664 0.6 C"l 
De Kolb 52 0.3 213 2.7 4 < 0.1 59 0.2 242 0.6 570 0.5 ;,. 
De Witt 100 0.6 103 1.3 136 0.6 138 0.5 198 0.5 675 0 .6 <'. 
Douglas 110 0.7 171 2.2 30 0.1 \43 0.5 221 0.6 675 0.6 "" 
Du Page 227 1.5 177 2.2 3 <0.1 96 0.3 297 0.8 800 0.7 
Edgar 232 1.5 162 2.0 116 0.5 2<l8 0.9 338 0.9 1096 1.0 
Edwards 55 0.4 0 206 1,0 185 0.7 188 0.5 634 0.6 
EP.'ingham 276 1.8 3 < 0.1 352 1.6 443 1.6 626 1.6 1700 1.6 
Fayette 283 1.8 2 <0.1 531 2.5 508 1,8 601 1.6 1925 1.8 
Ford 78 0,5 .417 5.3 6 <0.1 76 0.3 290 0.8 867 0.8 
Franklin 313 2.0 0 687 3.2 476 1.7 546 1.4 2022 1,8 
Fulton 258 1.7 5 <0.1 343 1.6 687 2.5 647 1.7 1940 1.8 
Gallatin 95 0.6 0 153 0.7 177 0.6 139 0.4 564 0.5 
Greene 120 0.8 + 385 1.8 355 1.3 435 1.1 1295 1.2 
Grundy 105 0.7 172 2.2 42 0.2 148 0.5 234 0.6 701 0.6 
.._, 
11 ll,e symbcl + indicates that less than 50 cock pheasants were shot a nnually i11 the t:ounfy, 
APPENDIX C, continued 2. 
Doves Pheasants 
--- ----
Mean Percent· Mean Percent• Number Number 
County Harvested age of Harvested age of Total Total Annually Harvested Annually Harvested (in IOO's) (in lOO's) 
Hamilton 83 0.5 1 <0.1 
Hancock 111 0.7 0 
Hardin 19 0.1 0 
Henderson 61 0.4 3 <0.1 
Henry 90 0.6 31 0.4 
Iroquois 175 1.1 412 5.2 
Jackson 280 1.9 0 
Jasper 163 1.0 2 < 0.1 
Jefferson 201 1.3 1 <0.1 
Jersey 77 0.5 + 
Jo Daviess 22 o. 1 15 0.2 
Johnson 12 <0.1 0 
Kone 149 1.0 208 2.6 
Kankakee 234 1.5 295 3.7 
Kendall 34 0.2 88 1.1 
Knox 109 0,7 4 <0.1 
Lake 306 2.0 259 3.3 
Lo Solle 108 0.7 332 4.2 
Lawrence 62 0.4 0 
Lee 139 0.9 159 2.0 
Livingston 92 0.6 678 8.6 
Logan 182 1.2 1S6 2.0 
McDonough 170 1.1 + 
McHenry 150 1.0 258 3.3 
Mcleon 200 1.3 462 5.8 
Macon 149 1.0 82 1.0 
Macoupin 426 2.9 1 < 0.1 
Madison 442 2.9 + 
Morion 294 1.9 + 
Marshell 137 0.9 84 1.0 
Mason 361 2.3 105 1.3 
Massac 72 0.5 0 
Menard 70 0.5 30 0.4 
Mercer 70 0.5 s <0.1 
M011roe 96 0.6 0 
APPENDIX C, continued 3. 
Doves Pheasants 
Mean Percent• Mean Percent-Number age of P'-lumber oge of County Harvested Total Harvested Totol Annually Harvested Annually Harvested (in I00's) (In 100',) 
Bobwhites 
Mean Percent-Number 
Harvested age of Total Annually HarveJted [in lOO's) 
475 2.2 
209 1.0 
98 0,5 
59 0.3 
111 0.5 
61 0.3 
323 1.5 
290 1..4 
614 2.9 
225 1.1 
15 0.1 
313 1.5 
9 <0.1 
96 0.4 
3 < 0.1 
223 1.0 
2 <0.1 
49 0.2 
365 1.7 
54 0.3 
16 0.1 
106 0.5 
288 1.3 
3 < 0.1 
82 0 . .4 
150 0.7 
533 2.5 
603 2.8 
639 3.0 
34 0,2 
161 0.8 
296 1.4 
96 0.4 
150 0.7 
126 0.6 
Bobwhites 
Mean 
Number 
Harv•sted 
Annually 
(in 100',I 
Percent• 
oge of 
Total 
Harvested 
Squirrel• 
Mean Percent-Number 
HarveJled age of Total Annually Horveoted (in lOO's) 
215 0.8 
281 1.0 
173 0.6 
116 0.4 
256 0.9 
197 0.7 
479 1.7 
210 0.8 
293 1.1 
297 1.1 
356 1.3 
250 0.9 
159 0.6 
190 0.7 
61 0.2 
413 1.5 
186 0.7 
331 1.2 
307 1.1 
165 0.6 
131 0.5 
158 0.6 
228 0.8 
180 0.7 
218 0.8 
137 0.5 
601 2.2 
545 2.0 
336 1.2 
198 0.7 
359 1.3 
222 0.8 
109 0.4 
154 0.6 
485 1.8 
Squirrels 
Mean 
Number 
Horve1ted 
Annually 
(in lOO's) 
Percent-
age of 
Total 
Harvested 
Collontoils 
Mean Percent-Number 
Harvested age of Total Annually Harvested [in lOO's) 
298 0.8 
419 1.1 
75 0 .2 
158 0.4 
.467 1.2 
.446 1.2 
505 1.3 
439 1.2 
446 1.2 
267 0.7 
158 O.A 
83 0.2 
342 0.9 
292 0.8 
128 0.3 
514 1.3 
357 0.9 
637 1.7 
395 1.0 
315 0.8 
436 1.1 
393 1.0 
359 0.9 
274 0.7 
655 1.7 
346 0.9 
784 2.1 
1158 3.0 
596 1.6 
232 0.6 
267 0.7 
110 0.3 
152 0.4 
139 0.4 
424 1.1 
Cottontail< 
Mean 
Number 
Harvested 
Annually 
(in 100',) 
Percent-
age of 
Total 
Harvested 
Combined Harvest 
Mean Percent• Number 
Harvested ogeof Total Annually Harvested (in lOO's) 
1072 1.0 
1020 0.9 
365 0.3 
397 0.4 
955 0.9 
1291 1.2 
1587 1.4 
1104 1.0 
1555 1.4 
866 0.8 
566 0.5 
658 0.6 
867 0.8 
1107 1.0 
314 0.3 
1263 1.2 
1110 1.0 
1457 1.3 
1129 1.0 
832 0.8 
1353 1.2 
995 0.9 
1045 1.0 
865 0.8 
1617 1.5 
96.4 0.9 
2345 2.1 
2748 2.5 
1865 1.7 
685 0.6 
1253 1.1 
700 0.6 
457 o . .c 
518 0.5 
1131 1.0 
Combined Horvest 
Mean 
Number 
Harvested 
Annually 
(In 100',) 
Percent-
a ge of 
Total 
Harvested 
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APPENDIX C, continued 3. 
Doves 
Mean Percent-Number age of 
County Harvested 
Annually 
Total 
Harvested (in lOO'sl 
Montgomery 167 1.1 
Morgan 192 1,2 
Moultrie 106 0.7 
Ogle 30 0.2 
Peoria 199 1.3 
Perry 255 1.7 
Piatt 133 0.9 
Pike 168 1.1 
Pope 59 0.4 
Pulaski 56 0.4 
Putnam 28 0.2 
Randolph 275 1.8 
Richland 126 0.8 
Rock Island 171 1.1 
St. Clair 362 2.3 
Saline l 11 0.7 
Sangamon 168 1.1 
Schuyler 22 0.1 
Scott 44 0.3 
Shelby 134 0.9 
Stork 37 0.2 
Stephenson 37 0.2 
Tazewell 349 2.3 
Union 191 1.2 
Vermilion 332 2.1 
Wabash 76 0.5 
Worren 49 0.3 
Washington 251 1.6 
Wayne 117 0.8 
White 142 0.9 
Whiteside 153 1.0 
Will 257 1.7 
Williamson 303 2.0 
Winnebago 88 0.6 
Woodford 126 0.8 
5 
0 
<0.1 
Pheasants 
Mean Percent· Number 
age of Harvested 
Annually 
Total 
Harvested (in lOO'sl 
3 <0.1 
1 1 0.1 
86 1.1 
51 0.6 
35 0.4 
+ 
157 2.0 
0 
0 
0 
28 0.3 
0 
1 <0.1 
17 0.2 
0 
0 
52 0,6 
0 
0 
46 0.6 
21 0.3 
59 0.7 
147 1.8 
0 
368 4.6 
+ 
3 <0.1 
t-
0 
+ 
so 0.6 
368 4.6 
0 
61 0.8 
186 2.3 
150 
126 
0.7 
0.6 
Bobwhites 
Mean Percent-Number 
age of Harvested 
Annually 
Total 
Harvested (in lOO's) 
407 1.9 
310 1.5 
86 0.4 
10 <0.1 
208 1.0 
371 1.7 
23 0.1 
500 2.3 
250 1.2 
134 0.6 
16 0.1 
373 1.7 
394 1.8 
128 0.6 
441 2.1 
269 1.3 
347 1.6 
134 0.6 
165 0.8 
339 1.6 
56 0.3 
1 <0.1 
215 1.0 
202 1.0 
117 0.5 
109 0.5 
52 0.2 
320 1.5 
798 3.7 
303 1.4 
85 0.4 
56 0,3 
638 3.0 
4 <0.1 
32 0.1 
154 
A85 
0.6 
1.8 
Squirrels 
Mecn Percent• Number 
age of Harvested 
Annually Total Harvested (in lOO's) 
408 1.5 
172 0,6 
95 0.3 
171 0.6 
600 2.2 
329 1.2 
123 0.4 
545 2.0 
245 0.9 
203 0.7 
96 0.3 
682 2.5 
341 1.2 
383 1.4 
614 2.2 
235 0.9 
277 1.0 
235 0.9 
143 0.5 
285 1.0 
147 0.5 
191 0.7 
463 1.7 
326 1.2 
392 1.4 
94 0.3 
169 0.6 
471 1.7 
417 1.5 
255 0.9 
218 0.8 
\54 0.6 
370 1.3 
109 0.4 
237 0.9 
139 
424 
0.4 
1.1 
Cottontails 
Mean Percent-Number 
age of Harvested 
Annually Total Harvested (in lOO's) 
677 1.8 
344 0.9 
285 0.7 
186 0.5 
667 1,8 
489 1.3 
208 0.5 
623 1.6 
86 0.2 
123 0.3 
120 0.3 
614 1.6 
424 1.1 
293 0.8 
1128 3.0 
215 0.6 
644 1.7 
148 0.4 
167 0.4 
496 1.3 
208 0.5 
254 0.7 
728 1.9 
208 0.5 
569 1.5 
163 0.4 
191 0.5 
522 1.4 
566 1.5 
275 0.7 
321 0.8 
536 1.4 
378 1.0 
177 0.5 
337 0.9 
518 
ll 31 
o.:, 
1.0 
Combined Harvest 
Mean Percent-Number 
ageaf Harvested 
Annually Total Harvested (in lOO's) 
1662 1.5 
1029 1.0 
658 0.6 
448 0,4 
1709 1.6 
1444 1.3 
644 0.6 
1836 1.7 
640 0.6 
516 0.5 
288 0.3 
1944 1.8 
1286 1.2 
992 0.9 
2545 2,3 
830 0.8 
1488 1.4 
539 0,5 
519 0.5 
1300 1.2 
469 0.4 
542 0.5 
1902 1.7 
927 0.8 
1778 1.6 
442 0.4 
464 0.4 
1564 1.4 
1898 1.7 
975 0.9 
827 0.8 
1371 1.3 
1689 1.5 
439 0.4 
918 0.8 
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APPENDIX D. Mean number and percentage of individual hunter-trips expended annually for mourning doves, pheasants, bobwhites, gray 
and fox squirrels, ond cottontails in eoch of Illinois' 102 counties for the 14 years, 1956-69. 
Doves Pheoson" Bobwhites 
Meon Percent• Meon Percent- Meon Percent-Number 
age of Number age of Number age of County of Hunter- Total of Hunter- Total of Hunter- Total Trips 
Hunter• 
Trips Hunter• Trips Hunter-Annually Trips Annually Trips Annually Trips (in l00's) (in l00's) (in l00's) 
Adams 73 1.7 0 159 2.1 
Alexander 39 0.9 0 36 0.5 
Bond 28 0.6 4 < 0.1 95 1.2 
Boone 20 0.5 95 1.0 1 < 0.1 
Brown 16 0.4 0 58 0.8 
Bureau 26 0.6 96 1.0 67 0.9 
Calhoun 7 0.2 0 18 0.2 
Carroll 23 0.5 98 1.0 25 0.3 
Coss 34 0.8 28 0.3 79 1.0 
Champaign 65 1.5 492 S.1 15 0.2 
Christian 49 1.1 so o.s 98 1.3 
Clark 16 0.4 4 < 0.1 105 1.4 
Cloy 49 l. 1 +· \62 2.1 
Clinton 73 1.7 + 87 l.\ 
Coles 16 0.4 61 0.6 53 0.7 
Cook 75 1.7 368 16 0.2 
Crawford .ii 0.9 1 < 0.1 143 1.9 
Cumberland 17 0.4 3 < 0.1 61 0.8 
De Kolb 20 0.5 283 2.9 s 0.1 
DeWitt 27 0.6 113 1.2 66 0.9 
Douglas 31 0.7 177 1.8 14 0.2 
Du Page 89 2.1 326 3 . .l 3 < 0.1 
Edgar 51 1.2 180 1.9 56 0.7 
Edwards 1-4 0.3 0 57 0.7 
Effingham 78 1.8 2 <0.l 136 1.8 
Fayette 57 1.3 1 <0.1 156 2.0 
Ford 26 0.6 331 3.4 5 0.1 
Franklin 80 1.9 0 209 2.7 
Fullon 76 1.8 5 <0.1 110 1.4 
Gallatin 14 0.3 0 44 0.6 
Greene 34 0.8 + 116 1.5 
Grundy 4 3 1.0 209 2.2 38 0.5 
• The ,ymbol + i ndi<.ote, thot len then 50 hunter-trips wer• ••pended annually for pheasants in th• county. 
APPENDIX D, continued 2. 
County 
Daves 
Mean 
Number 
of Hunter• 
Trips 
~I\~'!~!!~ 
Percent-
age of 
Total 
Hunter• 
Trips 
Pheason" 
Mean 
Number Percent• 
of Hunter- age of Total Tripi 
Hunter• ~"~~~!~ Trips 
Bobwhites 
Mean 
Number Percent• 
of Hunter- age of Total Trips Hunter-Annually 
,. 
., ...... " . Tripi 
Squirrels 
Meon Percent-Number 
age of 
of Hunter- Total Trips Hunter-Annually Trips (in l0O's) 
246 1.7 
88 0.6 
115 0.8 
46 0.3 
74 0,5 
187 1.3 
128 0.9 
110 0.8 
106 0.8 
69 0.5 
142 1.0 
13.l 1.0 
160 1.1 
248 1.8 
108 0.8 
88 0.6 
156 1.1 
67 o.s 
45 0.3 
79 0.6 
81 0.6 
68 o.s 
134 1.0 
73 0.5 
222 1.6 
212 1.5 
55 0.4 
236 1.7 
307 2.2 
89 0.6 
151 1.1 
109 0.8 
Squirrels 
Mean 
Number Percent-
of Hunter- 09• of Total Trlps Hunter-Annually 
h- tt'V'\•..,_, Trips 
Cotton toils Combined Hunting Effort 
Meon Percent- Mean Percent• Number 
age of Number age of 
of Hunter- Total of Hunter• Total Trips Hunter• Trips Hunter• Annually Trips Annually Trips (in l00's) (in l OO'sl 
319 1.6 797 1.4 
82 0,4 245 0.4 
153 0.8 395 0.7 
79 0.4 241 0.4 
65 0.3 213 0 • .l 
236 1.2 612 1.1 
50 0.2 203 0.4 
147 0.7 403 0.7 
120 0.6 367 0.7 
222 1.1 863 1.5 
232 1.2 571 1.0 
151 0.8 410 0.7 
236 1.2 607 1.\ 
264 1.3 672 1.2 
156 0.8 394 0.7 
365 1.8 912 1.7 
228 1.1 569 1.0 
100 0.5 248 0.4 
190 0.9 543 1.0 
116 0.6 401 0.7 
124 0.6 427 0.8 
290 1.4 776 1.4 
181 0.9 602 1.1 
62 0.3 206 0.4 
284 1..l 722 1.3 
225 1,1 651 1.2 
165 0.8 582 1,0 
253 1.3 778 1.4 
293 1.5 791 1.4 
64 0.3 211 0.4 
181 0.9 482 0.9 
190 0.9 589 ,. 1 
Cottontoils Combined Hunting Effort 
Mean Mean Percent- Percent-Number Mumber 
of Hunter- age of oge of of Hunter-Totol Total Trips Trips 
Annuolly Hunter- Annually Hunter-
,:- '"""'·' Trips I!- 1 nt\1.,\ Tripi 
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G.-u11dy A3 1.0 209 2.2 38 0.5 109 0.8 190 0.9 589 I.I 
• T~• symbol + indlcot•s fhot less than 50 hunler-trips were e-.pet"lded onnuolly for pt,eo1on1, in the counfy, 
APPENDIX D, continued 2. 
.,, 
:,a 
Doves Pheasants Bobwhites Squirrels Cottontails Combined Hunting Effort "' :,: 
Mean Mean Mean 0 Mean Percent- Percent· Percent. Percent- Mean Percent• Mean Percent· Ro Number Number Number Number Number Number 
County of Hunler- age of of Hunter- age of of Hunter• age of of Hunter· age of of Hunter• age of of Hunter• age of r' Total Total Total Total Total Total > Trips Trips Trips Trips Trips Trips t,:, 
Annually Hunter• Annually Hunter• Annually Hunter- Annually Hunter• Annually Hunter- Annually Hunler• ;;; 
(in lOO's) Trips (in lOO's) Trips (in 100',) Trips (in lOO'sl Trips (in lOO"sl Trips (in lOO's) Trips ~ 
Hamilton 19 0.-4 1 < 0.1 119 1.5 89 0.6 107 o.s 335 0.6 >-t= 
Hancock 27 0.6 0 81 1.1 122 0.9 159 0.8 389 0.7 ~ 
Hardin 6 0.1 0 32 0.4 71 0.5 .d.5 0.2 154 0.3 :,: 0 Hender,on 17 0 • .4 5 <0. 1 24 0.3 60 0.4 81 0.4 187 0.3 > z Henry 34 0.8 93 1.0 58 0.8 152 1.1 240 1.2 577 0.4 '."l 
lroqvois 58 1.3 389 4.0 so 0.6 131 0.9 295 1.5 923 1,7 ,. 
Jackson 74 1.7 0 117 1.S 235 1.7 233 1.2 659 1.2 > ~ Jaspe,. 31 0:7 3 <0.1 83 1.1 89 0.6 147 0.7 353 0.6 t:: 
Jefferson 41 0.9 I <0.1 187 2.4 127 0.9 166 o.e 522 0.9 ::r: 
Jersey 20 o.s 1 < 0.1 78 1.0 136 1.0 130 0,6 365 0.7 > 
"' Jo Daviess 14 0.3 35 0.4 9 0.1 201 1.4 135 0.7 394 0.7 -:
Johnson 4 0.1 0 75 1.0 102 0.7 42 0.2 223 0,4 I;; 
Kane 60 1.4 364 3.8 12 0.2 117 0.8 316 1.6 869 1.6 --i 
Kankakee 74 1.7 339 3.5 70 0.9 91 0.6 2.49 1.2 823 1.5 0 ..., 
Kendall 13 0,3 118 1.2 6 0.1 47 0.3 94 o.s 278 o.s i Knox 34 0.8 9 0.1 92 1.2 220 1.6 250 1.2 605 1.1 lake 11 2 2.6 372 3.8 2 < 0.1 138 1.0 309 1.5 933 1.7 > la Salle 47 1.1 420 4.3 66 0.9 230 1.6 477 2.4 1240 2.2 ~ 
Lawrence 21 0,5 0 112 1.5 148 1.1 172 0.9 453 0 .8 0 
lee 39 0.9 201 2.1 37 0.5 99 0.7 21.4 1.1 590 1.1 Q > Livingston 28 0.6 588 6.1 14 0.2 81 0.6 281 1.4 992 1.8 ::::: 
Logan 59 1..4 181 1.9 65 0.8 106 0.8 240 1.2 651 1.2 
.., 
McDonough 42 1.0 1 < 0.1 92 1.2 11 1 0.8 154 0.8 .400 0,7 
McHenry 52 1.2 382 3.9 4 <0.1 117 0.8 251 l.2 806 1.4 
Mclean 62 1.4 470 4.9 55 0.7 1.48 1.1 378 1.9 1113 2.0 
Macon 48 1.1 97 1.0 76 1.0 as 0.6 179 0.9 .485 0.9 
Macoupin 114 2.6 1 <0.1 210 2.7 277 2.0 355 1.8 957 1.7 
Madison 132 3.1 + 243 3.2 305 2.2 573 2.8 1253 2.2 
Morion 68 1.6 + 208 2.7 163 1.2 237 1.2 676 1.2 
Morsholl 38 0.9 97 1.0 15 0.2 108 0.8 130 0.6 388 0.7 
Mason 71 1.6 104 1.1 65 0.8 169 1.2 145 0.7 554 1.0 
Massac 22 0.5 0 85 1.1 104 0.7 73 0.4 284 0.5 
Menard 16 0.4 38 0.4 41 0.5 48 0.3 69 0.3 212 0.4 
Mercer 19 0.4 13 0.1 49 0.6 83 0.6 81 0.4 2.45 0.4 ...., 
Monroe 28 0.6 0 49 0.6 235 1.7 223 1.1 535 1.0 u, 
APPENDIX D, continued 3. 
...., 
O'> 
Dove• Pheasants Bobwhites Squirrel• Cottontails Combined Hunting Effort 
Mecn Percent- Mean Percent• Mean Percent- Mean Percent• Mean Percent- Mean Percent-Number 
age of Number age of Number age of Number age of Number age of Number age of County of Hunter· Total of Hunter• Total of Hunter- Total of Hunter· Total of Hunter· Total of Hunter· Total Trips Hunter· Trips Hunter• Trips Hunter- Trips Hunter- Trips Hunter- Trips Hunter-Annually Trips Annually Trips Annually Trips Annually Trips Annually Trips Annually Trips (in lOO's) (in lOO's) (in lOO's) (in lOO's) (in lOO's) (in lOO's) 
,..... 
Montgomery 50 1.2 6 0.1 143 1.9 183 l.3 275 1.4 657 1.2 t"' t"' 
Morgan 50 1.2 16 0.2 105 1.4 79 0.6 148 0.7 398 0.7 ?, 
Moultrie 30 0.7 107 l.1 44 0.6 55 0.4 141 0.7 377 0.7 0 
Ogle 10 0.2 89 0.9 11 0.1 97 0.7 156 0.8 363 0.6 in 
Peoria 65 l.5 42 0.4 97 1.3 330 2.3 353 1.8 887 1.6 ::, 
Perry 54 1.2 1 <0.1 115 1.5 180 1.3 210 l.O 560 1.0 "' ,,, 
Piatt 39 0.9 166 1.7 15 0.2 72 0.5 127 0.6 419 0.8 > 
"' Pike 42 1.0 0 154 2.0 221 1.6 222 1.1 639 1.2 
.., 
i;:: 
Pope 10 0.2 0 52 0.7 99 0.7 48 0.2 209 0.4 to, 
Pulaski 15 0.3 0 46 0.6 99 0.7 68 0.3 228 0.4 7. 
Putnam 11 0.3 43 0.4 19 0.2 53 0.4 70 0.3 196 0.4 
.., 
0 
Randolph 63 l.5 0 118 1.5 339 2.4 301 l.5 821 1.5 .,, 
Richland 31 0.7 1 <0.1 119 1.5 145 1.0 166 0.8 462 0.8 C".l 
Rock Island 49 1.1 34 0.4 65 0.9 197 1.4 189 0.9 534 1.0 0 z 
St. Clair 116 2.7 0 186 2..4 328 2.3 548 2.7 1178 2.1 [/) 
Saline 26 0.6 0 82 1.1 101 0.7 95 0.5 304 0.5 
M 
:,:, 
Sangamon 48 1.1 75 0.8 152 2.0 164 l.2 328 l.6 767 1.4 <: :i Schuyler 8 0.2 0 39 0.5 101 0.7 73 0.4 221 0.4 8 Scott 11 0.3 0 45 0.6 64 0.5 73 0.4 193 0 .3 z 
Shelby -'2 l.O 46 0.5 125 1.6 131 0.9 202 l.O 546 1.0 
--l 
Stork 10 0.2 34 0.4 25 0.3 79 0.6 110 0.5 258 0.5 M 
Stephenson 16 0.4 1-'3 1.5 2 <O.l 125 0.9 211 1.1 497 0.9 (') ~ 
Tazewell 98 2.3 204 2.1 125 1.6 263 1.9 423 2.1 1113 2.0 '7, 
Union 39 0.9 0 64 0.8 130 0.9 102 0.5 335 0.6 i'i 
Vermilion 90 2.1 412 4,3 76 l.O 235 l.7 386 1.9 1199 2.1 • t"' 
Wabash 18 0.4 + 34 0.4 44 0.3 79 0.4 175 0.3 to 
Warren 14 0.3 7 0.1 27 0.4 90 0.6 94 0.5 232 0.4 C: 
Washington 57 1.3 + 104 1.4 212 1.5 201 1.0 574 l.O 
... 
t"' 
Wayne 36 0.8 0 204 2.7 177 l.3 204 1.0 621 1.1 M .., 
White 32 0.7 + 92 1.2 127 0.9 116 0.6 367 0.7 z 
Whiteside 43 l.O 105 1.1 64 0.8 117 0.8 232 1.2 561 1.0 ~ 
Will 102 2.4 526 5,4 46 0.6 124 0.9 479 2.4 1277 2.3 
Williamson 69 1.6 0 191 2.5 195 1.4 206 1.0 661 1.2 ;;; 
Winnebago 33 0.8 155 1.6 10 0.1 90 0.6 188 0.9 476 0.9 
.._, 
Woodford 43 l.O 222 2.3 28 0.4 143 1.0 218 1.1 654 1.2 

